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PREFACE
The U.S. Geodynamics Committee (USGC) began considering
challenges and opportunities in geomagnetic research in 1988, thanks in
large part to the efforts of John Hermance. A USGC-appointed task
group, chaired by Rob Van der Voo, recommended that the USGC
convene a workshop to:
• address challenges and future directions in geomagnetic research
and applications;
• consider the need for an ongoing mechanism for future discus-
sion, interaction, and coordination; and
• develop a plan of action.
The USGC accepted this recommendation and, in July 1990,
convened a planning group to design a workshop for the above-stated
purposes, emphasizing those aspects of research and applications related
to temporal and spatial variations of the geomagnetic field in the solid
Earth and geospace (atmosphere, ionosphere, and magnetosphere)
environment. From these discussions, the concept of a national geomag-
netic initiative emerged.
The National Geomagnetic Initiative Workshop was held in Wash-
ington, D.C., on March 16-20, 1992. The workshop addressed scientific
challenges in four principal areas:
1. main field and core processes;
2. electromagnetic induction in the solid Earth and oceans;
3. lithospheric magnetic anomalies; and
4. magnetospheric and ionospheric processes.
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Theworkshopalsoaddressedissuescommonto theseareasrelatedto
instrumentation,analyticaltechniques,computationalfacilities,anddata
accessandmanagement.
As recommendedbythetaskgroup,thetopicsof paleomagnetism
andarchaeomagnetismwerenotaddressedattheworkshop.Thesetopics
wereaddressedinanearlierreport,Problems and Current Trends in Rock
Magnetism and Paleomagnetism (Subir K. Banerjee, Robert F. Butler,
and Victor A. Schmidt, editors; Washington, D.C.: American Geophysi-
cal Union, 1986). The committee has included in the present report some
amplifications based on a document, GP Initiative on the Earth's
Magnetic Field (Kenneth L. Verosub [chairman], George E. Backus,
Edward R. Benton, Robert S. Coe, Dennis V. Kent, and Ronald F.
Merrill), which was presented to the Geomagnetism and Paleomagnetism
Section of the American Geophysical Union in October 1988.
Participation in the workshop (there were about 90 attendees) was
sufficiently broad to be representative of the major scientific topics and
operational issues addressed at the workshop and the relevant current and
planned national and international programs. Several constituencies were
represented at the workshop: groups from the National Research
Council--in particular, the Space Studies Board, the Committee on Solar-
Terrestrial Research, and the Board on Earth Sciences and Resources;
national scientific societies through their memberships, especially the
American Geophysical Union, the Society of Exploration Geophysicists,
and the Geological Society of America; government agencies; and
industry. Although several foreign scientists participated in the work-
shop, the study was undertaken mainly to guide the U.S. scientific
community. However, the USGC recognizes that implementation of some
of the report recommendations will require the participation of foreign
scientists and governments.
This report is based on the findings and recommendations of the
workshop as set forth in a draft of the workshop proceedings submitted to
the USGC. It is intended as a comprehensive overview of geomagnetism
that describes the scope of the science and its interdisciplinary importance.
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By describing the totality of geomagnetic activities in research and
applications sponsored by a wide range of federal, state, and other
organizations, the document identifies a broad spectrum of fundamental
scientific and societal concerns and thus constitutes a truly national
enterprise.
The report contains three unrefereed appendixes. The first two of
these contain draft statements prepared by the working groups of the
workshop. The third contains details of the workshop organization.
The statements prepared by the working groups were intended to
represent a balanced view of the major scientific problems, challenges,
and concomitant needs for various aspects of geomagnetism. The
working group reports were prepared under the guidance of working
group chairs, who endeavored to take account of suggestions made during
the meetings and to reflect a consensus of the discussions. Constraints of
time did not permit review of each working group report by all group
participants; thus, individual participants may not agree with all state-
ments in the reports, and these group reports do not necessarily reflect the
views of the USGC. However, they contain a wealth of information
regarding the challenges and opportunities in geomagnetism and provide
a basis for further discussion of these issues.
The appendixes in this document are included solely for the interest
of the reader. The reports in Appendixes A and B have not been
subjected to review by the National Research Council. Any conclusions
or recommendations that are given or implied in them are the opinions of
the individual authors or working groups. Responsibility for the main text
of the report rests with the USGC.
_Fhe USGC expresses thanks to all who contributed to the success of
the workshop, especially the members of the Executive Committee of the
workshop, John Hermance (chair), William Hinze, Robert Langel, and
Christopher Russell, and to the chairs of the working groups and sub-
groups. The USGC is pleased to acknowledge the U.S. Department of
Energy, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (Headquarters and National
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Geophysical Data Center), National Science Foundation, U.S. Air Force,
and U.S. Geological Survey, whose support made this report possible.
The USGC notes with sad regret the untimely death of Edward
Benton, who served on the Executive Committee of the workshop and
contributed so much of his personal energy toward assuring the success
of this enterprise.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
The Earth's magnetic field, through its variability over a spectrum
of spatial and temporal scales, contains fundamental information on the
solid Earth and geospace environment (the latter comprising the atmo-
sphere, ionosphere, and magnetosphere). Integrated studies of the
geomagnetic field have the potential to address a wide range of important
processes in the deep mantle and core, asthenosphere, lithosphere, oceans,
and the solar-terrestrial environment. These studies have direct applica-
tions to important societal problems, including resource assessment and
exploration, natural hazard mitigation, safe navigation, and the mainte-
nance and survivability of communications and power systems on the
ground and in space.
Studies of the Earth's magnetic field are supported by a variety of
federal and state agencies as well as by private industry. Both basic and
applied research is presently supported by several federal agencies,
including the National Science Foundation (NSF), U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS), U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), and U.S. Department of Defense (DOD)
(through the Navy, Air Force, and Defense Mapping Agency). Although
each agency has a unique, well-defined mission in geomagnetic studies,
many areas of interest overlap. For example, NASA, the Navy, and
USGS collaborate closely in the development of main field reference
models. NASA, NSF, and the Air Force collaborate in space physics.
These interagency linkages need to be strengthened.
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Over the past decade, new opportunities for fundamental advances
in geomagnetic research have emerged as a result of three factors:
1. well-posed, first-order scientific questions;
2. increased interrelation of research activities dealing with geomag-
netic phenomena; and
3. recent developments in technology.
These new opportunities can be exploited through a national
geomagnetic initiative to define objectives and encourage coordination
of efforts among federal and state agencies, academic institutions, and
industry to systematically characterize the spatial and temporal behavior
of the Earth's magnetic field on local, regional, and global scales in order
to understand the physical processes in the solid Earth and geospace
environment, and to apply this understanding to a variety of scientific
problems and to technical and societal needs.
Scientific and Societal Issues
Geomagnetic studies are driven by a host of first-order scientific
problems as well as by significant societal concerns. These studies have
a renewed importance because interdisciplinary investigations have
defined critical and solvable research problems. Recent technological
advances--including increased computational power, improved instrumen-
tation and observational platforms, and inversion schemes--have
improved research capabilities.
Examples of fundamental issues in global dynamics that can be
addressed by this proposed geomagnetic initiative include the following:
• What are the mechanisms sustaining the Earth's magnetic field?
• How does the geomagnetic field reverse?
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• How are fluids--water phases and/or molten magma--distributed
in the deep crust, and what is their role in regional tectonic
processes?
• What is the magnitude of true polar wander?
• What petrological and petrophysical processes are associated with
large-scale, systematic differences in the magnetization of the
lithosphere?
• What are the plate tectonic building blocks?
• How do solar-terrestrial interactions disrupt communication links
and power-transmission systems, and can these effects be
predicted and mitigated?
Main Field and Core Processes
The mechanism for generating the geomagnetic field remains one of
the central unsolved problems in geoscience. Investigation of this
problem brings together observationalists, who study the present
morphology and history of the field; applied mathematicians, who create
numerical models (for example, dynamo models); and theorists, who
interpret the observations and numerical models. The geodynamo is one
of many interrelated problems addressed by studies of the core and mantle
of the Earth. Other problems include core and lower-mantle diffusivities;
topography of the core-mantle boundary; fluid motion at the surface of the
core; the nature and extent of momentum and energy transfer between the
core and mantle; and possible thermal influence of the mantle on core
dynamo action.
The conductivity of the lower mantle is a focus of research through
laboratory measurements of rocks under high temperature and pressure
and through interpretation of changes in the geomagnetic field. At
present, conductivity is known only to within several orders of magnitude.
To model adequately the conductivity structure of the Earth's deep
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interior, it is necessary to characterize long-term external fields produced
by currents in the magnetosphere and to understand how these external
fields interact with induced fields in the solid Earth. For very deep Earth
studies, such as those of interest to the international Studies of the Earth's
Deep Interior (SEDI) program utilizing source fields having periods of a
few years and longer, it is also necessary to separate the temporal
fluctuations in the Earth's core from those in the magnetosphere.
A better description of the geomagnetic field and its secular variation
has applications in many related areas, one of which is navigation,
including directional orientation. An understanding of core processes will
improve predictive capabilities for global charting. A large number of
civilian and military systems still depend on magnetic directional
information for either primary or backup systems. The development and
updating of standard magnetic field models, such as the International
Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF), to describe the main field in space
and time are invaluable for identifying anomaly fields associated with
lithospheric structures, many of which are important in geophysical
exploration for mineral and energy resources.
Electromagnetic Induction in the Solid Earth and Oceans
Improved techniques for imaging the electrical structure of the Earth
using naturally varying electromagnetic fields have provided important
new insights on interior structures and processes. Electrical conductivity
is strongly modulated by large-scale dynamic processes in the Earth,
particularly when grain-boundary phases, such as fluids (water and/or
melt), minerals (especially sulfides), and graphite are involved. Electrical
conductivity imaging has important practical applications, particularly at
shallow levels in the crust. These include energy, mineral, and water
resource exploration; reliability of electric power grids; ground water
protection; and waste management.
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Electrical structures in the crust and upper mamle are mapped
through regional electromagnetic surveys. It is important to map such
structures in order to strip off their effects on measurements of the
electrical structure of the middle and lower mantle. In this sense, regional
surveys are of interest in global studies and for investigating various
mechanisms for core-mantle coupling. Ocean currents generate electric
fields through interactions with the geomagnetic field. Electric field
measurements on the seafloor are useful for monitoring large-scale ocean
currents and for studying the long-term variability of the oceans.
Lithospheric Magnetic Anomalies
Few geophysical methods have had a greater impact on the geologi-
cal sciences than magnetic methods. Magnetic surveys provide key
information concerning the geological, tectonic, and thermal state of the
Earth's lithosphere. The use of airborne geophysical surveys is a
cost-effective way to map the lithosphere.
The discovery of magnetic anomalies in oceanic crust was critical for
development of the plate tectonics theory. Insights into the character and
depth of magnetic source regions aid investigations of the mechanical and
thermal structure of the lithosphere, crustal and oceanic accretion and
evolution, true polar wander, the variation of magnetic field intensity with
time, and the process of magnetic field reversals. The large dynamic
range of magnetization intensity in rocks enables the detection of
otherwise subtle variations in lithology, rock properties, and structure.
Persistence of magnetization in the lithosphere makes magnetic methods
useful for studying its deep levels. The ultimate goal of interpreting
magnetic anomalies is an understanding of the three-dimensional
distribution of magnetization from which, together with other geophysical
data, the geological and tectonic state of the lithosphere can be deduced.
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Magneticanomalystudieshaveimportantsocietalapplications.They
canbeusedto delineatefeaturesassociatedwithmineralor hydrocarbon
accumulations,uchasigneousintrusions,faultzones,saltdomes,and
anticlines.Becausecrustalmagnetizationis sensitiveto metamorphism
and hydrothermalalteration,magneticcontrastsin the crust reflect
variationsin thermalandgeochemicalhistoriesthatmaybediagnosticfor
certainenergyandmineraldeposits. Nationalprogramsto evaluate
earthquakeand volcanic hazards,to characterizeenvironmentally
contaminatedareas,andto permitsafedisposalof radioactivewaste
benefitfrommagneticanomalystudies.
Magnetospheric and Ionospheric Processes
The geomagnetic field spans all regions of the Earth, from the core,
through the oceans and atmosphere, to the ionosphere and magnetosphere.
Spatial and temporal changes in the geomagnetic field provide important
information on the physical properties of these regions and their connec-
tivity. These changes also provide warnings of natural hazards in space,
such as geomagnetic substorms and storms.
The ionosphere and magnetosphere are a closely coupled system that
channels energy and momentum from the solar wind to the atmosphere.
A number of coupled current systems flow in the conducting plasmas that
fill these regions. These currents are responsible for most of the temporal
changes in the geomagnetic field that occur on time scales of seconds to
days, including magnetic pulsations. Studies of the ionosphere and
magnetosphere seek to obtain a quantitative understanding of the flow of
energy and momentum through the solar wind, magnetosphere, and
ionosphere systems; understand the physics of magnetic reconnection at
the magnetopause, the response of the magnetosphere to changes in solar
wind pressure, and the processes responsible for viscouslike interactions;
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and understand the physical mechanisms responsible for generating
pulsations and controlling their cross-field transport in the magnetosphere.
These studies also address the temporal and spatial morphology of
magnetic field transients, particularly the effects of induced fields within
the Earth on transients observed on or near the surface. These transients
can produce large potential drops and associated current surges that can
cause serious damage to large-scale power distribution systems and
communications networks.
Operational Aspects and Data Availability
Observational programs have led to important advances in geomag-
netic research and to the application of these research results to other
geophysical disciplines. Comprehensive magnetic surveys by ship were
begun more than 200 years ago. Permanent magnetic observatories were
established around the world more than 150 years ago. Magnetic surveys
by aircraft were begun about 50 years ago. Initial surveys by satellites
were undertaken about 20 years ago. Measurements made directly on the
ocean floor are now becoming available. These data represent a rich
national resource for both present and future generations of scientists.
Advances in geomagnetic research require observational programs
and the timely availability of data derived from:
• land and ocean floor measurements;
• marine and aircraft measurements;
• satellite measurements; and
• prehistorical reconstructions, historical data, and laboratory mea-
surements.
The basic issues regarding availability of geophysical data have been
addressed in several National Research Council reports, including those
of the Committee on Data Management and Computing (CODMAC)
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(1982,1986,1988),GeophysicalData: Policy Issues (1988), and Solving
the Global Change Puzzle (1991). The present report emphasizes the
importance of effective availability of geomagnetic data and associated
data products through national data centers, World Data Centers, and
distributed data centers.
Overview of Recommendations
The following discussion summarizes the essential recommendations
presented in the body of this report. Because it is a summary, however,
it is not intended as a substitute for the specificity of the recommendations
given in more detail elsewhere. The order of the recommendations does
not indicate a priority ranking.
I. A national geomagnetic initiative should be undertaken to define
objectives and encourage coordination among federal and state agencies,
academic institutions, and industry to systematically characterize the
spatial and temporal behavior of the Earth's magnetic field on local,
regional, and global scales in order to improve the understanding of the
physical processes in the Earth and the geospace environment, and to
apply this understanding to a variety of scientific problems and to
technical and societal needs.
2. This initiative should include a plan with both short-range and
long-range objectives to characterize the magnetic field. For studies at the
Earth's surface, the objectives should include the following:
* better distribution of standard geomagnetic observatories with
modern digital equipment;
• improved mapping of the crustal magnetic field at high spatial
resolution; and
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• better characterization of the electrical conductivity of the Earth
utilizing both magnetic variation and magnetotelluric arrays.
For space studies, the objectives should include continuous monitor-
ing of the following:
• the Earth's main field;
• the state of the magnetosphere; and
• solar wind.
For laboratory studies, the objectives should include the following:
• improved measurements of magnetic properties and electrical
conductivities of rocks and the geological processes that control
them; and
• reconstruction of prehistorical variations of the Earth's magnetic
field using archaeomagnetic and paleomagnetic measurements.
The objectives should also address the issues involving the preserva-
tion and release of existing and future data, including:
• the continuation of observational programs and the preservation
of resultant data;
• the arrangement, where possible, for the release of relevant
proprietary and classified geomagnetic data to the scientific
community; and
• the maintenance of national centers to serve as repositories of
geomagnetic data, with emphasis on the management of and
access to existing and future data.
3. Responsibility for implementation of the national geomagnetic
initiative rests with the scientific community, which should develop a
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mechanism to carry the initiative forward. This mechanism should
involve the relevant federal and state organizations, academic institutions,
industry, and national scientific societies, especially the American
Geophysical Union, the Society of Exploration Geophysicists, and the
Geological Society of America. It should also take account of pertinent
international programs and activities. These diverse elements of the
scientific community concerned with geomagnetism--and international
bodies concerned with relevant international scientific programs--have a
clear opportunity to make their own activities more effective through the
kind of cooperation and coordination envisioned for this national geo-
magnetic initiative.
4. As part of this initiative, special attention should be given to
maintaining and improving communication and coordination among the
diverse activities in geomagnetism in federal and state agencies, the
academic community, and industry--with a view toward encouraging
improved efficiencies and fulfillment of goals in research and applications.
This effort should include a provision for ongoing discussions of the needs
and activities of the geomagnetic community, especially the programs of
government agencies. It should also include a provision for establishing
interdisciplinary task groups involving the scientific and engineering
communities that will organize, design, and implement specific research
programs.
2
SCIENTIFIC FRAMEWORK
The Global Perspective
The Earth's magnetic field, through its variations on a wide variety
of scales in space and time, carries fundamental information on a variety
of dynamic systems in the Earth's interior and the geospace environment.
The magnetic field originates from chaotic fluid motions in the core and
is significantly distorted by its interaction with the solar wind. The
Earth's lithosphere, asthenosphere, deep mantle and core, oceans, and
solar-terrestrial environment--either as primary sources or as induced
secondary sources--contribute magnetic "signals" that must be separated
and decoded to obtain an "image" of the underlying physical processes.
Recent technological advances present unique opportunities for studies of
the geomagnetic field to contribute to the understanding of a variety of
dynamic processes in the solid Earth and geospace environment.
Historically, geomagnetic studies have been at the leading edge of
geophysical research. The first application was in the field of navigation,
then in the monitoring of the Earth's changing geomagnetic environment
through global magnetic observatories, next in geophysical exploration
and regional surveys from aircraft and ships, and finally in the refined
charting of dynamic processes in the Earth's magnetosphere, lithosphere,
and core by modern space vehicles. Of particular note, the first quantita-
tive evidence for plate tectonics was derived from precision magnetic
charts of the ocean basins.
The future promises even greater contributions from the national and
international geomagnetic community. The following are examples of the
11
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fundamentalquestionsinglobaldynamicsthatcouldbeaddressedbythe
proposedinitiative:
• What are the mechanisms sustaining the Earth's magnetic field?
• Is the secular variation a fundamental part of the dynamo mecha-
nism?
• How does the geomagnetic field reverse?
• What is the distribution of electrical conductivity in the mantle?
• What role does the magnetic field play in coupling the core and
the mantle, contributing to changes in the length of the day over
time scales of decades?
• How are fluids--water phases and/or molten magma--distributed
in the deep crust, and what is their role in regional tectonic
processes?
• How are physical discontinuities within the Earth sus-
tained-petrologically, thermally, and dynamically--on regional
and global scales?
• What is the magnitude of true polar wander?
• What are the plate tectonic "building blocks" of the lithosphere
and how were they assembled?
• What petrological and petrophysical processes are associated with
large-scale, systematic differences in the magnetization of the
lithosphere?
• What are the fundamental processes through which plasma and
radiation from the sun interact with the geospace environment?
• How are magnetospheric and ionospheric processes
electrodynamically coupled?
• Do solar-terrestrial interactions modify short-term weather and
long-term global climate change?
• How do solar-terrestrial interactions disrupt communication links
and power-transmission systems, and can these effects be
predicted and mitigated?
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New opportunities in geomagnetic research are driven by the conflu-
ence of these well-posed, first-order scientific questions with recent
developments in technology. Among the technological advances are the
use of satellites for navigation, communications, and magnetic field
monitoring; the application of new computer technology--work stations,
supercomputers, and optical disk storage media for large data bases--to
geophysical modeling and interpretation; and the implementation of
low-noise, high-resolution instrumentation.
The scientific issues that can now be addressed through implementing
this technology include the following:
• the recovery and interpretation of low-amplitude, long- and
short-wavelength magnetic anomalies from airborne, marine, and
satellite surveys;
• the nature of the coupling of ionospheric and magnetospheric
processes;
• an understanding of dynamic processes in the core as they affect
global magnetic field modeling and long-term prediction of
secular variations; and
• regional and global electromagnetic induction phenomena,
including those processes associated with the dynamics of the
oceans themselves.
An initiative to capitalize on the new opportunities and to address
questions related to geomagnetism can be readily and cost-effectively
mobilized within the traditional research establishment (federal and state
agencies, academia, industry, and scientific societies). Many aspects of
this initiative are under way or have already been planned. Interagency
coordination would minimize duplication, establish priorities at the highest
levels, and assure that the required facilities were in place when needed.
Such a broad coalition would not only improve the quality and competi-
tiveness of the basic research enterprise in this country (with its concomi-
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tantimprovementinthequalityofhighereducation),butit wouldprovide
directbenefitsto thepublicat large,includingabetterunderstandingof
solar-terrestrialinfluenceson the biosphere(that is, the impactof
phenomenarelatedto geomagnetismon biologicalsystems),a refined
assessmentof naturalresourcesandnaturalhazardsof thecontinentaland
oceaniccrust, improvedand safer navigation,and more reliable
satellite-basedcommunications.
The Dynamics of the Global Geomagnetic Environment
Contemporary views of the Earth's magnetic field emphasize its
variable nature on a wide range of scales in space and time. Although it
is sometimes convenient to think of the "main field" of the Earth as
having a static, dipole-like quality, this approximation is valid only at time
scales significantly less than 104 years. Perhaps a third of the core field
is nondipolar, and much of that fluctuates significantly over periods of a
few years to a few centuries; this is called secular variation.
The main magnetic field is created by complex fluid motions in the
Earth's core that sustain a hydromagnetic, self-excited dynamo (the
geodynamo), which arises from processes connected with the chemical
and thermal evolution in the core. The geomagnetic field exhibits
remarkably rapid variation relative to other deep-seated geophysical
phenomena. For example, the speed of westward drift of the geomagnetic
field is 10 6 centimeters (cm) per year, whereas the speed of continental
drift is typically on the order of a few centimeters per year. The strength
of the geomagnetic dipole component is currently decreasing at a rate that,
if continued, would completely eliminate it in 1,000 years. In fact, the
secular variation of the geomagnetic field observed by archaeomagnetism
and paleomagnetism demonstrates significant changes over the time scale
of 103 and 104 years. On the same time scale, but less frequently, the
field experiences a complete reorganization known as apolarity transition
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or geomagnetic reversal. All of these changes, which are rapid in a
geological sense, reflect the dynamic features of the main geodynamo
mechanism.
At periods of less than a few years to a decade, contributions from
internal field sources originating in the core overlap the spectrum of
transient external field sources in the magnetosphere and ionosphere.
These external magnetic field sources fluctuate over characteristic times
ranging from a few seconds to a few years or longer and have characteris-
tic dimensions at the Earth's surface of 102to 10 4 kilometers (km). These
fields are due to energetic magnetic disturbances (sometimes exceeding
thousands of nanoteslas) from natural electric current systems in the
ionosphere and magnetosphere. They are triggered and/or driven by the
interaction of the Earth's magnetic field with plasmas and radiation
emitted by the sun. A network of recording magnetometers on the Earth's
surface can be used in conjunction with orbiting spacecraft to monitor the
temporal and spatial morphologies of these magnetic fields to provide
important constraints on diagnosing fundamental physical processes in the
solar-terrestrial environment.
Because these external fields are transient in space and time, they
serve as natural low-frequency "radar" signals that diffuse into the Earth's
interior. Some of this energy is scattered by various geological features
at depth and arrives back at the Earth's surface. Analysis of these
transient magnetic field variations (and their associated electric fields) at
the Earth's surface offers a powerful means for "imaging" the conductivi-
ty structure of the Earth's interior and for understanding global and
regional processes in the lithosphere, asthenosphere, and deep mantle.
Surveys of the "static" magnetic field components from ships,
aircraft, and low-orbit satellites are used to understand the geological,
tectonic, and thermal state of the Earth's crust. Magnetic surveys on land
are used to characterize terrane boundaries, orogenic belts, and sedimen-
tary basins, and thus the genesis and evolution of continents. Magnetic
surveys in the marine environment place constraints on conceptual models
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of seafloorspreadingprocesses,transformfaulting,andtheevolutionof
hotspots. It is increasinglyapparent,however,that"static"magnetiza-
tion is notstaticin theconventionalsense.Rather,this magnetization
variesinspaceandtimeastheprimarymagneticsignaturesareoverprint-
edby fundamentalthermalandpetrologicalprocessesoraremodifiedby
tectonicprocessesthattranslate,rotate,or deformthecrust.
TheMagnetic Anomaly Map of North America, published by the
Geological Society of America in 1987, was a milestone in the under-
standing of the static magnetic field of the continent. Yet, this digital data
base has critical limitations caused by inadequacy of data in some
locations, disparate survey specifications, and uneven treatment of
regional fields. A more accurate, second-generation digital data base of
the low-altitude magnetic field of the continent could be developed by
employing a combination of satellite and high-altitude aircraft surveys to
"stitch together" the numerous low-altitude surveys that were used to
construct the map.
One of many significant contributions of Magsat, a dedicated mag-
netic field satellite flown by NASA in 1979-1980, was the measurement
of long-wavelength magnetic anomalies which suggest that the
petromagnetic character of the lithosphere has been modified through
geological time; this finding has profound implications for the evolution
of the oceanic and continental crust. However, at the level of precision
needed for such refined studies (5 nanoteslas or less), static-field survey
data can be significantly contaminated by external fields from transient
ionospheric sources. In the future, more accurate surveys--using an
Earth-based, global monitoring network--must compensate for these
external fields on a more systematic and comprehensive basis than is
presently done.
An upgraded global monitoring network is not only essential for
correcting magnetic survey data; it would also be used to define the
conductivity structure of the Earth's lithosphere and upper mantle and to
study fundamental plasma processes in the magnetosphere. Ground-based
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data are critical for discriminating between temporal and spatial effects in
satellite observations of processes in the magnetosphere.
There is a strong dependency between space-based and ground-based
observational facilities. These facilities, which require major funding
commitments and involve long lead times for implementation, have long-
term value to many federal agencies and to the scientific community at
large.
Recommendations
A national geomagnetic initiative should be undertaken to define
objectives and encourage coordination among federal and state
agencies, academic institutions, and industry to systematically
characterize the spatial and temporal behavior of the Earth's mag-
netic field on local, regional, and global scales and to apply this
understanding to a variety of scientific problems and to technical
and societal needs. This characterization should be undertaken
using satellites, aircraft, ships, and surface measurements (for
example, observatories and regional arrays), to provide a better
understanding of dynamic processes in the Earth's interior and its
geospace environment, from the inner core to the outer bound-
aries of the magnetosphere.
3
SCIENTIFIC ISSUES AND RESEARCH
OPPORTUNITIES
Issue 1: Dynamics of the Earth's Core and Fluctuations
in the Main Field
Core Dynamics and the Dynamo
Self-excited dynamo action--the process by which magnetic fields
are continually regenerated within electrically conducting fluids despite
ohmic dissipation of magnetic energy--occurs inside most of the planets
of the Solar System, within the Sun, and in countless other bodies beyond
the Solar System. The details of this process remain obscure.
One of the great challenges in geoscience is to unravel the workings
of the Earth's dynamo. The geodynamo can be probed at relatively close
range and, in principle, continually in time. Important questions to be
addressed include the following:
• What are the energy sources for core fluid motions? Where are
they concentrated in the core, and how do they vary with time?
• What is the patte/'n of fluid flow in the core? What is the nature
of core turbulence?
• Is the outer part of the core stratified? Is it stable or unstable
from a convective point of view?
• What are the mechanisms by which the geomagnetic field varies
with time? How does the field reverse?
• Can geomagnetic secular variations be forecast?
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• Is the toroidal magnetic field in the core comparable to, or an
order of magnitude or more greater than, the poloidal field?
Core-Mantle Coupling
It is well known that the rotation of the Earth is not a perfect time
keeper. Changes in the observed length of day are associated with torques
exerted on the mantle by a number of sources on a variety of time scales.
Torques are applied externally by the atmosphere, the oceans, and the
gravitational fields of the moon and sun. They are applied internally to
the base of the mantle by the fluid outer core of the Earth. A number of
processes might be responsible for the shorter-term variations, but the
changes in length of day at a time scale of decades appear to be too large
to be due to anything other than the transfer of angular momentum from
the core to the mantle. The physical mechanism of core-mantle coupling
remains obscure. Dynamo action inthe core requires the transport of heat
from the core into the mantle, that is, thermal core-mantle coupling.
The lower mantle may be a relatively good conductor of electricity,
in which case dynamo electric currents can leak from the core into the
mantle or can be induced in situ without leakage. The resulting electro-
magnetic body force exerts a torque on the mantle that may explain
decadal fluctuations in the length of day and could conceivably contribute
to excitation and damping of the Chandler wobble. Flow of core fluid
past seismically detected core-mantle boundary topography may also exert
a pressure torque on the mantle. A number of first-order scientific issues
are associated with processes of core-mantle coupling, including the
following:
• Which coupling mechanism (electromagnetic, topographic, or
other) is dominant?
• Precisely what is the shape of the core-mantle boundary?
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• Is the core flow that produces topographic coupling steady or
geostrophic; laminar or turbulent; or magnetostrophic, barotropic,
or baroclinic?
• What fraction of the observed terrestrial heat flux is due to heat
flow across the core-mantle boundary?
• Do motions in the core contribute significantly to the Chandler
wobble?
• At what rate is magnetic energy being dissipated in the mantle?
• What is the magnitude and distribution of electrical conductivity
in the lowermost mantle?
Determination of bounds on the depth-integrated conductivity of the
lower mantle would serve a twofold purpose. First, as mentioned above,
it would constrain the electromechanical coupling between the core and
mantle. Second, the attenuation of secular variations with distance from
their sources in the core is strongly dependent on electromagnetic
induction in a mantle having a large, though finite, conductivity. For a
given conductivity, short-period magnetic fluctuations are attenuated more
than long-period fluctuations; thus, dissipation in the lower mantle serves
to "low-pass" signals emanating from the core. At present, only order-of-
magnitude estimates of conductivity are available. Determination of the
"cut-off period" of the lower mantle is correspondingly imprecise.
In a loose sense, the analysis of secular variations observed at the
Earth's surface due to motions in the core allows one to "sound" the
conductivity of the lower mantle from the bottom up, or at least to
determine an "upper bound" on the depth-integrated conductivity. The
analysis of the external/internal coupling relationship can be used to sound
the conductivity of the lower mantle from the top down. In actual fact,
however, the problem is much more complicated; it is necessary to
discriminate between the effects of both external and internal primary
sources and their induced counterparts in the solid Earth. This is a
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significant challenge. Meeting this challenge requires long, stable time
series from a well-distributed network of observations.
Main Field and Secular Variation
Knowledge of the main magnetic field and its temporal changes is
fundamental to many basic questions relating to the origin and dynamics
of the Earth, as discussed above. In addition, global and regional models
of the main field have many practical applications in the commercial
sector and the military. Such applications include removal of trend from
anomaly data for natural resource and crustal exploration; air and sea
navigation; surveying; orientation of land and space instrumentation;
orientation of drilling tools and instruments in boreholes; and understand-
ing the migration patterns of land and marine animals.
For the past few decades, the Earth's main (core) field has been
represented at 5-year intervals by spherical-harmonic models based on
current observations. Other models have been produced to represent the
historical field covering the past 300 years. For the most part, these
models have been retrospective and are of limited use for extrapolating
more than a few years into the future. This lack of predictability reflects
the lack of a physical model describing field change in the geodynamo.
One of the major obstacles to accurate modeling of the main field and
its secular variation is inadequacy of data. No vector satellite mission has
been flown since Magsat in 1980. Secular variation data come from about
180 magnetic observatories worldwide. These data are particularly
inadequate because they may be several years old before they become
available and also because there areiarge spatial gaps in the coverage
provided by the present network, most notably in the oceans of the
Southern Hemisphere.
Because of the importance of determining the temporal characteristics
of the geomagnetic field, there is great interest in the study of past field
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changes.In viewof thesuccessof recenteffortsto collectandmodel
historicaldatafromthepastthreecenturies,moredataof thistypecould
be utilized by the modelingcommunity. Archaeomagneticand
paleomagneticstudieswouldprovidelonger-periodvariations,in the
rangeof 103 to 105 years,aswell as recgrdsof moreextremefield
behaviorsuchasgeomagneticexcursionsandpolaritytransitions.
The systematicacquisitionandreadyaccessibilityof present-day
geomagneticdata,historicalgeomagneticdata,andarchaeomagneticand
paleomagneticdatawouldenablethescientificcommunitytoaddressthe
followingconcerns:
* Whatis thecontributionof externalandcrustalfieldcomponents
to modelsof themainfield?
• Impulselikevariations(jerks)in the secularchangehavebeen
detected.Arethesereal? Aretheyglobal?Exactlyhowfast
andhowfrequentlydo theyoccur?
• What is the relationshipbetweensecularchangeand other
geophysicalphenomena,forexample,Earthrotationandclimate?
• Canpaleomagneticandarchaeomagneticdatabeusedreliablyto
improvetheunderstandingof thebehaviorof themainfield by
producingmodelsfor earlierepochs?
Recommendations
In order to understand the main field of the Earth, the fluid dynamics
of the Earth's outer core, and core-mantle coupling, it is essential to study
the geomagnetic field as a function of time--on a scale of years to
decades, as provided by surface and satellite measurements, and on a scale
of hundreds to millions of years, as measured by archaeomagnetic and
paleomagnetic techniques. It is also essential to extrapolate surface
measurements to the core-mantle boundary (CMB), which requires
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knowledge of the electrical conductivity of the mantle and the effects of
crustal magnetization and magnetic fields from external electric current
systems. The following recommendations address these issues. Their
order does not imply a priority ranking.
• Long-term, stable time series should be generated from a global
distribution of modern, upgraded observatories and repeat
stations, tied together with a long-term, preferably continuous,
magnetic field satellite monitoring program.
• In order to optimize the global coverage, new observatories and
repeat stations should be installed at selected sites. Some stations
would need to be located at relatively inaccessible sites, such as
on ocean islands and the seafloor. Costs can be minimized if sites
are collocated with existing facilities. Instrument sensitivity and
data characteristics should be coordinated with other scientific
users.
• Greater use should be made of archaeomagnetic and
paleomagnetic techniques to provide information on the time
scales of hundreds to thousands of years. High-quality data
should be obtained for paleosecular variation, including
paleointensity, magnetic stratigraphy, and reversal transitions.
• For further progress in understanding core-mantle dynamics,
studies should be undertaken to provide better estimates of: (1)
core and lower-mantle diffusivities (electromagnetic, viscous, and
thermal); (2) topography and other characteristics of the CMB
based on seismic tomography; (3) fluid motion at the surface of
the core; and (4) toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields in the
conducting part of the mantle.
• Because main field models (such as the IGRF) are important to so
many scientific disciplines and societal applications, the updating
and upgrading of such models should have a high priority.
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Issue 2: Lithospheric Magnetic Anomalies
Scientific and Societal Framework
Few geophysical methods have had a greater impact on the
geosciences than magnetic methods. Magnetic surveys from aircraft,
ships, and low-orbit satellites provide key information concerning the
geological, tectonic, and thermal state of the Earth's lithosphere. New
insights into the character and depth of magnetic source regions have
aided investigations of the mechanical and thermal structure of the litho-
sphere, crustal and oceanic accretion and evolution, true polar wander, the
variation of field intensity with time, and the process of field reversals.
The large dynamic range of magnetization intensity in rocks (up to five
orders of magnitude) permits the detection of otherwise subtle variations
in lithology, rock properties, and structure. The persistence of magneti-
zation in the lithosphere makes the magnetic method useful for studying
its deep levels.
Continental aeromagnetic (and gravity) data are used in the prepara-
tion of many geological maps and often provide the only economical
means of investigating subsurface geology. Over oceanic areas, magnetic
data collected by airborne and shipborne surveys were critical for the
discovery of seafloor spreading, which led to the development of the plate
tectonics theory. Magnetic surveys continue to be the primary tool for
estimating the age and relative movement of tectonic plates. Indeed, the
age of most of the oceanic crust is known from magnetic analyses. The
power of the magnetic method as a geological mapping tool has increased
with time; high-resolution surveying in conjunction with modern process-
ing and graphic routines continues to improve the understanding of the
oceanic and continental lithosphere.
The magnetic method has many societal applications. Magnetic
anomaly studies can delineate features associated with mineral or
hydrocarbon accumulations; such features include igneous intrusions, fault
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zones, salt domes, and anticlines. Magnetic anomaly maps have
stimulated and focused mineral exploration in many areas of the world,
particularly in areas where the basement is concealed by sedimentary cov-
er. Because crustal magnetization is sensitive to metamorphism and
hydrothermal alteration, magnetic contrasts in the crust reflect variations
in thermal and geochemical history that may be diagnostic for certain
energy and mineral deposits. National programs to evaluate earthquake
and volcanic hazards, to characterize environmentally contaminated areas,
and to permit safe disposal of radioactive waste benefit from magnetic
anomaly studies.
Tectonic Relevance of Magnetic Anomalies
Oceanic Anomalies
The magnetic source layer in the ocean basins contains a continuous,
high-fidelity record of geomagnetic field history and tectonic motion since
the Jurassic. Understanding the processes that control the recording of the
Earth's magnetic field by the oceanic crust (the crustal "tape recorder")
and its longevity is an outstanding first-order problem. Such under-
standing is fundamental to extracting information on paleofield intensity,
true polar wander, and the thermal and chemical evolution of oceanic
lithosphere.
Another important problem is the plate kinematic framework. The
response of the lithosphere to major plate reorganizations is recorded in
structures delineated mainly by their magnetic signatures. Shipborne,
satellite, and deep-tow surveys reveal systematic age-dependent variations
in magnetization. Each of these methods is effective at a particular scale
of study and provides a unique perspective on the problem. At all scales,
these age-related variations in magnetization reflect changes in the source
layer (for example, in its thickness or chemical composition), paleofield
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intensity, or processes operative during the evolution of the crust.
Detailed studies of along-strike variations in the magnetization of ocean
ridge crests are being carried out to address the cause of morphologically
and geochemically defined segmentation of the ridge axis in relation to
heterogeneity in magma composition and supply. Paleomagnetic studies
of contemporaneous sequences of sedimentary rocks exposed on land or
cored on the seafloor will help to distinguish geomagnetic field behavior
from the effects of thermal and geochemical processes.
Continental Anomalies
High-resolution aeromagnetic surveys, such as the statewide survey
recently completed by the Minnesota Geological Survey (Figure 3-1),
provide extremely powerful tools for geological studies of continental
lithosphere and set the standard for future aeromagnetic surveys.
Inversions of airborne and satellite data have been performed to improve
the understanding of the deep structure of the continents and to guide the
systematic exploration for geothermal resources. However, meaningful
interpretations require an understanding of magnetic mineralogy at depth.
Analysis of lithospheric magnetic anomalies provides insight into
paleogeography, thereby constraining paleoclimatic conditions. The
ocean-continent boundary frequently displays a distinct, short-wavelength
magnetic anomaly in airborne and shipborne surveys; however,
substantial controversy exists concerning its expression in satellite data.
This fundamental lithospheric boundary deserves additional study.
Global and Regional Anomalies
The Polar Orbiting Geomagnetic Observatory (POGO) and Magsat
missions have mapped the Earth's magnetic field at a resolution sufficient
to reveal previously unknown intermediate-to-long-wavelength (400 to
4,000 km) lithospheric magnetic anomalies without complications from
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FIGURE 3-1 Shaded relief image of high-resolution aeromagnetic data
from Minnesota (courtesy of the Minnesota Geological Survey). Most of
the data used to produce this image were acquired under the supervision
of the Minnesota Geological Survey; additional data were contributed by
the U.S. Geological Survey, USX Corporation, and the Geological Survey
of Canada.
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secular variation. Many of these anomalies were previously unknown
because of biases inherent in patching together individual data sets from
aeromagnetic surveys. Imperfect knowledge of the reference field, lack
of anomaly resolution in existing satellite data, and inadequate information
on the magnetic properties of the lower crust and upper mantle limit the
interpretation of satellite-derived regional magnetic anomalies. External
field contamination reduces data quality, especially at the equator and
poles. Nevertheless, these anomalies have been exploited for information
on the spatial/temporal variations in thickness, thermal gradients, and
composition of the lithosphere. Higher-resolution satellite data and
systematic airborne surveys will provide data that can be used to interpret
the geological and tectonic evolution of the lithosphere, especially in
concert with global gravity and topography data sets.
U.S. Magnetic Anomaly Map
The Magnetic Anomaly Map of North America, published in 1987 by
the Geological Society of America, has proven invaluable for interpreta-
tions of regional magnetic structures and for addressing regional
geological problems. In spite of its general application, the U.S. portion
of this map has many shortcomings, mainly due to inconsistencies in the
numerous sets of magnetic data used to construct it. These inconsistencies
are a product of disparate survey specifications, nonuniform treatment of
regional fields, and inadequate coverage in some regions. This map could
be improved with a few new surveys designed to stitch together existing
data, replace substandard data, and fill in gaps in coverage. It would be
useful to extend the aeromagnetic data offshore, at least to the limits of
the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) (320 km offshore).
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Analysis and Interpretation of Magnetic Anomalies
The ultimate goal of magnetic anomaly analysis is to understand the
three-dimensional distribution of magnetization in order to interpret the
geological and tectonic history of the lithosphere. This process can be
facilitated with advancing computer technologies, sophisticated algo-
rithms, and graphical displays. Interpretive products must be easily
understood by the nonspecialist.
Further development of interpretation and analysis techniques must
proceed parallel with improvements in data quality and representation.
This requires improvements in data acquisition, regional data compila-
tions, and knowledge of the Earth's main and external fields. New
analysis techniques can take advantage of existing computer processing
power. These techniques include three-dimensional modeling and
inversion algorithms, pattern recognition methods, and simultaneous
analysis of multiple data sets.
Rock Magnetism and Petrology
The goal of rock magnetic-petrological studies applied to magnetic
surveys is to understand the physical and chemical properties and
evolution of rocks responsible for magnetic anomalies. This under-
standing requires fundamental knowledge of the physical, chemical, and
mineralogical factors that control rock magnetism. An outstanding
problem is the extrapolation of data from laboratory measurements to the
pressure-and-temperature environment of anomaly source regions.
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Exposed and Shallow Sources
The petrological factors that control the magnetization of crystalline
rocks are not well understood. These factors include magmatic composi-
tion, temperature, oxygen fugacity, and pressure and composition of
magmatic and metamorphic fluids. These factors must be understood in
order to use magnetic methods to elucidate the histories of igneous and
metamorphic regions near the surface.
Magnetic contrasts within sedimentary rocks are important
aeromagnetic targets. The interpretation of these contrasts relies heavily
on theoretical and experimental rock magnetic, petrological, and
geochemical data. Magnetic surveys over thick sedimentary sections have
potential for detailed mapping of geological features and zones affected by
geochemical alteration.
Intermediate-Depth and Deep Magnetic Sources
The magnetizations responsible for long-wavelength magnetic
anomalies in the lithosphere are poorly understood. Even the possible
range of Curie temperatures of deep-seated magnetic minerals is a matter
of dispute. An especially challenging problem is that magnetizations
inferred from satellite measurements are several times larger than those
measured in rocks. Better understanding of lithospheric magnetic
anomalies will come from experimental and theoretical research on the
physical chemistry of mineral assemblages at high temperatures and
pressures, as well as experimental studies of temperature and pressure
effects on both induced and remanent magnetizations of different rock
types.
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Oceanic Sources
It is well recognized that magnetic anomalies in oceanic lithosphere
provide a record of seafloor spreading, yet the magnetization causing
these anomalies remains incompletely understood. Many enigmatic
magnetic features, such as anomaly amplitude and skewness, may provide
clues to the evolution of oceanic lithosphere. A better understanding of
these features requires experimental work on the magnitudes and
stabilities of secondary remanent magnetizations acquired under in situ
physical and chemical conditions. A critical question concerns the
magnetic mineralogy of the deeper magnetic layers and the associated
depth to the Curie isotherm: where is the base of the magnetic oceanic
lithosphere?
Recommendations
In order to reconstruct the geological and tectonic history of the
lithosphere, it is essential to understand the three-dimensional distribution
of magnetization at a variety of scales, as addressed by the following
recommendations. The order of these recommendations does not imply
a priority ranking.
A second-generation digital magnetic anomaly map should be
developed for the United States and its Exclusive Economic Zone
(to 320 km offshore). This would involve the reprocessing of
existing data and the collection of new data to "stitch together"
existing data sets and to replace substandard data. New data
should be collected using state-of-the-art instrumentation (that is,
vector magnetometers with 0.01 nanotesla precision,
gradiometers, and Global Positioning System [GPS] navigation)
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and flight-line spacings appropriate for the local geological
setting.
• Higher-resolution data should be obtained to better characterize
the spatial distribution of magnetization in the lithosphere. There
is a particular need for data from a new, low-altitude satellite to
map the lithospheric magnetic field of the Earth and to improve
main field models. Orbital altitudes should be as low as practical
in order to focus on lithospheric problems. There is also a need
to develop a marine mid-depth-tow magnetometer package to
increase the resolution of seafloor anomalies and to enhance in-
terpretation of high-resolution swath bathymetry surveys.
• High-resolution and high-sensitivity magnetic surveys over
specific local areas should be collected to study a number of
important geodynamic processes associated with the development
of sedimentary basins, midocean ridges, continental margins,
volcanoes, faults, and continental rift zones. Surveys should also
be collected in remote areas, such as the southern ocean and
antarctica, to improve the understanding of first-order plate
motion histories.
• Improvements in data quality should proceed hand in hand with
development in analysis and interpretation techniques and with
new ways to visualize data using interactive graphics.
• Studies should be undertaken to improve the understanding of
magnetization processes in oceanic and continental lithosphere,
particularly at depth. Of particular relevance are laboratory
studies that address important physical and chemical factors that
control the acquisition and longevity of rock magnetization.
Experiments at high pressure and temperature are needed to
understand deep-seated lithospheric magnetization.
Paleomagnetic studies are needed to distinguish geomagnetic field
behavior from the effects of thermal and geochemical process.
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Issue 3: Magnetospheric and Ionospheric Processes--
Coordinated Satellite and Ground-Based Studies
The geomagnetic field spans all regions of the Earth and surrounding
space, from its interior, through the oceans, atmosphere, ionosphere, and
magnetosphere (Figure 3-2). The spatial and temporal changes in the
field provide important information on the physical properties of these
regions and their connectivity. These changes can also provide warnings
of natural hazards in space, such as geomagnetic substorms and storms.
Although other scientific initiatives currently planned by NASA, NSF,
and the Air Force are largely focused on one region or discipline, they
substantially complement the geomagnetic initiative proposed here. These
focused activities would benefit from the coordinated approach proposed
in this report, as demonstrated by the following two examples from two
subfields of magnetospheric and ionospheric physics.
Solar Wind Coupling to the Magnetosphere, Ionosphere, and Upper
Atmosphere
The solar wind, magnetosphere, ionosphere, and upper atmosphere
constitute a closely coupled electrodynamic system that channels energy
and momentum from the solar wind to the Earth's atmosphere. A number
of coupled current systems flow in the conducting plasmas that fill these
regions of space. These systems are responsible for most of the temporal
changes in the geomagnetic field that occur on time scales from seconds
to days.
The currents that flow in the magnetosphere are produced by a global
convection system created by solar wind drag on the Earth's magnetic
field. This drag transports dayside magnetic field and plasma to the
nightside, creating a long, cometlike geomagnetic tail. Two processes
contribute to this interaction: (1) a quasi-viscous interaction with closed
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FIGURE3-2Thegeomagneticfieldandgeospaceenvironment(modified
from afigureprovidedby NASA).
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field lines along the flanks of the magnetosphere, and (2) magnetic
reconnection between southward interplanetary field lines in the solar
wind and the dayside geomagnetic field. Large-scale instabilities in the
global convection system lasting over periods from a half hour to several
hours are known as magnetospheric substorms. Larger-scale instabilities
lasting several days and longer, and having global effects, are known as
magnetic storms. The number and energy of charged particles in the Van
Allen radiation belts increases during storm activity. The drift of these
particles produces a ring of current around the Earth whose magnetic field
observed on the ground is responsible for the main phase of magnetic
storms. The space-time morphology of the ring current, its closure in the
magnetosphere, and its relation to field-aligned currents during all levels
of disturbed conditions are of fundamental importance in magnetospheric
physics and solid-Earth induction studies.
Charge-dependent drifts of particles in the Earth's magnetic field and
streaming of electric charges along field lines produce electrical currents.
The perturbation fields from these currents fundamentally alter the outer
portions of the Earth's field. The electric currents that flow along field
lines couple the solar wind and magnetosphere to the ionosphere. Con-
vection of plasmas in the solar wind or magnetosphere is reflected in
similar patterns of charge motion in the ionosphere. Collisions between
these ions and the neutral constituents of the atmosphere transfer heat and
momentum derived from the solar wind to the lower atmosphere.
A quantitative understanding of these phenomena requires coordinat-
ed magnetic measurements in the solar wind, the magnetosphere, the
magnetotail, the ionosphere, and on the ground. These measurements,
together with simultaneous observations of the particles trapped in the
convecting field lines, will make it possible to create phenomenological
models of the processes responsible for magnetic activity. These models
are the input used by theorists in numerical simulations to provide more
quantitative explanations for these processes. Eventually this knowledge
will be used to understand the consequences of magnetic activity on
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communicationand navigationsystems,and to makecorrectionsto
magneticdatausedto thestudythesolidEarth.Thesemodelsrepresent
atime-and-spaceaveragedbehavioranddonotdescribethree-dimensional
currentsonveryshorttimescales(lessthanfewtensofminutes)orshort
spatialscales(lessthanfewhundredsof kilometers).
A coordinatedstudycouldaddresseveralfundamentalproblems,
includingthefollowing:
• A quantitativeunderstandingof theflowof energyandmomen-
tum throughthe solarwind, magnetosphere,and ionosphere
systems.
• At themagnetopause,anunderstandingofthephysicsof magnetic
reconnection,theresponseofthemagnetospheretochangesinthe
solar wind pressure,and the processesresponsiblefor the
viscouslikeinteraction.
• At themagnetosphere-ionosphereinterface,anunderstandingof
the complexcouplingmechanismsthat control the plasma
dynamicsandtheflowofenergyfromthesolarwindtotheupper
atmosphere.
Magnetic Pulsations and Rapid Temporal Variations
Geomagnetic pulsations are variations in the geomagnetic field on
time scales of 0.1 to 600 seconds. The amplitudes of these variations
range from a fraction of a nanotesla to tens of nanoteslas. These
pulsations are the most visible sign of magnetic activity external to the
Earth at low and middle latitudes. They are now recognized as diagnostic
for plasma processes remote from the Earth and as means of dissipating
solar wind and/or magnetospheric energy at ionospheric altitudes.
Energy derived from the solar wind is coupled to magnetospheric
pulsations via several mechanisms. The interaction of the solar wind with
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the geomagnetic field generates turbulence upstream of the nose of the
magnetosphere and Kelvin-Helmholtz waves along the flank region. This
wave power propagates inward and couples to field-line resonances with
periods of the order of minutes. Ions energized in the nightside
magnetosphere are injected into the magnetospheric ring current during
periods of increased magnetic activity and drift westward through the late
evening and dusk toward noon, providing energy for electromagnetic ion
cyclotron waves (with approximately 1-second periods) and a variety of
long-period waves. Other, less structured waves are focused along
magnetic field lines directly into the polar cusp and cleft regions and, on
the nightside, into the auroral zone.
Pulsations having periods in the range 10 to 150 seconds (commonly
known as Pc 3,4 pulsations) are observed at all dayside latitudes. Because
these waves derive from the interaction of the magnetosphere with the
solar wind, a widespread, semiglobal magnetometer array carefully
synchronized with spacecraft in the magnetosphere and upstream solar
wind would allow researchers to discriminate between effects driven by
the global interaction and those more localized effects governed by
conditions on a given flux tube. Studies of the phase, polarization, and
amplitudes of such waves at low latitudes would be particularly useful for
"probing" the plasma in the near-Earth (less than several Earth radii)
magnetosphere.
Magnetic pulsations are the subject of intensive study, not only to
improve the understanding of the sources and propagation of these waves
through the magnetosphere and ionosphere, but also because of their
applications to other areas of magnetospheric physics and in studies of the
solid Earth. Observing these phenomena from ground-based stations
provides an economical method of probing dynamic features and basic
plasma processes. Applications include remote sensing of plasma
densities, determining the onset of magnetospheric substorms, and diag-
nosing processes at distant magnetospheric boundaries. Pulsations also
constitute the source field for electromagnetic induction studies, which can
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beusedto infer structuresrelatedto first-orderprocessesin the litho-
sphere.Knowledgeof thecontributionof themagneticfield fromthese
"internal"sourcescanhelpresearchersin ionosphericandmagnetospheric
physicsunderstandtheeffectsof inducedfieldsonmagneticfieldtran-
sientsobservedatandabovetheEarth'ssurface.Thesetransientscan
producelargepotentialdropsandassociatedcurrentsurgesthatcancause
seriousdamagetolarge-scalepowerdistributionsystemsandcommunica-
tionsnetworks.
Satellitestudiescoordinatedwith arraysof ground-basedmagne-
tometersareneededtomakeprogressontheresearchproblemsdescribed
abovebothathighlatitudes,wheremagneticfieldlinesfromthedayside
magnetosphericboundaryarefocusedto thecuspandcleftregionsand
whereauroralsubstormsoriginateon thenightside;andat middleand
lower latitudes,wherepulsationsandequatorialcurrentsconstitutethe
maincomponentsoftheexternalfield. A coordinatedstudycouldaddress
severalfundamentalproblems,includingtheneedfor thefollowing:
• In the magnetosphere, an understanding of the physical mecha-
nisms responsible for generating the pulsations and the mecha-
nisms controlling their cross-field transport.
• At the surface of the Earth, an understanding of the effects of in-
duced fields within the Earth and of transients observed on the
surface.
New Programs in Solar-Terrestrial Physics
The coupling of the solar wind to the Earth's magnetosphere,
ionosphere, and atmosphere is incompletely understood, as evidenced by
the questions listed in the previous two sections. Efforts to address these
questions are being made by numerous U.S. agencies and the international
research community. Focused programs include the GEM (Global
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EnvironmentalModeling)programatNSF,theISTP/GGS(International
Solar-TerrestrialPhysics/GlobalGeospaceScience)programat NASA,
thespecificationmodelsattheAir Force,andtheSTEP(Solar-Terrestrial
EnergyProgram)ofSCOSTEP(ScientificCommitteeonSolar-Terrestrial
Physics).
TheGEMprogramwasestablishedbytheMagnetosphericPhysics
Programof theAtmosphericSciencesDivisionof theNationalScience
Foundation. This programcomprisesa sequenceof overlapping
campaigns,eachdedicatedto specificpartsof the globalconvection
system.Thefinalcampaignwill bededicatedto a synthesisof aglobal
circulationmodelof theentiremagnetosphere.
TheISTPprogramanditsU.S.component,GGSatNASA,havethe
objectiveof measuringenergytransfersfrom solarwindusingsatellite-
borneinstruments.Simultaneousmeasurementswill be providedby
spacecraftin thesolarwind,theinnermagnetosphere,andthegeomagnet-
ic tail. Thesedatawill becombinedwith informationfrom operational
spacecraftoperatedby NOAA andtheDOD andfromgroundstations
aroundtheglobe.
Thespecificationmodelscurrentlyunderdevelopmentby theU.S.
Air Forceareanambitiousattempto capturethecurrentunderstanding
of globalconvectionanditslow-altitude ffectsin a seriesof numerical
models.Thesemodelswill providemeansfor specifyingandforecasting
spaceweatherandits effectsoncriticalspacesystems.
STEPis an internationalprogramsponsoredby SCOSTEP.Its
primarygoalisunderstandingtheflowof mass,momentum,andenergy
from thesolarwind, throughthemagnetosphereto the ionosphereand
atmosphere.
Theultimateenergysourceforall externalmagneticfieldvariations
is the solar wind and its embeddedinterplanetarymagneticfield.
Consequently,studiesof theseexternalfieldsrequirea continuousand
permanentmonitoringcapabilityprovidedby an upstreamsatellite.
Nearerto theEarth,understandingthedynamicpropertiesof thering
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currentrequiresresearch-orientedsatellites.Ongoingstudiesof thering
currentmakeconsiderableuseof datafrom the limited numberof
properlyequippedsatellitesin geosynchronousorbitandin low-altitude
polarorbits. Thesestudieswouldbenefitfromthreesatellites,widely
spacedin localtime,in eachof theseorbits. Fillinggapsin thecurrent
globalnetworkof groundmagnetometers,facilitatingthedissemination
andarchivingof therelevantdata,andmountingfocusedcampaignsin
selectedregionswouldgreatlyincreasethescientificvalueof all ofthese
studies.
Recommendations
Magnetospheric physics is primarily concerned with study of the
interaction of the solar wind with the Earth's magnetic field to create the
various current systems described above. The study of magnetic fields
and currents in the magnetosphere and ionosphere requires a suite of
simultaneously recording instruments on spacecraft and on the ground.
In addition, data from ground-based geomagnetic observatories are
essential in order to characterize the disturbance magnetic field induced
in the solid Earth due to currents in both the ionosphere and
magnetosphere. These data are used both for modeling the complete
current system and for the creation of magnetic indices that provide a
measure of the level of large-scale magnetic disturbances. The following
recommendations address needs for spacecraft- and ground-based
instrumentation. The order of the recommendations does not imply a
priority ranking.
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Spacecraft-based instrumentation:
• A permanent platform (such as an L-1 satellite) should be estab-
lished for monitoring the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and
solar wind for a variety of scientific and societal applications. It
is essential that solar wind data with at least 5-minute temporal
resolution be continuously available to users in near real time in
order to support research and operational activities.
• Inside the magnetosphere, at geosynchronous orbit, the normal
complement of two Geostationary Operational Environmental
Satellites (GOES) does not allow for a complete coverage in local
time. Another magnetometer at geosynchronous orbit should be
added at 6 to 8 hours in local time from both GOES East and
GOES West.
• Between geosynchronous and low-Earth orbit, available magnetic
field data are inadequate for developing accurate models of the
magnetospheric field. When new scientific and operational
missions in this region of space are developed, they should
include a research-grade magnetometer to support modeling of the
magnetospheric field as a function of IMF direction and substorm
activity.
Ground-based instrumentation:
• Existing permanent observatories should be upgraded to record
the magnetic field digitally at sampling rates of at least one vector
per minute for normal operation and up to two vectors per second
(0.5 hertz) for special epochs.
• The latitudinal spacing of these permanent observatories should
be no greater than 10 ° at equatorial and middle latitudes in order
to obtain adequate spatial resolution of the main field and field
variations due to magnetospheric and ionospheric sources. In the
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subauroralandauroralregionsandthepolarcaps,latitudinal
spacingof 3° or less is desirable. For specific research purposes,
temporary stations are needed with spacing of approximately 100
km in both latitude and longitude. Where possible, arrays should
be deployed conjugately in the Northern and Southern Hemi-
spheres and should take advantage of complementary measure-
ments from other ionospheric instruments such as radars,
riometers, and optical imagers and spectrometers.
Issue 4: Electromagnetic Induction in the Solid Earth
and Oceans
Imaging Earth Conductivity
The dynamic processes of metamorphism, magmatism, convection,
and deformation in the Earth give rise to anomalously high temperatures,
volatiles, and magmas. Electrical conductivity is the physical property
most sensitive to these manifestations, particularly to the configuration
and chemistry of fluids and other conductive grain-boundary phases.
Electromagnetic (EM) measurements made at or near the Earth's surface
are used to delineate conductivity structure and are therefore appropriate
tools for understanding the evolution of the planet.
EM methods also have important applications to several problems of
societal concern, including energy, mineral, and water resource explora-
tion; the reliability of electric power grids; and water quality and waste
management. The Earth's oceans have a significant influence on climate
through long-term storage and transport of heat. Ocean water is a good
electrical conductor; it generates easily measurable electric fields as it
moves through the geomagnetic field. Therefore, EM measurements in
the ocean are an extremely useful tool for probing large-scale ocean
dynamics and monitoring long-term Variability of the sea.
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Background on Natural EM-Field Methods
Transient magnetic field disturbances from sources in the ionosphere
and magnetosphere produce electromotive forces that drive electric
currents in the Earth. These currents, in turn, cause secondary magnetic
fields over a wide range of scales and amplitudes. Observations of these
magnetic and electric fields at the surface can be used to characterize the
conductivity structure of the solid Earth. The magnetic variation (MV)
method (also called geomagnetic deep sounding, or GDS) measures
magnetic fields; the magnetotelluric (MT) method measures the
orthogonal components of the horizontal electric field (the so-called tel-
luric field). For a medium of given conductivity, long-period signals
decay less rapidly with depth than short-period signals. Therefore, by
estimating the response of the Earth over a range of increasing periods,
one can progressively sound the electrical conductivity to increasingly
greater depths.
Interpretation of EM data is usually broken into three steps. The
first extracts a set of one or more frequency-dependent response functions
from long time series of magnetic and electric field data observed
simultaneously at one or more sites through estimation of frequency-
domain transfer functions between measured field components. Data
reduction is complicated because the Earth is multidimensional, external
sources may not be ideal, and noise processes are commonly
non-Gaussian. The second step inverts these transfer functions to obtain
Earth structure. Besides the nonuniqueness problems shared by all
inversions of incomplete and inaccurate data, this inverse problem is both
difficult and numerically intensive because it is unstable, nonlinear, and
commonly multidimensional. However, progress in recent years has
significantly improved the ability to image electrical structure. The third
step relates conductivity to physicochemicaI processes in the Earth. This
step requires laboratory measurements of relevant materials at carefully
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controlledconditionsandcanoftenbe improvedby incorporationof
independentgeophysicalndgeologicalinformation.
Monitoring Large-Scale Fluid Motions in the Oceans
The motion of seawater through the geomagnetic field induces
electric currents in the ocean through the usual dynamo process. The
resulting electromagnetic fields contain information about a variety of
oceanographic processes: surface waves, internal waves, and steady
flows. In the case of large-scale ocean currents, for instance, the electric
field at the deep seafloor is closely related to mass transport of the water
column above the point of measurement. Although the net vertically
integrated electric current is small, direct measurements of the electric
field have been found to be an excellent means to monitor large-scale
barotropic flows. For example, an 8-year time series of transport in the
Florida Current has been derived from measurements of electric voltage
using a cable that spans the Florida Strait. Other oceanic flows, such as
surface and internal waves, produce appreciable magnetic as well as
electric fields. These flows can be measured using EM methods,
especially on the continental shelves and the floors of shallow seas.
Research Needs for Electromagnetic Induction Studies
Crust
Electromagnetic methods are useful for understanding the distribution
and character of fluids in the crust. Four fundamental classes of questions
can be addressed by these methods:
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1. What are the present microscale and macroscale configurations of
crustal fluids?
2. How are fluids emplaced and distributed in the crust?
3. How are fluids modified by the ambient geological environment?
4. How do fluids affect and modify the geological/tectonic environ-
ment?
Fluid-rich sedimentary rocks and oceanic crust are transported in
subduction zones to depths that require dewatering and conversions to
higher metamorphic grades. Do fluids persist in the deep crust over long
geological times? What paths do they take in returning to the surface?
Fluids trapped at depth have a significant effect on the rheology of the
lower crust and upper mantle. In the shallow crust, high pore pressures
have been implicated in large-offset horizontal thrusting, in the low
strengths of strike-slip faults such as the San Andreas fault, and in
controlling rupture during earthquakes. Because fluids can have a large
effect on electrical conductivity, EM methods are appropriate tools for
investigating these problems. Many of these problems can be addressed
with new, more accurate EM data collected in a more systematic fashion.
MV studies involving large-scale arrays of simultaneously recording
magnetometers on the Earth's surface have historically served two
functions: (1) to support solar-terrestrial physics campaigns to study the
temporal and spatial morphology of current systems in the magnetosphere
and ionosphere; and (2) for reconnaissance of electrically conducting
features in the Earth's interior, such as sediment-filled basins, anomalies
associated with fluids in the deep crust, and thermal anomalies in the
upper mantle. The collection and interpretation of MV data from arrays
are valuable prior to detailed MT profiling to help ensure optimum profile
location with respect to structures of interest and to constrain the three-
dimensional context in which MT interpretations are made. MV surveys
are also useful in areas with too much topographic relief or cultural noise
for conventional MT measurements. These MV arrays can also be used
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duringMT profilingto understandandcorrectfor theeffectsof external
sourcecomplications.As in thecaseof modernMT systems,modern
MV systemsrequirebroadbandcapabilities,remotereferencing,andin-
fieldprocessing.
Upper Mantle
The conductivity observed in the outer 200 km of the mantle through
long-period MT and MV studies is controlled by such intrinsic factors as
the composition, temperature, and mineralogy of the crystalline matrix,
as well as by such extrinsic factors as the composition, quantity, and
connectivity of interstitial pore fluids and the presence of intergranular
partial melts, graphite, and sulfides. Given this plurality of effects on
conductivity, what independent constraints are required to make unique
interpretations? Dynamical considerations suggest that temperature and
melt gradients should produce order-of-magnitude lateral variations in
conductivity. Can such lateral variations in conductivity in the upper
mantle be mapped? Theoretical studies suggest that MT methods, when
deployed with adequate spatial coverage, may be a more effective tool
than presently available seismic methods for studying melt segregation
zones.
Observed conductivities in the upper mantle are as much as three or-
ders of magnitude lower than conductivities of candidate rocks and
rock-forming minerals measured in the laboratory at the same tempera-
tures. Does this difference reflect the influence of one or more of the
intrinsic factors discussed above, such as bulk composition, or is it an
effect of extrinsic factors, such as interstitial phases along grain bound-
aries?
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Middle and Lower Mantle
Evidence is strong for a steep rise in conductivity in the seismic
transition zone (approximately 400 to 700 km) in the mantle. Existing
data are consistent with steplike increases in conductivity at the seismic
discontinuities at 400 and 670 km, but such "steps" are not required by
the data, and features with scales shorter than 200 km are poorly resolved.
The conductivity may approach about 1 siemens per meter below 800 km,
but resolution deteriorates rapidly below 1,000 km. There are significant
differences in ultra-low-frequency response functions at different magnetic
observatories. How much of this signal is due to deep lateral heterogene-
ity? How much is due to biases associated with shallow conducting
features such as the oceans with inadequately represented external source
field morphologies? Improving the knowledge of deep-mantle conduc-
tivity and understanding the constraints it provides on composition,
physical state, and dynamics of the Earth's interior require a multifaceted
approach. Both the maximum depth of inference and the resolution of
features within that depth range can be improved with the following:
• more accurate data in the presently available bandwidth;
• improved observatory coverage; and
• new data at longer periods.
Better areal data coverage is required to map lateral variations and to
characterize the external source properly. In ocean areas without suitable
islands, this requires ocean bottom facilities. Abandoned submarine
telephone cables offer an attractive possibility for electric field measure-
ments and are also likely to be an important tool for ocean flow studies.
Extending the low-frequency limit requires improved separation of
temporal fluctuations from the Earth's core and magnetosphere. In turn,
knowledge of the conductivity structure of the deep mantle can contribute
to studies of the magnetic fields associated with hydromagnetic processes
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in thecoredynamo.Finally,additionalstudiesof candidatelower-mantle
materialsundercarefullycontrolledthermodynamicconditionscanbe
usedtointerpretlower-mantleconductivities.Forinstance,interpretation
of theconductivityincreasebetween400and700kmrequiresadditional
laboratorystudiesof theelectricalpropertiesof B- and q_-(Mg,Fe)2SiO4
(spinel structure).
Material Properties
Laboratory studies of electrical conductivity provide the link between
models of conductivity and the physical and chemical processes occurring
within the Earth. Because conductivity is sensitive to environmental
parameters, interpretation of mantle conductivity requires extrapolation
of data obtained under the limited conditions accessible in the laboratory.
This requires a thorough understanding of the basic mechanisms that
control conductivity. Oxygen and sulfur fugacities, pressure, and the
chemical environment of surrounding minerals can affect conduction and
are particularly important for adequately constraining thermodynamic
conditions. Other fundamental questions remaining to be addressed relate
to stability and interconnectedness (pore geometry) of conducting fluids
(aqueous and partial melts), and grain-boundary phases (such as carbon
and sulfides) over geological time. Extrapolation of laboratory studies to
in situ conditions requires improved modeling of the bulk electrical
response of composites and networks and is critical to understanding
crustal and upper-mantle conductivities.
Recommendations
The study of crustal and mantle conductivities and the constraints
they provide on composition, physical state, and dynamics of the Earth's
interior requires a multifaceted approach. It should include new data,
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improved observatory coverage, and improved laboratory measurements
of mantle minerals under controlled thermodynamic conditions, as
addressed by the following recommendations. The order of these
recommendations does not imply a priority ranking.
• Existing magnetic observatories should be upgraded with higher-
quality, faster-acquisition-rate instruments. New observatories
should be established at additional sites, including relatively
inaccessible locations such as the seafloor. A small task force
should be established to estimate the cost and feasibility of
installing long-term observatories on the ocean bottom. This
group should include scientists and engineers with ocean floor
instrumentation experience.
• The instrument base should be expanded and upgraded to satisfy
the growing interest in utilizing electromagnetic methods for
geophysical and geological investigations. Newly acquired MT
instruments should be mobile and easily deployable, fully remote,
and referenced for cultural noise cancellation, with complete
in-field processing to ensure that quality data are obtained. MV
array facilities, consisting of up to several dozen digitally
recording, three-component fluxgate magnetometers, should also
be acquired for use with MT profiling. Some of these instru-
ments should have the capability for electric field recording to
enable collection of low-frequency MT data. The limited number
of ocean bottom electrometers should be augmented to support
water motion, ocean dynamics, and mantle studies.
• The monitoring of long-term variability of the geoelectric field for
both MT and deep ocean studies requires long, grounded dipoles.
The use of abandoned submarine cables for this purpose is
promising and should be explored by scientists in cooperation
with telephone companies.
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Improvedlaboratorymeasurementsofmantlemineralsundercon-
trolled thermodynamiconditionsshouldbe undertakento
extrapolatelaboratoryresultsto Earthconditions.In particular,
the influenceof minorelementsuchashydrogen,nickel,and
aluminumonthepointdefectpopulationsthatcontrolsolid-state
conductioninolivinesandpyroxenesshouldbedetermined.New
experimentaltechniquesareneededto studynonequilibrium
electricalpropertiesof water-saturatedcrustalrocksat elevated
temperatures(50 to 500°C). Systematicexperimentaland
theoreticalstudiesof the electricalresponseof multiphase
aggregatesand networksshouldbe undertakento improve
understandingof upper-crustalconductivities.Effectsof the
presenceanddistributionof otherconductivity-enhancingphases
suchascarbon,magnetite,sulfides,andpartialmeltsshouldbe
investigatedusingadvancedexperimentaltechniquesthat can
carefullycontrolthermodynamicvariables. Conductivityand
compleximpedancemeasurementslinkedto physicalproperties
suchasporosity,permeability,andacousticvelocityin porous,
water-saturatedcrustalrocksshouldalsobecollected.
4
OBSERVATIONAL NEEDS
AND FACILITIES
Observational programs have led to important advances in geomag-
netic research and its application to other geophysical disciplines. More
than 200 years ago, comprehensive surveys by ship were begun; more
than 150 years ago, permanent magnetic observatories were established
around the world; approximately 50 years ago, magnetic surveys by
aircraft were begun. In the 1970s, initial surveys by satellites were
undertaken; today, measurements made directly on the ocean floor are
becoming available.
The study of geomagnetic phenomena continues to grow. It is
increasingly apparent that the time has arrived to optimize the use of
geomagnetic facilities through shared use and the introduction of advanced
technology.
Observational facilities are discussed below in four categories:
1. land and ocean floor measurements;
2. marine and aircraft measurements;
3. satellite measurements; and
4. prehistorical reconstructions, historical data, and laboratory mea-
surements.
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Land and Ocean Floor Measurements
Approximately 180 magnetic observatories send digital data to World
Data Centers (Figure 4-1) in support of the geomagnetic studies described
in this report. At present, 13 observatories are operated by the United
States. Although their actual number is significant, they are unevenly
distributed; most are located in the Northern Hemisphere, particularly in
Europe. There are no observatories on the ocean floor; consequently,
vast areas of the globe--the ocean basins--are not sampled. In addition
to standard observatories, there are temporary or semi-permanent
variometer stations, which do not record absolute values, as well as repeat
stations for recording long-term baseline fluctuations (typically measured
at intervals of a year or longer). In the past, arrays of many tens of
simultaneously recording variometers have been temporarily deployed to
detect electrical conductivity anomalies in the crust and upper mantle or
to record activity in the ionosphere and magnetosphere, but at present
there are no arrays of high-frequency instruments available to the
scientific community in the United States.
The uneven distribution of magnetic observatories, which is the
result of historical circumstances, provides incomplete knowledge of the
field behavior and biases many global studies, including the model of the
IGRF and the derivation of magnetic activity indices such as the auroral
electrojet magnetic activity index (AE) and the disturbance storm time
equatorial magnetospheric activity index Dst.l The IGRF is a spherical
harmonic description of the magnetic potential to degree and order 10.
The much-used Kp index (planetary K-index) as traditionally constructed,
while purportedly a "global" index, is an indicator of magnetic activity at
midlatitudes and does not rely on a regional or global distribution of observato-
ries as do the AE and Dst indices, respectively; thus, the Kp index i_ not
"biased" in the same way that the high-latitude AE index and the low-latitude
Dst index are.
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FIGURE 4-1 Global distribution of magnetic observatories in operation
in 1993 (courtesy NOAA-National Geophysical Data Center).
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To fit an observational data set to this degree and order with observatories
on the Earth's surface requires a magnetic observatory for each 2,000 x
2,000-km square on the surface--whether land or ocean.
For magnetospheric and solid-Earth studies at equatorial and high
latitudes, magnetic variations from magnetospheric and ionospheric
sources have smaller spatial and temporal scales, requiring observatories
to be more closely spaced--for example, 3 ° in latitude (about 330 kin)
and 2 hours in local time. In some cases, significant temporal variations
of global interest occur over time scales as small as a few tens of seconds,
and certain classes of pulsations have characteristic periods of a few
seconds. Ideally, it would be useful to have a global network continuous-
ly sampling at data rates of a few hertz or more. However, present needs
of most of the scientific community can be met with data continuously
acquired at rates of 1 sample per second, with allowances for data rates
of 10 samples per second for specific coordinated campaigns.
An excellent beginning for real-time recording from land magnetic
observatories has been the INTERMAGNET project, which uses four
satellites to relay digital magnetic data from about 25 observatories to four
ground Geomagnetic Information Nodes (GINs). Development of the
global network envisaged here would require the installation of additional
observatories. Some of these new observatories could be established at
sites selected for other purposes: at STEP sites, at the Crustal Dynamics
(very-long-baseline interferometry [VLBI], Satellite Laser Ranging [SLR],
or GPS) geodetic Fiducial Laboratories for an International Natural
Science Network (FLINN) geodetic stations of the United States or other
countries, or at Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS)
or other seismic network stations. Ocean bottom installations can be
located on transoceanic communication cables that have recently become
available to the scientific community.
In addition to the observatory network, there is a critical need for a
portable network facility to measure magnetic variations for induction
studies and for studying the ionosphere and magnetosphere. For regional
studies of sources in the magnetosphere, sites must be spaced on the order
of the height of the ionosphere or greater (from approximately 100 to
1,000 km or more). For solid-Earth studies, sites must be spaced from
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1 tO 10 km, dependingon the expected epthto target,overareas
approximately100kmto 500kmonaside.
Marine and Aircraft Measurements
Following the development of the proton precession magnetometer
in the late 1950s and the use of magnetic anomalies to study seafloor
spreading, a vigorous program was undertaken to measure the total field
with ship-towed magnetometers. The number of marine measurements
increased by a factor of 10 from the late 1950s to the late 1960s. By the
late 1980s, however, measurements dropped to the level of the 1950s in
spite of the utility of these data to a number of geophysics disciplines.
Vast areas of the ocean basins are still grossly undersampled. These data
are essential not only in reconstructing patterns of plate motion but also
in developing main field reference models (for example, the IGRF),
because they are often acquired in regions where no other data exist.
With the advent of the satellite-aided GPS, the accuracy and usefulness of
such data are greatly increased.
The U.S. Navy and the Defense Mapping Agency have classified
data bases that cover continent-sized areas of the oceans. These data are
of excellent quality for science and, if released in usable form, would be
of great benefit to marine geophysics. Similarly, industry-acquired
magnetic data are proprietary. In some areas of the world, no other
magnetic data exist, aside from either military or industry sources. These
data would be helpful in constructing regional-scale magnetic maps for
research purposes or in updating the IGRF to develop more accurate
models in the areas covered by the data. They could be filtered or aver-
aged to maintain their scientific usefulness while protecting the propri-
etary interests of the source.
The needs of the scientific community will not be met by simple add-
on activities (for example, "ships of opportunity") or by gaining access to
classified or proprietary data; new surveys are necessary. Project Magnet
aircraft operated all over the world and provided important data for the
construction of magnetic charts during the 1959-1989 period, but it may
be phased out of operation. If this occurs, an enormous hiatus in critical
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activitywill needtobefilledbyotheragenciesorcountries.Historically,
Canadian,German,andSoviet(nowRussian)groupshaveconductedlong
track-linesurveys.In theUnitedStates,P-3aircraftareoperatedocca-
sionallyforsurveysbytheU.S.Navy.At thepresenttime,opportunities
existfor usingRussianaircraftat agreatlyreducedcost.
Continent-scalemagneticanomalymapsnow exist for North
America(excludingMexico),theCommonwealthof IndependentStates,
Europe,Australia,China,the Arctic, andmuchof Africa andSouth
America.Manyof thesemaps,includingtheU.S.andNorthAmerican
maps,areof variablequality,duelargelyto thevariablequalityof the
datausedto constructthemandto difficultiesin levelingthedata. The
existingdigital dataset for the UnitedStatesis of limited use for
addressingmanyscientificproblems.Additionalsurveysarerequiredto
stitch togetherexistingdata, fill in gapsin coverage,and replace
substandarddata.
Satellite Measurements
The value of satellite measurements of the Earth's magnetic and
plasma fields has been evident since the first measurements by Sputnik 3
in 1958. Subsequent pioneering missions include the Magsat mission that
made a major advance in the characterization of the internal magnetic
field; the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) that has
allowed the auroral plasma environment to be monitored routinely; the
GOES/SMS (Synchronous Meteorological Satellite) program that has pro-
vided routine energetic particle and magnetic field data at synchronous
orbit; and the ISEE-3 (International Sun-Earth Explorer) spacecraft that
has provided nearly continuous solar wind monitoring at the L-1
Lagrangianpoint. These missions were extremely successful in advancing
the understanding of the geomagnetic environment from the outer reaches
of the magnetosphere to the interior of the Earth. However, much
remains to be done. Characterization of the spatial morphology of the
Earth's magnetic field at one moment in time is not sufficient to under-
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standthe internaldynamo. It is equallyimportantto characterize
temporalvariationsovermonths,years,anddecades.
Measurementof electriccurrentsassociatedwith theauroralplasma
environmentis a key elementin characterizingthe state of the
magnetosphere,becauseJouledissipationprovidesalmostwiceasmuch
energydepositionintotheupperatmosphereasparticleprecipitationdoes.
Commerce,themilitary,andsocietyincreasinglyrelyonanetworkofso-
phisticatedcommunicationandotherservicesatellitesingeosynchronous
orbit,but thesesystemsarevulnerableto thefluxof particlesandfields.
In manycases,theimpactof solardisturbancesonthesesatellitesystems
canbemitigatedwithonlya fewminutes'or evenafewseconds'notice
of an impendinghazard.Thiswarningis sufficiento allowvulnerable
systemstobeshutdownandbackupsystemstobebroughtonline. Thus,
monitoringtheplasmaenvironmentofthemagnetosphereatavarietyof
longitudesisessential.In fact,theISEE-3measurementsattheL-I point
provedthatthestateofthemagnetospherecouldbeforecastwithasmuch
asanhour'swarning. Suchforecasts,if madeona continuousbasis,
wouldbeof greatbenefitto operationsthatareaffectedbygeomagnetic
activity. Nevertheless,atthis timethereareno real-timedataavailable
fromL-l, norarethereanyfirm plansto providethesedata.
Prehistorical Reconstructions, Historical Data,
and Laboratory Measurements
Descriptions of the main geomagnetic field must take into account its
long-term history. The behavior of the geomagnetic field over the past
few hundred years can be determined from a combination of data from
long-running observatories and ship-track records. Much would be
gained by examining and evaluating the yet-unstudied historical records
of maritime nations such as the Netherlands, Spain, and Portugal.
The longer-term behavior of the field, on time scales of 103 to 105
years, is determined by a combination of records from archaeomagnetism,
lavas, and lake and marine sediments. This is an extremely important
time scale to aid in an understanding of the fundamental mechanism of the
core dynamo.
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Thebehaviorof thegeomagneticfieldontimescalesof 10 6 years or
more is determined principally from paleomagnetic measurements.
Although there is a first-order record of the field for the past 200 million
years from oceanic crust, many details of that record remain to be
determined from the paleomagnetic study of rocks exposed on land or
recovered from the seafloor. Measurements of the field beyond 200
million years must rely on continental records of good quality, which are
rare.
The interpretation of archaeomagnetic and paleomagnetic data
requires substantial laboratory facilities. Current efforts are distributed
through many universities and some government agencies. Studies of
rock physics and petrology that can be applied to magnetic surveys require
specialized facilities dedicated to the mineralogical, petrological, and
geochemical aspects of magnetic petrology. Since no single investigator
or institution now supports the necessary range of analytical and
experimental facilities needed for such studies, an increased level of
collaboration will be required among individual investigators measuring
both physical and chemical properties.
In an analogous way, laboratory studies of electrical conductivity
provide the means for inferring the nature of physical and chemical
processes in the Earth from estimates of the conductivity from field
observations. Such laboratory experiments require a thorough under-
standing of the ways in which the oxygen and sulfur fugacities, pressure,
and other aspects of the physical-chemical environment affect conductivi-
ty. In addition, one needs to consider the stability and interconnectedness
(pore geometry) of conducting fluids (aqueous and partial melts), and
grain-boundary phases (such as graphite and sulfides). In order to relate
studies on small laboratory scale samples to understanding crustal- and
upper-mantle-scale bulk conductivities in the Earth, it is necessary to
model the bulk electrical response of composite materials and networks.
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Recommendations
A modern, well-distributed system of observational facilities,
including land and ocean floor observatories as well as satellite, aircraft,
and ship-based facilities, is essential for the collection of geomagnetic data
to address the problems outlined in this report. Collection of prehistorical
data is also essential for understanding the long-term behavior of the
geomagnetic field. The order of the following recommendations does not
imply a priority ranking.
• A coordinated effort should be undertaken, perhaps on a phased
basis, to complete the ground-based global magnetic observatory
network at the density required for this geomagnetic initiative.
The installation of approximately 20 island stations and 25 ocean-
bottom stations would be a major step forward in developing this
network in support of ongoing work to update the IGRF and for
magnetospheric and solid-Earth induction studies. The commu-
nity of solid-Earth and space scientists should work with the
relevant government agencies to develop detailed implementation
plans for the full network and to address funding and management
issues. They should also address issues such as location of sites,
data resolution (for example, 12 bit versus 16 bit; 0.05- versus
0.5-nanotesla instrument noise levels), acquisition rates, and
accessibility to the data by the scientific community in quasi-real-
time. Expanding global real-time networks such as
INTERMAGNET should be considered as a means of implement-
ing this global network.
• The needs of the scientific community for high-quality magnetic
data can be met with the release of classified and propriety data
and with a coordinated program to collect new data. Special
efforts should be made to communicate to the DOD and to
industry the usefulness and mutual benefits of making classified
and proprietary data available to the scientific community. The
geomagnetic community should take advantage of "ships of
opportunity" and long-range aircraft for surveying selected
continental areas and vast areas of the ocean basins, particularly
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in thesouthernoceans,antarctica,andtheArctic.A high-altitude(20km)surveyovertheUnitedStateshouldbeundertakenfor
baselinecontrolandfor regionalcharting. Datafrom a high-
altitudesurveywouldprovidea consistentdataset freefrom
intenselocalanomaliesderivedfromuppercrustalrocks,which
is neededfor levelingand"stitchingtogether"individuallow-
altitudemagneticsurveysto upgradethemagneticanomalymap
of NorthAmerica.
* A programof satellitemissionsandmeasurementsi recom-
mendedto providedataforbothmagnetosphericandsolid-Earth
studies.Theseshouldincludeamainfieldmissionoveratleast
twosolarcyclestoprovidedataonboththeEarth'scoreandthe
fieldsinducedin theEarthby magnetosphericandionospheric
currents;plasmandmagneticmeasurementsatthreeequi-spaced
longitudesingeosynchronousorbittoprovideinformationonthe
presentstateofthemagnetosphere;andahigh-resolutionmission
atlow altitude,suchastheproposedmissionoftheApplications
and ResearchInvolving SpaceTechnologiesObservingthe
Earth's Field from Low Earth Orbiting Satellite--caIled
ARISTOTELES2(seeAppendixB in thisreport)forlithospheric
studies.
* Reconstructionsof the long-termvariationsin the Earth's
magneticfieldshouldbemadeusingimprovedarchaeomagnetic
and paleomagneticmeasurementsin order to improvethe
understandingof someof thefundamentaltimeconstantsof the
geodynamo.
2 As of the writing of the final draft of this report in late 1993,
ARISTOTELES appears to have been canceledl but GAMES (Gravity and
Magnetic Earth Surveyor), a similar satellite, is being considered by NASA.
5
DATA MANAGEMENT
With the virtual explosion in volume and diversity of geomagnetic
data sets in recent times, the need for a coherent interagency data manage-
ment policy is reaching critical levels. The combination of near-real-time
availability of magnetic observatory data provided by global networks and
low-cost mass storage media offers exciting possibilities for the research
community. However, these advances also present problems for the
management of data sets, including problems with data quality and the
proliferation of multiple versions of data sets. It is possible that irreplace-
able data bases could be lost because of the lack of a general consensus
within the geomagnetic community about how they should be managed.
The scientific community must clearly recognize the need for stewardship
of data that are fundamental for research.
The basic issues regarding availability of geophysical data have been
addressed in several reports of the National Research Council, including
those of the Committee on Data Management and Computing (CODMAC)
(1982, 1986, 1988), GeophysicaIData: Policy Issues (1988), and Solving
the Global Change Puzzle (1991). The present report emphasizes the
importance of effective availability of geomagnetic data and associated
data products through national data centers, World Data Centers, and
distributed data centers.
Data, Metadata, Data Quality, and Formats
High-quafity, well-documented data sets are necessary for the success
of geomagnetic research. Procedures must be established to assure the
quality of both the observations themselves and the metadata (information
describing the data) and to assure that these data are machine-readable.
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The use of data for research provides an effective test of its quality.
The experiences of the researchers in the use of data are a valuable
component of the quality-control process. Scientific peer review of data
is another valuable component of the quality-control process.
In addition to information about data quality, the documentation must
describe the data set contents, instrumentation, processing, and data
formats. Because geomagnetic data are used by several scientific
disciplines that employ different nomenclature, the documentation scheme
must contain a data dictionary in which all scientific and technical terms
applicable to geomagnetic data are clearly defined.
Given the diversity of sources of data required for geomagnetism, it
seems unlikely that a single data format could be used. However, it may
be possible to use one of several established data formats. Software
systems are already available to do this.
After the data are collected, prepared, and stored in the system, their
availability and relevant properties must be made known to interested
scientists. Some mechanisms have been established to do so. The
interagency Global Change Master Directory provides the scientific
community with high-level information about data availability and access.
NASA is the lead agency in the development of the Master Directory,
which is supported by all of the U.S. agencies involved with geomagnetic
data and by many foreign governments. Metadata needed for the Master
Directory are being put into the Directory Interchange Format. Use of
this standard for geomagnetism will simplify scientific access to data.
Data Centers
The are several relevant issues surrounding the use of national
centers for managing geomagnetic data bases. They include the follow-
ing:
• the complementary roles of centralized versus distributed data
centers;
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• the problem of converting the volumes of analog data currently
being archived at the World Data Centers into digital form;
• the urgent matter of "data rescue," that is, the identification,
acquisition, and archiving of geomagnetic data sets in danger of
being lost or destroyed; and
• the stewardship of geomagnetic data.
Both centralized and distributed data centers have advantages for
managing geomagnetic data. Centralized data centers, funded by federal
agencies, offer the stability required to preserve the data for posterity.
Distributed data systems provide close contact with experts who are
knowledgeable about the data. Combined centralized and distributed
systems can provide the advantages of both.
The World Data Centers currently house massive quantities of analog
data, such as magnetograms on microfilm and tabular data on paper
records. These data need to be converted into digital electronic form. In
addition, many data bases are in danger of being lost or destroyed; steps
must be taken to ensure that this does not occur. Not all data in each data
center are duplicated at other centers. Thus, if records at one center are
lost, there might be no means to recover them. Furthermore, the sole
copies of many data sets that are the results of completed projects--data
never sent to any data center--may be stored, with or without cataloging,
on shelves or tape cabinets at research institutions. Scientific personnel
are needed to identify and retrieve such data for inclusion in the general
geomagnetic data base. A window of opportunity now exists for rescuing
these various data sets through cooperative efforts with colleagues in other
countries, particularly in the Commonwealth of Independent States.
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Data Availability
Data are being made available to users in a variety of ways. Increas-
ingly, users require that data from many locations be made available in as
near to real time as possible. Users want to retrieve these data through
on-line systems. The availability of geomagnetic data in real time is an
important objective, but it also presents some significant problems. For
example, data must be retrieved from the observatories over satellite
networks, and can contain many spikes, gaps, time shifts, and other
quality problems that have to be corrected before the data can be used for
research. The INTERMAGNET program is currently implementing such
a near-real-time capability from a worldwide distribution of magnetic
observatories, and is dealing with many of the operational difficulties that
accompany such a program.
On-line data access is currently available for some applications and
is very appealing to users who can simply download data directly into
their computers. But large data bases that are continually being updated
require large storage spaces and can sometimes be labor-intensive. There
is a need to provide existing digital data in a form that is long-lasting,
inexpensive, and compact, such as CD-ROMs. For longer-term needs,
selection of the storage medium must allow for random access and
operation on multiple computer platforms. NOAA, USGS, and other
agencies are currently distributing large-volume data bases on CD-ROMs,
but many data are not yet available on this medium. In view of the
limited lifetime, cost, and vulnerability of magnetic tape, CD-ROMs
represent a very cost-effective way to distribute data.
Derived Products
Developments in technology have revolutionized the collection and
analysis of geomagnetic data. It is now feasible to monitor a global
distribution of observatories in real-time and generate better products at
increased temporal resolution. Both the magnetospheric ring current
index, Dst, and the auroral ionospheric electrojet index, AE, can now be
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determined more effectively and disseminated more rapidly. A polar cap
index is now possible, and a new family of power spectra indices could
be developed. The understanding of the physical processes coupling the
solar wind and the geomagnetic field has progressed to the point that solar
wind data are critical for deriving magnetospheric models and for making
accurate forecasts of impending activity.
Mathematical models and charts are among the more important
products derived from measurements of the Earth's magnetic field. These
tools provide information needed for the protection of life and property,
for commercial activities, and for scientific research. Geomagnetic
models, which are based on millions of field measurements, are a
necessity for safe navigation. They are built into the navigation systems
of thousands of civilian and military aircraft, ships, and boats. Models
and charts of the main field are routinely used for processing magnetic
survey measurements taken in the search for minerals and petroleum.
They are used to calculate the paths of cosmic rays, to orient spacecraft,
and to find the positions of field-line conjugate points. These products
require a continuing abundance of high-quality geomagnetic field
measurements.
Recommendations
High-quality, well documented data sets are essential for the success
of geomagnetic research. The following recommendations address the
stewardship and distribution of geomagnetic data. The order of the
recommendations does not imply a priority ranking.
Procedures should be implemented to assure the quality of both
the observations themselves and the metadata describing the
nature of the data: contents, instrumentation, processing, and
formats. Data and metadata should be recorded in machine-
readable form. The best way to learn about the quality of data is
for investigators to use it for scientific research. Research that
"exercises" data sets should be encouraged, and the experiences
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oftheresearchersshouldbecapturedaspartofthequality-control
process.Scientificpeerreviewof datashouldbea keycompo-
nentof thequality-controlprocess.A sourcebookshouldbe
developedtoencouragemoreinterdisciplinaryuseofgeomagnetic
data. This book shoulddescribepast, present,and future
programsandsourcesof data,alongwithaglossarythatclearly
definesall applicablescientificandtechnicalterms,with clear
descriptionsasto howto accessparticulardatasets.
As partof thenationalgeomagneticnitiative,specialattention
shouldbegivento stewardshipof data.Theactivitiesof central-
izedanddistributeddatacentershouldbeintegratedto achieve
the fullestutilizationand to maintainthe highestqualityof
existingandfuturegeomagneticdatasets.Themassivequantities
of analogdata,suchasmagnetogramsonmicrofilmandtabular
dataon paperrecords,that are currentlyhousedat various
facilitiesaroundtheworldshouldbeconvertedintodigitalform.
Databasesin dangerof being lost or destroyedshouldbe
preservedandproperlyduplicated.Datasetsfrom completed
projectsnowstoredatinstitutionsthatnolongerhaveaninterest
in usingthemshouldbeidentifiedandturnedoverto theappro-
priatedatacenters.Anappropriatentityor organizationshould
beidentifiedtotakeresponsibilityforensuringthattheserecom-
mendationsareimplemented.
Keygeomagneticdatashouldbemadeavailableto usersin as
closeto real time aspossible. Many of the datacouldbe
availablevirtually instantaneouslythrough on-line systems.
Larger,morecomprehensivedatasetsshouldbedistributedon
CD-ROMswithasshortadelaytimeafterrecordingaspossible.
In developing"real-time"systems,advantageshouldbetakenof
INTERMAGNET'sextensiveexperiencein dealingwith the
manyoperationaldifficultiesthataccompanyretrievingdatafrom
observatoriesoversatellitenetworks.In orderto minimizethe
redundancyof effortamongvariousinvestigatorswhousethese
dataandto minimizethe requiredlevelof computerliteracy,
thereshouldbecloseintegrationof theeffortsof USGS,NOAA,
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and NASA in supplying the relevant data bases from observato-
ries, surveys, and satellites to assure the compatible formatting of
data and their distribution on similar media. Software to accom-
plish such an exchange should be readily available and easy to
use.
New descriptors of geomagnetic activity that measure the
amplitude and rate of change of magnetic fluctuations over a
range of time scales should be developed. The suite of existing
indices (for example, AE indices, Dst, and the polar cap index)
should be computed at higher resolution and corrected for quiet
diurnal variations from the global network of geomagnetic
observatories envisaged in this initiative. There should be close
coordination among the principal partners concerned with
developing, cross-checking, and using the International Geomag-
netic Reference Field, particularly universities, NASA, the U.S.
Naval Oceanographic Office, the USGS, the British Geological
Survey, IZMIRAN (the Russian Institute of Terrestrial Magne-
tism), and industry.
6
COMMUNICATION AND
COORDINATION
From meetings and discussions that led to the National Geomagnetic
Initiative Workshop, communication and coordination emerged as an
essential element in geomagnetic research. Initially, attention was focused
on benefits of communication and coordination among activities and
programs of federal agencies. As planning for the workshop progressed,
it became clear that the entire geomagnetic community should be
involved.
International Scientific Unions and Programs
The study of the Earth is intrinsically global. This was recognized
by geologists, geodesists, and geophysicists in the nineteenth century.
During the past hundred years, the need for global collaboration in
geosciences has become axiomatic; many mechanisms have been
developed to encourage international cooperation in Earth sciences. Much
international cooperation in science takes place under the nongovernmen-
tal International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU).
By the latter part of the nineteenth century, international expeditions
and exchange of data were common in the geosciences. This led to
development of international mechanisms for ongoing cooperation in
geophysical and geological sciences. Seismic and magnetic observatories
were being established worldwide. These de facto global networks of
magnetic and seismic observatories led to international agreements on
measurement standards and data exchange. These international activities
led to the formation of an international organization that was the
predecessor of the modern International Union of Geodesy and Geophys-
ics (IUGG). The objectives of IUGG are the promotion and coordination
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of physical, chemical, and mathematical studies of the Earth and geospace
environment. IUGG now consists of seven essentially autonomous
associations; one of these, the International Association of Geomagnetism
and Aeronomy (IAGA), is principally concerned with geomagnetism.
International collaboration in the study of the Earth received a major
boost from the International Geophysical Year (IGY), which took place
from 1957 to 1959. There were at least two major legacies of the IGY:
first, the IGY demonstrated the possibility for international cooperation
among all countries in a scientific endeavor of common interest and value.
Second, the World Data Center System was established. Geomagnetism
was a major program of the IGY.
From IGY to the present, geomagnetism has been a major or
significant component of many international programs and organizations.
Two bodies with major interests in geomagnetism were established in the
1960s: the ICSU Scientific Committee on Space Research (COSPAR) and
the ICSU Scientific Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Physics (SCOSTEP).
Both of these bodies sponsor programs involving geomagnetism. The
International Magnetospheric Study took place from 1976 to 1979. The
Solar-Terrestrial Energy Program (STEP) of SCOSTEP is an important
current program.
The International Lithosphere Program (ILP), which was instituted
by IUGG and lUGS (International Union of Geological Sciences) in 1980
as the successor to the International Geodynamics Project, seeks to
elucidate the nature, dynamics, origin, and evolution of the lithosphere,
with special attention to the continents and their margins.
The International Lithosphere Program is being carried out under the
guidance of the Inter-Union Commission on the Lithosphere (ICL), which
was established under the auspices of ICSU. The ILP includes a broad
array of topics that naturally call for collaborative efforts between
geologists and geophysicists. Emphasis has been given to "key projects."
Geomagnetic problems play a role in several of the ILP key projects.
IUGG also established the SEDI (Studies of the Earth's Deep
Interior) program. The SEDI program has a major concern with the
Earth's geomagnetic field and dynamo processes. A corresponding
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nationalprogram,CooperativeStudiesof the Earth'sDeepInterior
(CSEDI),hasbeenproposedbyNSF.
InternationalscientificorganizationsuchasIUGG (particularly
IAGA and theSEDI program),SCOSTEP,COSPAR,andICL have
activitiescloselyrelatedto variousaspectsof thegeomagneticnitiative
andwouldprovideforumsfor internationalpresentationof theresults.
National and International Activities
Geomagnetic research and development in the United States draws
its constituents from a multidisciplinary base of geophysicists, physicists,
and geologists affiliated with the major scientific institutions (academia,
state and federal agencies, and private industry) throughout the country.
Research programs are presently supported by NSF, USGS, DOE,
NOAA, NASA, and DOD (through the Navy, the Air Force, and the
Defense Mapping Agency). The missions of these agencies encompass a
wide variety of geomagnetic research and development activities. These
activities include producing global magnetic charts; monitoring and
predicting the effects on satellite electronics and space communications of
magnetic disturbances, radiation, and particle fluxes in the
magnetosphere; and magnetic navigation. The basic research activities
supported by the federal agencies include all four areas of geomagnetic
research outlined in this report: main field and core processes, electro-
magnetic induction in the solid Earth and oceans, lithospheric magnetic
anomalies, and magnetospheric and ionospheric processes.
Magnetic information for charts and maps is developed by USGS,
NOAA, and the Navy. The Navy and NOAA (and the Coast Guard) are
responsible for maintaining and improving navigational safety; the Navy
provides magnetic information for this purpose. Magnetic models of the
geomagnetic field are developed by the Navy (in conjunction with the
British Geological Survey), NASA, and USGS. The models developed
by these three organizations are the main inputs to the International
Geomagnetic Reference Field, produced every 5 years by the International
Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy.
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Magnetic imaging of the Earth is a new initiative that requires
parallel initiatives in data acquisition, dissemination, and synthesis.
Clearly, there will be scientific and practical benefits in making this a
collaborative effort among a number of the major agencies, including
NASA, NSF, USGS, NOAA, the Navy, Air Force, and DOE. All of
these agencies now perform geomagnetic research that could benefit from
the improved communication and coordination envisioned in this
geomagnetic initiative.
Lithospheric magnetic anomalies are studied by NASA, NSF-spon-
sored academic scientists, the USGS, and industry geologists and
geophysicists. Some work in this area is also sponsored by the Navy and
NOAA. Magnetic induction studies are supported by NOAA (from the
Climate and Global Change Program), USGS, DOE, DOD, and NSF.
The geoscience community has established a fertile environment
within which geomagnetic studies can flourish. A number of national and
international groups have established clear research priorities focusing on
studies of the Earth's lithosphere. This includes exploration and
assessment of natural resources (for example, minerals, hydrocarbons,
and ground water), characterization of the crust for waste repositories,
scientific drilling of the oceanic and continental crust, a new national
program in continental dynamics, the MARGINS and RIDGE programs
(Margins: A Research Initiative for Interdisciplinary Studies of Processes
Attending Lithospheric Extension and Conversion; Ridge Inter-Disciplin-
ary Global Experiments), and international projects in collaboration with
Japanese, Italian, and French groups, and with the European Space
Agency involving low-altitude, Earth-orbiting geopotential satellites.
Major scientific advances in geomagnetic research require coopera-
tion. Nationally, this cooperation must involve the entire geomagnetic
community, especially federal and state agencies having related interests.
Internationally, the advantages of cooperation include: (1) greater
scientific insight and better direction to programs through the involvement
of larger groups of scientists, and (2) reduced costs for each country.
Many aspects of the geomagnetic initiative discussed elsewhere in this
report are appropriate for national and international cooperation. Many
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U.S.governmentagencieshavean interestin geomagneticphenomena
anddata.
Geopotential-fieldsatelliteprogramsarecurrentlybeingdiscussedby
DOD,NASA,andagenciesin severalothercountries.A possiblemode
for implementingasatellitemissionto studytheEarth'smagneticfield
might be through collaborationbetweentwo or more countries.
ARISTOTELES'nowunderactiveconsiderationby theEuropeanSpace
Agency,is an example. The advantagesanddisadvantagesof such
interdependencen edto becarefullyconsidered.Othercomplementary
programsarealsounderdiscussionor arein place,suchasSEDIin the
solid-Earthcommunity,the OceanDrilling Programin the marine
geologycommunity,theGlobalEnvironmentalModelingprogramin the
solar-terrestrialphysicscommunity,andtheINTERMAGNETproject.
ThegeomagneticnitiativealsocomplementsprojectsthatICSUbodies
arediscussingfor the 1990s,particularlythe integrativeprogramsfor
studyingthe Earthfrom its interior to nearspace(Missionto Planet
Earth),aswellasstudiesrelatedtothetemporalandspatialchangesofthe
Earth'senvironmentover time scalesof years,decades,andperhaps
centuries(theGlobalChangeProgram).Geomagneticstudiesarean
essentialcomponentof theseactivities.
Communicationandcoordinationarebasicfactorsin theeffective-
nessof nationalandinternationalscientificactivities.Theconceptof the
nationalgeomagneticinitiativeemphasizesthe further importanceof
communicationand coordinationamongnationaland international
activitiesrelatedto geomagneticresearch.
Recommendations
The diverse elements of the scientific community concerned with
geomagnetism--federal and state agencies, academia, industry, national
scientific societies, and international bodies concerned with relevant
' See footnote 2 in Chapter 4 of this report regarding the status of
ARISTOTELES.
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international scientific programs--have a clear opportunity to make their
own activities more effective through the types of cooperation and
coordination envisioned for the national geomagnetic initiative.
As part of this initiative, special attention should be given to
maintaining and improving communication and coordination
among the diverse activities in geomagnetism in federal and state
agencies, the academic community, and industry--with a view
toward encouraging improved efficiencies and fulfillment of goals
in research and applications. This effort should include a
provision for ongoing discussions of the needs and activities of
the disparate elements of geomagnetism, especially the programs
of government agencies. It should also include a provision for
establishing interdisciplinary task groups involving the scientific
and engineering communities that will organize, design, and
implement specific research programs.
APPENDIX A
TOPICAL WORKING GROUP REPORTS
Note
The statements prepared by the working groups--and presented here
in Appendixes A and B--were intended to represent a broadly balanced
view of the major scientific problems, challenges, and concomitant needs
among the various aspects of geomagnetism. The statements prepared
under the guidance of the respective working group leaders, who
endeavored to take account of suggestions made during the meetings and
to reflect a consensus of the discussions. Constraints of time did not
permit review of each working group report by all participants associated
with that report; thus, individual participants may not agree with all
statements in the reports. However, these reports contain a wealth of
information regarding the challenges and opportunities in geomagnetism
and served as the basis for formulating the draft proceedings of the
workshop which, in turn, served as the basis for the report of the U.S.
Geodynamics Committee (USGC) presented in this volume. The reports
are included here in part for the benefit of those who are interested in
geomagnetic research and the proposed national geomagnetic initiative but
were unable to participate in the workshop.
The working group reports have not been subjected to review by the
National Research Council (NRC). Any conclusions or recommendations
made or implied herein are the opinions of the individual authors or
working groups. These reports have been edited, but otherwise are
reproduced essentially in the form in which they were submitted on the
last day of the workshop.
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A1. THE MAGNETOSPHERE,
IONOSPHERE, AND ATMOSPHERE
A complete and accurate knowledge of the geomagnetic field and
how it changes with time is critical to many aspects of solar-terrestrial
physics and applications affected by conditions in near-Earth space. It is
the interaction of the solar wind with the geomagnetic field that creates the
Earth's magnetosphere. The magnetosphere, in turn, stores energy from
the solar wind and dissipates it sporadically in geomagnetic storms and
substorms that accelerate large fluxes of energetic charged particles and
drive large electrical currents; these currents, in part, are diverted down
into the ionosphere. Upper-atmosphere winds also generate global
currents through dynamo action as the conducting ionosphere is moved
through the geomagnetic field. In addition to receiving steady electrical
currents, the Earth is also bathed in a variety of magnetohydrodynamic
waves, or pulsations, produced at much higher altitudes in the
magnetosphere. The physical processes leading to these phenomena are
being actively investigated by the international space physics community.
Geomagnetic storms and substorms are also important from the
standpoint of the frequently deleterious effects they have on a variety of
critical civilian and government equipment and functions. Energetic
particles trapped in the geomagnetic field produce malfunctions and rapid
aging in a variety of commercial, scientific, and military satellite
subsystems. The currents induced in power and communication cables by
geomagnetic storms and substorms can cause considerable damage in
ground systems such as transformers. The monitoring, and when
scientific advances permit, the prediction of "space weather" is an
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important goal of agencies such as the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD).
At altitudes from 80 to 1,000 kilometers (km), the motion of
ionospheric ions caused by the electric fields imposed by the
magnetosphere drives large-scale winds in the thermosphere. Joule
heating associated with these currents is an important energy source, and
it can result in dramatic temperature and density increases of the upper
atmosphere during magnetic storms, affecting the orbits of near-Earth
satellites and dynamically altering the global ionosphere. Relativistic
charged-particle precipitation may influence some aspects of the neutral
atmosphere, for example, noctilucent clouds, as far down as the middle
atmosphere. Understanding the coupling between the solar wind, the
magnetosphere, the ionosphere, and the thermosphere is a major objective
of the solar-terrestrial physics community supported by NASA, the
National Science Foundation (NSF), NOAA, DOD, and other federal
agencies.
As is discussed below, measurements of the direction and intensity
of the local magnetic field by low-altitude satellites and at ground stations
located around the world are essential for scientific progress in many
areas of solar-terrestrial physics. In addition to contributing to the
geomagnetic field models that are needed to describe the flow of energy
and momentum between the magnetosphere and upper atmosphere, these
observations provide important measures of the strength and intensity of
the horizontal currents flowing overhead in the ionosphere. Careful
analysis of ground magnetic variations can tell us a great deal about the
nature of solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere couplings at high
latitudes, and about the nature of the upper-atmosphere winds that drive
the ionospheric dynamo at all latitudes. Following a more thorough
discussion of these scientific and technological issues, this section
concludes with a summary of pertinent requirements regarding
ground-based and satellite-based magnetic field measurements with respect
to instrumentation, ground station location, data collection, data process-
ing, and data archiving.
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Scientific Framework
Magnetosphere
The magnetosphere is defined as the region of space above the
Earth's ionosphere in which charged-particle motion is dominated by the
geomagnetic field. Collisions are so infrequent in most of this region that
its electrical conductivity is nearly infinite. Because of this condition,
magnetic fields and very-low-energy particles are frozen together, and
when the plasma moves, so too do the magnetic field lines that thread it.
Finite energy particles also drift in gradients of the magnetic field. These
drifts are energy- and charge-dependent and thus must produce electrical
currents. These currents create magnetic fields that add to the geomagnet-
ic field originating within the Earth. Because of these currents, the total
field in the magnetosphere departs radically from what is calculated by
extrapolating the Earth's internal field to distances greater than several
Earth radii.
The outer boundary of the magnetosphere is sharp and well defined
at a distance in the sunward direction of about 10 Earth radii. It is
produced by a sheet of electrical current that cancels almost all of the
Earth's field outside the boundary while doubling it inside. This current
layer is termed the magnetopause, and it separates the geomagnetic field
from the field and plasma of the solar wind. At the magnetopause the
solar wind interacts with the Earth's field by two major processes:
viscous interaction and magnetic reconnection. The viscous interaction
occurs along the flanks of the magnetosphere transferring solar wind
momentum to closed field lines inside the magnetopause. These field
lines flow tailward and create boundary layers with flows internal to the
magnetosphere. Magnetic reconnection, on the other hand, allows the
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) to merge with the geomagnetic field
near the subsolar point, These field lines are then transported by the solar
wind over the poles and laid back behind the Earth as a long, cometlike
tail. In the tail these field lines eventually reconnect and return by
internal flows to their origin. These flows produced by the viscous and
the dominant reconnection process are termed magnetospheric convection.
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The stretching of the field lines through convection produces the tail
current that flows partly on the magnetopause and partly across the
interior of the magnetic tail.
The rate at which the magnetic field in the solar wind reconnects
with the geomagnetic field depends on the angle between the solar wind
field and the Earth's field. Only when the IMF is southward, that is,
antiparallel to the Earth's field, does a strong interaction occur. Because
this angle is constantly changing, the level of magnetospheric convection
also changes. These fluctuations make it possible to energize and trap
particles in the inner portions of the magnetosphere, creating the radiation
belts. The rapid drift of protons to the west and electrons to the east
creates a torus of westward current around the Earth, known as the ring
current.
The electric field produced in the magnetosphere by convection is
projected onto the ionosphere along magnetic field lines. However, the
ionosphere has finite electrical conductivity and, consequently, an
electrical current flows parallel to the electric field. This is called the
Pedersen current. Since magnetospheric convection is a closed cycle,
some field lines flow tailward and some sunward. The boundary between
these flow regions projected onto the ionosphere is called the convection
reversal. The electric field is divergent along these flow lines; therefore,
so is the ionospheric current. This is possible only if field-aligned
currents flow in or out of the reversal regions to satisfy current continuity.
These field-aligned currents are known as Region I Birkeland currents.
They link the magnetopause and tail currents to the Earth's ionosphere
and are the primary source of energy that drives ionospheric phenomena.
A second source of electric field in the magnetosphere is the rotation
of the Earth. The plasma polarizes so that the resulting electric field is
everywhere orthogonal to the magnetic field. In the absence of other
effects, the combination of electric and magnetic fields would cause
charged particles to corotate eastward with the Earth. However, when
added to the dawn-dusk magnetospheric electric field, this second field
source imposes a fundamental asymmetry on the magnetosphere. A result
of this is that electrons drift closer to the Earth on the dusk side and ions
closer on the dawn side.
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The electric field projected onto the ionosphere causes the plasma at
the feet of convecting field lines to drift just as the magnetospheric plasma
does. However, the ionosphere is not fully ionized, and drifting charges
collide with atmospheric neutrals. The collision rate relative to the
gyrofrequency is much higher for positive ions than for electrons, and
therefore they drift more slowly than electrons. This produces a current
in a direction opposite the drift. This current is orthogonal to both the
magnetic and electric fields; it is called a Hall current. The geometry of
the Hall current system is the same as that of ionospheric convection, but
with the opposite sense. It is a two-cell system flowing sunward across
the polar cap and antisunward in the dusk and dawn sectors of the auroral
oval. The concentrations of current in these sectors are known as the
eastward (dusk) and westward (dawn) electrojets. Most of the magnetic
disturbance seen on the ground at high latitudes is produced by this Hall
current system. Because of their solenoidal geometry, the field-aligned
currents do not create large ground disturbances.
Fluctuations in the interplanetary magnetic field carried by the solar
wind affect the rate of dayside reconnection, and hence cause correspond-
ing fluctuations in the convection electric field and all of the current
systems mentioned above. These changes are highly filtered and delayed
because of the large inductance of the field-aligned current systems.
Nightside reconnection occurs in the center of the tail current sheet, but
its onset is delayed relative to the dayside. When reconnection begins in
the nightside, it explosively releases the energy stored in the tail field.
This release is accompanied by a new current system that temporarily
diverts a fraction of the cross-tail current along field lines that close
westward across the midnight ionosphere. This current is known as the
substorm current wedge. Multiple substorms driven by a long interval of
fluctuating southward IMF cause many particles to be energized and
trapped in the radiation belts. These longer intervals of enhanced
convection and intense ring currents are called magnetic storms.
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Ionosphere and Atmosphere
At heights of 80 to 1,000 km, the ionosphere and upper atmosphere
respond strongly to the electric fields and currents of magnetospheric
origin. The rapidly drifting ions set neutral winds in motion through
collisional coupling, and the resistive dissipation of electrical energy, or
Joule heating, can be the dominant energy input to the high-latitude upper
atmosphere. During magnetic substorms, winds approaching sonic speeds
can be generated, and the heating is sufficient to raise the temperature of
the upper atmosphere by hundreds of kelvins. The expanded atmosphere
results in order-of-magnitude increases in the drag on near-Earth
satellites, altering their orbits and affecting their orientations. The global
upper-atmosphere circulation during magnetic substorms and storms is
altered, resulting in a changed chemical composition and large changes in
ionospheric density. The high-speed winds can significantly feed back
upon the magnetospheric electrodynamics through ionospheric dynamo
action. Hence, the ionosphere cannot be viewed simply as a passive sink
for magnetospheric energy. Accurately explaining these various effects
requires complex simulation models of upper-atmosphere and ionospheric
dynamics that take into account the characteristics of electrodynamic
energy input from the magnetosphere.
Even when magnetospheric energy inputs to the upper atmosphere
and ionosphere are weak, electric fields and currents are generated in the
ionosphere by the dynamo action of the ever-present neutral atmosphere
winds. Because the ionosphere is electrically conducting, its motion
through the geomagnetic field produces an electromotive force (EMF).
This EMF results in electrical current flow and the establishment of space
charges and electric fields. Typically, two large cells of current flow in
the sunlit ionosphere, a counterclockwise cell in the northern magnetic
hemisphere and a clockwise cell in the southern hemisphere, each
containing on the order of 105 amperes. Current also flows along
geomagnetic field lines between the two hemispheres because of the
extremely high conductivity along the magnetic field. Most of the
horizontal current in the ionosphere flows below 200 km, although
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measurable currents can also be found at higher altitudes when the plasma
and neutral densities are large, as at solar maximum in the afternoon.
A portion of the upper-atmosphere wind that drives the dynamo
results from the diurnal variation in absorption of solar ultraviolet
radiation in the thermosphere. Another portion is driven by upward
propagation of global atmospheric waves, particularly atmospheric solar
tides with 24- and 12-hour periods, but also planetary waves of longer
periods and lunar tides of 12.4-hour periods. Geomagnetic data from the
global network of stations thus record effects of these winds, which are
dependent on the state of the middle atmosphere and can provide
information about spatial and temporal variations in middle-atmospheric
conditions.
The highly anisotropic nature of ionospheric conductivity can result
in strong Hall polarization electric fields, especially at the magnetic
equator where the horizontal geometry of magnetic field lines inhibits the
discharge of these fields. The electric field drives a strong current along
the magnetic equator on the dayside of the Earth, the equatorial electrojet,
that produces an enhancement in magnetic perturbations on the ground
and at satellite altitudes. The latitudinal variation of the currents is closely
tied to the mean eastward electric field and to the vertical variation of
winds in the thermosphere, so that analysis of latitudinal profiles gives
important information about the dynamical state of the ionosphere and
upper atmosphere at low latitudes.
The external sources such as ionospheric current systems also induce
electrical currents to flow in the conducting lithosphere. Studies by
magnetotelluric and global geomagnetic methods have investigated the
Earth's electrical conductivity to depths of about 1,000 km. The resulting
fields add to the magnetic field measured at the Earth's surface and at
low-Earth orbit. It has recently become possible to refine the calculations
of magnetospheric and ionospheric current processes by accounting for
these induced contributions once the external ionospheric and
magnetospheric magnetic fields are known. Implementation of these
corrections will allow for more accurate measurements of the currents
flowing overheard in the ionosphere.
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Geomagnetic Pulsations and Transients
Sinusoidal variations in the Earth's magnetic field with time scales
on the order of seconds to several minutes have been observed for over
a century. More recently, it has been recognized that these pulsations, or
hydromagnetic waves, may be used as diagnostics for magnetospheric
plasma processes at high altitudes and as means of dissipating solar wind
and magnetospheric energy at ionospheric altitudes. Geomagnetic
pulsations with periods of minutes include field resonances and transients
in the global current system. Short-period pulsations, on the other hand,
are thought to be electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves. These waves are
recognized as having a significant role in transporting energy between
various constituents of magnetospheric plasmas.
Beginning in the solar wind, energy is coupled to magnetospheric
pulsations through several mechanisms. Wave power is generated by
turbulence outside the magnetopause near noon and by Kelvin-Helmholtz
waves caused by velocity shear along the flanks of the magnetosphere.
This wave power propagates inward and couples to toroidal (azimuthally
polarized) field-line resonances. Ions energized in the nightside
magnetosphere are injected into the ring current during periods of
increased magnetic activity and drift westward through the late evening
and dusk toward noon, providing energy for poloidal (radially polarized)
field-line resonances, storm-time compressional waves, and electromag-
netic ion cyclotron waves. Other, less structured waves are focused along
magnetic field lines directly into the polar cusp and cleft regions.
The study of pulsations has been pursued for several reasons in
addition to seeking an understanding of their underlying mechanisms.
First, it allows detailed comparisons between plasma physics theory and
observation in ways not possible in laboratory experiments. Examples
include drift and ballooning-mode instabilities, bounce resonances,
shear-driven instabilities (such as Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities),
nonlinear wave-wave coupling, and ion cyclotron wave instabilities.
Pulsation studies also allow for a better understanding of mechanisms of
wave mode coupling (for example, from either traveling or globally
resonant compressional waves to transverse waves and back again), of
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feedback effects due to local, diurnal, and seasonal variations in iono-
spheric parameters, and of the importance of spatial boundaries as sources
and/or transmitters of plasma waves.
Second, such studies can provide diagnostics of dynamic and static
features within the Earth's plasma environment. Many dayside high-
latitude magnetic pulsations appear to be related to plasma interactions
occurring in the magnetospheric cusp/cleft regions, which link the high-
latitude ionosphere to the outer boundary of the Earth's magnetosphere,
or to interactions occurring directly at these remote boundaries. Because
satellite orbits allow only brief crossings through this complex and critical
region, ground-based magnetometers provide the only means of obtaining
synoptic coverage of cusp/cleft processes.
Third, geomagnetic pulsations are used for electromagnetic sounding
of the solid Earth. By sensing the induction effects of external pulsations,
one can infer considerable detail about properties of the underlying crust
and mantle.
In the following sections we discuss the present-day knowledge and
important unresolved questions associated with magnetic pulsation
activity, beginning with the lowest frequencies.
Long-Period and Impulsive Events
Long-period (3- to 15-minute) waves observed at latitudes connected
magnetically to the outer boundary of the magnetosphere are designated
as being in the Pc 5 period range. These waves, with amplitudes of tens
of nanoteslas, include both solitary and continuous-wave trains, with an
occurrence distribution spread throughout dayside local times from dawn
to near dusk. As a result of intensive study of ground-based observations,
many of the magnetic pulsations in this category have been found to be
associated with traveling ionospheric plasma vortices produced by moving
filamentary field-aligned currents that appear to originate near the inner
edge of the low-latitude boundary layer. The generation of solitary
vortices appears to be related to transients generated by changes in the
interplanetary magnetic field or solar wind pressure. The more continu-
ous events, on the other hand, appear to be caused by velocity shear
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instabilities at the maynetosphericboundary (most likely the
Kelvin-Helmholtzinstability). In this interpretation,thesepulsations
appeartobethegroundsignatureofdrivenmagnetosphericeorientations
travelingtailwardalongthemagnetopauseatmagnetosheathspeeds.How
frequentlytheseoccur and underwhat circumstancesremainopen
questions.
Irregular Variations
Variations of large-scale field-aligned and ionospheric currents can
also cause large, less structured variations in magnetic fields near the
Earth's surface. Those with longer periods, known as Pi 2 pulsations,
often resemble an impulsive ringing and are associated with auroral
electron precipitation. Near local midnight, Pi 2s are associated with
auroral substorm onsets and can reach amplitudes of tens of nanoteslas.
At times these signatures can be observed worldwide. How they
propagate to equatorial latitudes and to all local times is not yet under-
stood. Higher-frequency irregular pulsations (Pi 1), extending to and
even past local noon, appear to be much more highly localized, and are
apparently produced by transient currents in the ionosphere due to
variations in ionization and conductivity. These latter pulsations are
clearly associated with the aftermath of substorm activity.
Pc 3-4 Pulsations
Pulsations in this period range (20 to 50 seconds) are a ubiquitous
feature of the dayside magnetosphere, occur over a wide range of
latitudes, and typically have amplitudes of from 1 to 10 nanoteslas. Their
dependence on IMF orientation and magnitude suggests a driving
mechanism related to "upstream waves" and/or processes at the subsolar
bow shock, which exhibits oscillatory behavior when its shock geometry
becomes quasi-parallel. The mechanism that relates upstream phenomena
to dayside field-line resonances in this same frequency band has been
studied for many years but still is not understood. However, there is
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growing evidence that processes in the cusp/cleft may play a central role
in the transmission process.
Multipoint studies have shown that Pc 3 pulsations are most intense
in the dayside cleft regions, and recent observations of relations between
magnetic, optical, and very low frequency (VLF) modulations at Pc 3
frequencies, with clear IMF control of all three types of signals, suggest
that at least along field lines connecting to cusp/cleft latitudes there are
some fundamental unexplored interactions between various kinds of waves
and plasma populations. Simultaneous and carefully synchronized
information from magnetometer arrays at a variety of longitudes and
latitudes will be especially valuable in determining whether cleft and/or
cusp sources are involved in the transmission of these pulsations to the
ground at lower latitudes, and can help toprovide further tests of the
proposed wave-entry mechanisms from an upstream wave source.
Pc 1-2 Emissions
Pulsations in this frequency range (0.1 to 10 hertz) are the result of
instability in the hot, anisotropic ion distributions that are regularly set up
within the magnetosphere and within the boundary layers, magnetosheath,
cleft, and cusp. As these ions become unstable to the growth of electro-
magnetic ion cyclotron waves, their energy and anisotropy decrease as
waves are emitted along magnetic field lines. These waves (with
amplitudes usually less than 1 nanotesla) serve two functions in
magnetospheric research. First, they can function as diagnostics of
remote processes and particle populations if their source regions and
particle populations can be independently documented. Second, they are
indicative of processes responsible for precipitating medium-energy ions
out of trapped orbits.
Of particular interest are high-latitude Pc 1-2 bursts, frequently
observed in association with traveling vortex events, which appear to
originate on cusp or cleft field lines. It is possible that the field compres-
sions often associated with these burst events increase the magnetic field
strength and/or alter the panicle distributions sufficiently to make ion
cyclotron waves grow. It has also been proposed that Pc 1-2 observations
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canbeusedasindicatorsof localfieldlinesthatmapto magnetospheric
boundaries.Recentreportsindicatethat,for example,unstructured0.15-
to 0.4-hertznoiseis seldomobservedmorethanafewdegreesfrom the
cusp.
Scientific Issues To Be Addressed
• Solar Wind-Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling, Many
aspects ofdayside solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling are still
poorly understood. The physical processes to be elucidated include
various forms of reconnection, particle diffusion, and wave penetration of
the magnetopause. Two dimensional magnetometer arrays at high
magnetic latitude (approximately 60 ° to 80 ° ) could provide data to map
the space-time development of ionospheric currents produced by
reconnection and other energy/momentum transfer processes in the
dayside and nightside magnetosphere.
• Substorm Electrodynamics. The detailed coupling of the
magnetotail to the nightside ionosphere is not adequately modeled. Even
the relative importance of the two regions and the peculiar quasi-periodic
development of the aurora and westward electrojet during substorm
expansion phase remain to be explained. An all-digital, real-time auroral
network magnetometer array is needed to define the auroral electrojet
indices at all levels of activity and to track the details of electrojet
development. Observations from a smaller number of stations should be
monitored in real time to detect Pi 2 pulsations, which signal the onset of
substorm activity.
• Global Magnetosphere Models. Improved representations of
the sources of external magnetic field are important for further progress
of the geomagnetic community. Because the solar wind is changing with
time, these models must be parameterized to include solar wind dynamic
pressure and substorm phase as well as dipole tilt. Magnetic data from
past, present, and future spacecraft collected in a unified data base and
annotated with time, location, solar wind conditions, and internal state of
the magnetosphere would provide the basis for such a model.
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• Global Ionospheric Dynamo. More realistic modeling of the
global ionospheric dynamo, using realistic simulations of thermospheric
dynamics, would allow full advantage to be taken of the wealth of
information contained in geomagnetic data relating to quiet-day variations.
Not only would these global data place strong constraints on the uncertain
model inputs, but they would guide the evaluation of day-to-day, seasonal,
and long-term variations in the wind systems that propagate upward from
the middle atmosphere. In addition to improving our understanding of
thermospheric and middle-atmospheric dynamics, such studies may also
shed light on long-term changes in the global atmosphere.
• Ionospheric Electric Fields. An improved model of ionospheric
electric fields, taking into account their dependence on magnetospheric
and thermospheric conditions, is a critical need for a variety of upper-
atmospheric studies and applications. Simulation models of thermospheric
and ionospheric dynamics have shown that winds, temperatures, and
electron densities depend very sensitively on the electrodynamic condi-
tions. It is also becoming apparent that there is significant feedback on
the magnetospheric electrodynamics from winds generated at high
latitudes. Further modeling of coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere
dynamics is essential to help clarify the nature of these interactions.
• Magnetic Pulsations as Magnetospheric Diagnostics. There is
great promise that magnetic pulsations can be used as diagnostics to
provide real-time monitoring of plasma densities throughout large regions
of geospace, to identify magnetic field lines connecting to the
magnetospheric boundary, and to warn of substorm onset. Measurements
from dense magnetometer arrays deployed at auroral latitudes will be
essential if further progress is to be made in pulsation research.
Applications of Geospace Studies
The interaction of the solar wind with the Earth's magnetic field
produces a variety of phenomena collectively known as geomagnetic
activity. Magnetospheric substorms, magnetic storms, and pulsations are
the three main classes of geomagnetic activity. Each of these produces
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measurableandoftensignificanteffectsonhumanactivities.Occasionally
theseeffectsaresoseverethatexpensivesystemsaresignificantlydegrad-
edor evendestroyed.Repairor replacementcancauselongdelaysin
serviceandenormousexpense.
To properlyassessthe causesof malfunctionsand anomalous
operationsandto preparesystemsso theywill not fail in extreme
circumstances,NOAAandtheU.S.Air Force(USAF)cooperatein the
acquisitionof environmentaldata.At theNOAA/SpaceForecastCenter
(in Boulder,Colorado)thesedataareusedbyspaceweatherforecasters
to alertcivilianandmilitarycustomersof currentandexpectedmagnetic
activity. At the Air ForceSpaceForecastCenter(nearColorado
Springs),theseandotherdataarefedtoavarietyofmodelstospecifythe
currentstateof spaceweatherat locationslackingdirectmeasurements
andto forecastspaceweatheratgivenlocations.
Examplesofsystemsaffectedbyspaceweatherareextremelyvaried.
Shortwaveradiocommunicationsareinterrupted.Navigationsystemsfor
shipsand aircraftexperiencedegradedaccuracy. Electricalutilities
encounterlargetransientsthatmaydamagetransformersor trip overload
protection. Long-distancepipelinesundergoacceleratedcorrosion.
Airline personnelandpassengerson transpolarflightsaresubjectedto
increasedlevelsof penetratingradiation.Smallcomputersexperience
memoryfailuresdueto thesameparticles.Low-altitudespacecraftare
subjectedto increased rag causedby ionosphericheating. Other
spacecraftthat usethemagneticfield for orientationsufferdegraded
attitudecontrolbecauseof largechangesin fieldorientation.Spacecraft
at higheraltitudesoftenexperience"singleeventupsets"from solar
cosmicraysandenergeticparticlestrappedin theVanAllenradiation
belts. Solarcell arraysexperienceseriousdegradationdueto energetic
particlebombardment.Satellitesatgeosynchronousorbit arebathedin
10- to 100-kiloelectronovoltelectronsraising the potential of the
spacecraftsurfacerelativeto its interiorto thepointthatsparksjump
betweenelectricalcomponentscausinganomalousignals.
Suchproblemsrequirepracticalapplicationsof the knowledge
acquiredabouthespacenvironment.Astechnologycontinuestoreduce
thesizeof electroniccomponentsandassocietybecomesincreasingly
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dependent on electronic systems that operate in inclement space weather,
it becomes critical to maintain adequate monitoring of this weather so that
protective measures can be taken. For these reasons as well as for
scientific reasons discussed elsewhere in this appendix, solar wind, and
synchronous and polar orbiting environmental platforms measuring
magnetic field variations have important applications.
Operational Considerations
Need for Comprehensive Magnetic Field Measurements
Magnetospheric physics is primarily concerned with the study of
processes through which the solar wind interacts with the Earth's
magnetic field to create and change the various current systems described
previously. The present understanding of these currents has been obtained
through innumerable studies utilizing data taken at ground stations and by
spacecraft orbiting the Earth. Today little progress can be made unless
magnetic field data are simultaneously available from the solar wind,
geosynchronous orbit, the magnetotail, low-Earth orbit, and ground
stations distributed around the globe.
Magnetic indices derived from the ground data are used to character-
ize the level and type of activity so that certain time intervals can be
chosen for detailed study and long-term changes in the magnetosphere and
ionosphere can be detected. These indices are also used to select
measurements for the construction of average models of the external field.
A primary use of these average models is to extrapolate the observations
taken at various ground observatories and by remote-sensing spacecraft
(such as those that image the aurora) into the magnetosphere for compari-
son with higher-altitude satellite observations. Another major use of
magnetic data is to accurately model the currents that produce the ground
magnetic variations. The ability to quantitatively remove these external
contributions to the field measured at the Earth's surface would greatly
enhance the ease and accuracy with which a variety of geomagnetic
mapping tasks could be carried out.
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ObservationalConcerns
For the purpose of measuring and understanding the magnetic fields
and currents in the magnetosphere and ionosphere, a suite of magnetome-
ters on spacecraft and on the ground is required. This requirement can be
satisfied only by maintaining the existing platforms, augmenting them
with modern instrument packages, and adding some new platforms.
Spacecraft Observations
The source of all energy to the magnetosphere and much of the
energy to the ionosphere is the solar wind, with its imbedded interplan-
etary magnetic field. In order to support research and operational
activities, it is essential that solar wind data (with at least 5-minute
temporal resolution) be continuously available to users in near real time.
Presently Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (IMP)-8 provides such data,
but the data are collected by NASA only about one-third of the time and
are not available to the users until months after they are taken. The Wind
satellite will soon be launched by NASA to provide IMF and solar wind
data, in support of the International Solar-Terrestrial Physics (ISTP)
Program, but only a limited amount of data will be available in real time.
A permanent platform for monitoring the IMF and solar wind that could
be deployed following the ISTP Program is clearly needed.
Inside the magnetosphere the geomagnetic field is now monitored at
geosynchronous orbit by magnetometers on the Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellites (GOES). Unfortunately the normal complement
of two GOES satellites does not allow for a complete coverage in local
time. Another magnetometer at geosynchronous orbit is needed 6 to 8
hours in local time from both GOES East and GOES West.
Between geosynchronous orbit and the solar wind, there is no
requirement for continuous magnetic field measurements, but significant
scientific and operational benefits would result if more satellites in this
sector of space carried a magnetometer suitable for scientific measure-
ments of the magnetospheric magnetic field.
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Existing satellite data sets provide a foundation for the development
of models of the magnetospheric field, but the effectiveness of addressing
critical scientific problems depends on the acquisition of new measure-
ments. Between geosynchronous and low-Earth orbit, available scientific
magnetic field data are inadequate for developing accurate models of the
magnetospheric field. The Combined Release and Radiation Effects
Satellite (CRRES) mission was providing suitable data when its mission
was terminated prematurely by a subsystem failure. When new scientific
and operational missions in this region of space are developed, they
should include a research-grade magnetometer to support modeling of the
magnetospheric field as a function of IMF direction, substorm activity,
and other effects. Low-Earth orbit measurements of the electrical
currents flowing between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere are also
essential to the modeling of both regions. Since the characteristic time
scale of the individual substorm phases is approximately 20 minutes, a
measurement of the disturbance field is needed at intervals of 20 minutes
or less. Present plans call for two magnetometers on Defense Meteoro-
logical Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites. To obtain the required time
resolution, a magnetometer on at least one more spacecraft is required.
The NOAA/TIROS (Television Infrared Observation Satellite) are
excellent platform candidates to fulfill this need.
In low-Earth orbit there is also a critical need for a dedicated
geomagnetic field-mapping payload to update the models of the internal
magnetic field of the Earth. The Earth's magnetic field is changing
rapidly enough that a new model is required every 5 to 10 years.
Ground-based magnetic observatory data are important for this updating,
but for the best possible model over the whole Earth, satellite data are an
absolute requirement. Magsat (1979-1980) was the last satellite that
completely met this need. Magnetometers on board the Dynamics
Explorer (DE)-2 (1981-1983) and the Polar Orbiting Geomagnetic
Satellites (1990-1993), for example, provided data that were useful.
However, their utility was limited by the lack of a high-accuracy attitude
transfer system and an absolute scalar magnetometer. Magnetometers on
board future satellites of the DMSP series will provide useful data sets,
but again, with limited accuracy. There are possibilities for future NASA
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missions with fully capable instrument packages, but none of these has
progressed beyond feasibility and design studies.
Ground Stations
In order to characterize the disturbance magnetic field induced in the
solid Earth due to currents in both the ionosphere and magnetosphere,
data from ground-based geomagnetic observatories are essential. These
data are used both for modeling the complete current system and for the
creation of magnetic indices that give a measure of the level of large-scale
magnetic disturbances. In addition to the standard ground-based
observatories, temporary observatories are also necessary for characteriz-
ing the disturbance with the finer detail required for research purposes.
In order to meet future research and operational requirements, all existing
stations need to be maintained. If a particular country is having difficulty
in supporting its existing stations, the international community should take
steps to preserve these vital resources.
Many of the existing observatories also need to be upgraded. All
observatories must be able to record the magnetic field digitally at a
sampling rate of at least 1 vector per minute, and the data must be put into
a data base accessible in real time through a computer network such as the
one being developed for the International Real-Time Geomagnetic
Observatory Network (INTERMAGNET). At least half of the high-
latitude stations should have the capability to record data at higher sample
rates for studies of magnetic pulsations and other rapidly varying
phenomena. Many types of pulsations, for example, Pc 3-4, Pc 5, and Pi
2, can be adequately resolved with 1-second resolution measurements.
The study of Pc 1-2 class pulsations, however, requires sample rates of
at least 2 vectors per second.
Station Spacing
For adequate spatial resolution (by data from permanent magnetic
observatories) of the main field and field variations due to magnetospheric
and ionospheric sources, the latitudinal spacing of the stations should be
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no greater than 10 ° at equatorial and middle latitudes. In the auroral
region and the polar cap, a latitudinal spacing of 3 ° or less is desirable.
Where possible, the spacing between stations in local time should be no
more than 2 hours. At present, large gaps exist in coverage, such as in
the Pacific Ocean and in Siberia. For specific research purposes,
temporary stations are needed with a spacing of approximately 100 km in
both latitude and longitude. Such stations would be in place for periods
of 1 to 5 years. In the past, such temporary stations have been custom-
built by various scientific groups and later dismantled. With the
development of modern fluxgate magnetometers and the advent of low-
cost data retrieval, storage, and communications hardware, appropriate
agencies should procure reusable geomagnetic observatory stations. The
availability of several dozen would support many important studies at
reasonable cost.
Data Retrieval
It is desirable to have as much data as possible returned in near real
time and deposited in a central processing facility or cataloged into a
distributed system. For example, the Alaska meridian chain data from 10
sites are telemetered, via the GOES satellite, to the NOAA/Space
Environment Lab where they are available with a delay of less than 15
minutes. While disk and tape storage should be used at field sites as
backups to the normal data flow, users should be able to access data sets
in near real time. In cases where users need to monitor activity from a
large number of stations but do not need every data point, near real time
values of the power spectral density of the data could be calculated either
at the station or at the central facility.
Data Archival
Quality control, storage, and distribution of data from magnetic
observatories are vital to many research projects. In the past, many
magnetograms have been available only in analog form--a form that is
cumbersome to use and expensive for a single researcher to digitize. It
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wouldenhancemanystudiesand makeotherstudiespossible,if all
magnetogramsweremadeavailablein digitalform. In thepast,digital
datadistributionmeantuseof reel-to-reeldatatapes.It isnowdesirable
to storeanddistributemassiveamountsof dataoncompactdisks. It
wouldalsobevery helpfulto usersif theWorldDataCenterwould
organizesuchdistributiondiskswithmagnetometerdatafromallstations
for agivenweekor monthinsteadof thepresentpracticeof distributing
longdatasetsfroma singlestationonindividualtapesor disks.
General Recommendations
Data Management Requirements
A quantitative understanding of the magnetosphere and the thermo-
sphere requires the acquisition of a comprehensive suite of spacecraft and
ground-based observations that must be analyzed in association with
complex models. It is essential that the outstanding research questions
identified earlier be addressed in the context of an efficient and flexible
data management environment capable of presenting a wide variety of
data to a physically diverse science community in readily usable fashion.
The data sources are very diverse. Most modern spacecraft missions are
international in nature, with data being processed and analyzed at multiple
locations. Ground observations, particularly those relating to the
magnetic field, are by their nature multipoint, crossing many agency and
national boundaries. Not all collaborative programs involving
multiagency and multinational participation give appropriate emphasis to
the importance of data exchange and data management planning. The
purpose of this section is to identify the data management requirements
necessary to support the development of answers to the outstanding
research questions posed earlier.
A key requirement for the scientific community is to have timely and
effective access to the complete suite of readily usable data necessary for
the study of a particular scientific problem. For the proposed initiative,
"timely" has a variety of meanings. Certain problems may be approached
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only if real-timegeomagneticdataareavailable.TheU.S.Geological
Survey(USGS)INTERMAGNETprogramisendeavoringto establisha
real-timedatabasecontaining1-minuteground-basedmagnetometer
observationsfrom aroundtheworld. TheNOAA SpaceEnvironment
LaboratoryDataAcquisitionandDisplaySystem(SELDADS)program
providesreal-timespacecraftandgrounddatathatsupportavarietyof
forecastingactivitiesrelevanto this initiative. This initiativeshould
endeavorto maximizeuseof thesesystemsandshouldadvocatethe
expansionof thedata-basecontentsthroughtheinclusionof suchdatasets
astheDMSPmagnetometer.
Threeessentialaspectsof "readilyusable"aregenerallynot well
addressedby moderndatasystems. First: "Whereare the data?"
Particularlyforgeomagnetism,thereisarequirementforacomprehensive
catalogthat is on-line accessiblethrougha diverseset of computer
hardware.Second:"CanI usethedataeasily?"Theanswerelatesto
documentationandformatandtheuseof StandardDataFormatswithin
the geomagneticommunity. It is not necessaryto constrainthe
communityto theuseofasinglestandard,sinceconversionbetweenone
standardand anotheris relativelysimple. The NationalOfficeof
StandardsandTechnology(NOST)atNASA/OfficeofSpaceScienceand
Applications (OSSA), for example, supports such activities. Third: "Can
existing data be used?" A large body of data exists in the geomagnetic
arena. Some components of this are in danger of extinction, or at least of
underutilization as a result of a lack of proper maintenance and support.
Ground-based magnetometers fall into this category because the number
of sites is decreasing and certain data sets are available only in analog
form. The U.S. geomagnetism community would benefit greatly from
digitization of selected existing data sets.
In summary, the data management requirements to support the
present initiative are as follows:
• extensive collaboration with existing and planned data systems;
• real-time and on-line interactive data bases;
• data systems that catalog, display, and deliver data in on-line
fashion;
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• extensive use of Standard Data Formats; and
• a data rescue program.
Magnetic Indices
Magnetic variations on the Earth's surface are produced by a variety
of electrical currents in the magnetosphere and ionosphere. The patterns
of disturbance are characterized by magnetic indices that crudely represent
the important physical properties of these current systems. The Dst
(disturbance storm time) index is proportional to the total energy in the
drifting radiation belt particles that make up the torus called the ring
current. The AE (auroral electrojet) indices are roughly proportional to
the density of horizontal overhead currents that flow near midnight in the
auroral oval. The Polar Cap Index measures the current density in the
overhead currents flowing across the polar cap. These indices provide
essential tools that allow researchers to identify quiet and disturbed
intervals and to select different phases of magnetospheric substorms and
magnetic storms for detailed study. Improvement of these indices through
the addition of ground stations for improved spatial coverage, increased
time resolution, better removal of uninteresting currents, real-time
generation, and rapid dissemination to users are matters of great
importance to the geomagnetic community. Accordingly, the relevant
agencies should work together to meet the following goals:
* upgrade the current network of geomagnetic observatories used
for the AE index, replacing analog stations with digital and
adding real-time satellite links;
* expand the AE network with additional stations at crucial points
in eastern Canada, eastern Siberia, and possibly the Southern
Hemisphere auroral oval; stations located at higher and lower lati-
tudes to record electrojet activity for expanded or contracted
auroral ovals should also be established when resources permit;
• calculate the Dst index with 1-minute resolution and make it
available in real time via network access;
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obtainreal-timedigitaldatafromappropriatelylocatedpolarcap
stationsandcomputeareal-timePolarCapIndex;and
continuousmonitoringof Pi 2 pulsationsfrom threeground
stationsspacedevenlyin longitudearoundtheglobeshouldbe
undertakenandanindexrepresentingPi 2 pulsationshouldbe
createdanddistributed.
Ground-based Arrays
A variety of temporary (1- to 5-year) arrays of magnetometers is
needed to make progress in the research problems described above. At
high latitudes, dense (approximately 100- to 200-km separation) two-
dimensional arrays are required to investigate the detailed properties of
magnetic pulsations and the electrodynamics of high-latitude current
systems. Where possible, arrays should be deployed conjugately in the
Northern and Southern hemispheres and should take advantage of
complementary measurements from other ionospheric instruments such as
radars, riometers, and optical imagers and spectrometers. Because of the
synergism between such arrays and the even denser arrays needed for
electromagnetic induction studies, these efforts should also be coordinated
whenever possible. Sampling rates should range from approximately 5
seconds to 0.5 seconds to investigate Pc 5 to Pc 1-2 scale variations. At
middle or low latitudes, magnetometers are required at about 30 °
longitudinal increments to investigate variations due to solar wind
dynamic pressure changes, substorm current systems, the ring current,
and the ionospheric equatorial electrojet. These scientific objectives can
be reached if the following actions are taken:
• deploy dense (100- to 200-km separation) two-dimensional arrays
of temporary observatories at high latitudes and one-dimensional
arrays at lower latitudes;
• deploy conjugate magnetometer arrays at appropriate locations;
• deploy a small number of new permanent stations in poorly
covered regions of the globe; and
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• coordinate the siting of arrays for magnetospheric studies and
electromagnetic induction studies whenever possible.
Satellites
Satellites provide the only platform that allows the observation of the
flow of energy from the solar wind to the magnetosphere and the
ionosphere. Near-real-time data from satellites are needed to warn of
major geomagnetic disturbances that affect commercial systems and to
support scientific investigations such as rocket and balloon campaigns.
In short, satellite measurements provide the only way to "image" the
magnetic field across the vast volume of the magnetosphere. To
accomplish these goals the following requirements are established:
• The interplanetary magnetic field and the solar wind in the
vicinity of the Earth must be measured continuously. These data
must be made available to users on a near-real-time basis.
• Measurements of the magnetospheric magnetic field at three or
more equi-spaced geosynchronous spacecraft must be made
available to users in near real time.
• At least three of the available operational and research satellites
in polar low-Earth orbit (for example, TIROS, DMSP) must be
instrumented with magnetometers to "image" the large-scale
three-dimensional ionospheric current system.
• Measurements of the main field of the Earth with a high-accuracy
vector/scalar magnetometer system (for example, Magsat) capable
of updating the International Geomagnetic Reference Field
(IGRF) model must be obtained at least once per decade.
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Modeling
A major need exists for improved quantitative models of the
magnetic fields generated by currents external to the Earth. Near-Earth
external field models must be time dependent and include the effects of
both ionospheric currents and magnetospheric dynamics. In the case of
the magnetospheric models, the effects of Birkeland currents must be
included and representations of the magnetopause currents and of the
near-Earth magnetosphere must be improved. The models must include
the changes that occur in magnetospheric configuration in response to
changes in the solar wind plasma and interplanetary magnetic field. A
goal should be to model the perturbations in the geomagnetic field at low
and middle latitudes to within a total error budget of 10 nanoteslas.
Conversely, studies of the magnetospheric magnetic field require
improved models of the internal magnetic field for analyzing the ground
signatures of magnetospheric activity and pulsations. These scientific and
operational objectives can be met only if the measurement requirements
identified above are met and strong interagency support is provided for
theoretical and empirical modeling of ionospheric and magnetospheric
electrical currents and magnetic fields.
A2. UNDERSTANDING THE NATURE AND
EVOLUTION OF THE LITHOSPHERE
FROM MAGNETIC ANOMALIES
Scientific Framework
Few geophysical methods have had a greater impact on the geologi-
cal sciences than the magnetic method. The Swedish mining compass was
used successfully as early as the 1600s to search for iron ores, and dip
needles were used until the middle part of this century. Although limited
geological applications of ground-based magnetic surveying were realized
prior to World War II, the postwar development of the aeromagnetic
method and the development of the marine-towed magnetometer have had
the greatest impact on Earth science. Aeromagnetic data over continental
areas, often in conjunction with gravity data, have helped in the prepara-
tion of many geological maps and have often provided the only economic
means of investigating geology at depth. Over oceanic areas, seafloor
spreading anomalies revealed by airborne and shipborne surveys were
critical for the development of the plate tectonic paradigm. Recent
surveys continue to be the primary tool for estimating the age and relative
movement of plates. The power of the magnetic method as a geological
mapping tool has increased with time; high-resolution surveying in
conjunction with modern processing and graphic routines continues to
improve our knowledge of the oceanic and continental lithosphere.
Appendix A2 was largely developed by the following workshop group:
Richard Blakely (Group Leader), J. Arkani-Hamed, J. Behrendt, S. Cande, V.
Chandler, D. Chapin, W. Dewhurst, R. Frost, V. J. S. Grauch, S. Haggerty,
R. Hansen, T. Hildenbrand, W. Hinze, P. Hood, J. MacQueen, R. Pawlowski,
J. Phillips, C. Raymond, R. Reynolds, G. Smith, P. Taylor, P. Toft, P. Vogt,
P. Wasilewski.
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Magnetic surveys carried out on the ground and from ships, aircraft,
and low-orbit satellites provide key information concerning the geological,
tectonic, and thermal state of the Earth's lithosphere through measure-
ments of magnetization, anomaly fabric, and depth to magnetic sources.
While traditional research continues to refine our understanding of plate
kinematic frameworks and provide regional subsurface structural and
lithologic information, new research directions have emerged. Sources
of anomalies are being evaluated at very broad (> 100-kilometer [km])
and very fine (< 10-meter [m]) scales as a direct consequence of the
availability of satellite data, properly configured airborne, land, and ship
surveys, and the large volume of data accumulated from certain areas
during recent decades. New insights into the character and depth of
magnetic source regions have aided investigations of the mechanical and
thermal structure of the lithosphere, crustal and oceanic accretion and
evolution, true polar wander, the variation of field intensity with time,
and the process of field reversals.
Magnetic anomaly data--combined with gravity, electrical conductiv-
ity, heat flow, and seismic reflection and refraction data--provide
interpretations that are superior to those based on only one type of data.
The large dynamic range of magnetization intensity in rocks (varying as
much as 5 orders of magnitude) enables the detection of otherwise subtle
variations in lithology, rock properties, and structure. The persistence of
magnetization to great depth in the lithosphere makes the magnetic method
useful for studying its deeper levels. Perhaps the most unique attribute of
the magnetic method is that it can provide the added dimension of time to
geophysical analyses. For example, the age of most of the oceanic crust
is known from magnetic analyses.
Societal Applications
In addition to elucidating large-scale geological structures, magnetic
anomaly studies can also delineate features associated with mineral or
hydrocarbon accumulations; such features include igneous intrusions, fault
zones, salt domes, and anticlines. Examples of prospective hydrocarbon-
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producingbasinsdiscoveredby theirmagneticexpressionincludethe
NavarinBasinin AlaskaandtheNorthSeabasins.Magneticanomaly
mapsinareaswherethebasementisconcealedbysedimentarycoverhave
stimulatedandfocusedmineralexplorationin manyareasof theworld.
Crustal magnetization is sensitive to metamorphism and hydrothermal
alteration; therefore, magnetic contrasts in the crust reflect variations in
thermal and geochemical history that may be diagnostic for certain energy
and mineral environments.
National programs to evaluate natural hazards, to characterize
environmentally contaminated areas, and to permit safe disposal of
radioactive waste all benefit from magnetic anomaly studies. For
example, the active New Madrid Seismic Zone lies within an Eocambrian
graben of the Mississippi Embayment. The graben is completely
concealed by younger sedimentary rocks and is identified primarily on the
basis of magnetic anomalies. Similar magnetic anomaly analysis
delineates concealed structures of the San Andreas fault zone, which
represent major hazards to urban areas. Evaluation of candidate sites for
critical hazards (for example, dams, nuclear reactors) is aided by the
subsurface information revealed by magnetic anomaly maps. Changes in
magnetic anomalies over historical time scales may indicate magmatic
and/or tectonic activity. Permanent monitoring of the magnetic field at
volcanoes and fault zones could potentially reveal systematic behavior
prior to catastrophic events and contribute to prediction efforts. Magnetic
anomalies due to cultural sources, such as metal pipes and drums, can
help to locate and characterize areas of contamination.
Despite the obvious scientific and societal benefits of magnetic
anomaly studies, the question of who will perform this work in the future
remains unclear. The decrease in the ranks of entry-level researchers
threatens to produce a critical shortage of trained personnel to perform
basic and applied geomagnetic research. This trend appears to be
correlated with the decrease in securely funded academic, federal, and
industry-related positions. The strongest indicator of the impending
shortage of geomagnetists is the decrease in number of graduate students
specializing in the field. In order for society to continue to reap the many
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and varied benefits that geomagnetism has to offer, this trend must be
reversed.
Specific Issues and Research Foci
Magnetic Anomaly Studies
Studies of Oceanic Lithosphere
The magnetic source layer in ocean basins constitutes a continuous,
high-fidelity record of geomagnetic field history and tectonic motion since
the Jurassic. Greater understanding of the recording mechanism and its
longevity is fundamental to extracting information on paleofield intensity,
true polar wander, and the thermal and chemical evolution of the oceanic
lithosphere. Knowledge of paleofield intensity will enable investigation
of the relationship between the stability of the core field, generation of
large mantle plumes, and climatic variations.
Much work in the ocean basins currently focuses on defining the
second-order plate kinematic framework and the character of the magnetic
source layer. The response of the lithosphere to major plate reorganiza-
tions is recorded in structures, such as propagating rifts, microplates, and
migrating transform faults, defined mainly by their magnetic signatures.
Intraplate deformation, defined by nonclosure of plate circuits, has been
investigated by detailed aeromagnetic surveying with track spacings on the
order of 20 km.
Shipborne, satellite, and deep-tow studies are being used to define
the systematic differences of magnetization with age in the oceanic crust
and thus define characteristics of the recording process. Such differences
may reflect variables of the source layer (for example, thickness or
chemical composition), paleofield intensity, or processes operative during
the evolution of the crust. At the finest scale, anomalies that are barely
resolvable at the sea surface occur between major anomalies in seafloor
spreading profiles (the so-called tiny wiggles); these tiny wiggles are
finally being exploited for information concerning the shortest resolvable
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time scales of core-generated geomagnetic field behavior.
Magnetization-versus-age studies are complemented by detailed studies of
along-strike variations in the magnetization of the ridge crest. Their aim
is to resolve the cause of morphologically and geochemically defined
segmentation of the ridge axis in relation to heterogeneity in magma
composition and supply.
Studies of Continental Lithosphere
Magnetic surveying of continental regions during the past 40 years
has yielded tremendous scientific and economic benefits. Magnetic
studies illuminate the nature and location of terrane boundaries, orogenic
belts, continental rift zones, and sedimentary basins. High-resolution
aeromagnetic surveys, such as the statewide survey recently completed by
the Minnesota Geological Survey, provide extremely powerful tools for
geological studies of continental lithosphere. Deep drilling, crustal
transect, and tectonic framework investigations draw heavily on magnetic
data to extend geological mapping into the subsurface and to place
detailed but sparsely distributed geological and other geophysical
information into a regional context. Inversions of airborne and satellite
data have been performed to estimate the depth and configuration of the
Curie-temperature isotherm. This difficult inverse problem has the
potential to advance understanding of the geothermal and tectonic setting
of regions and to guide the systematic exploration of geothermal resourc-
es, but meaningful results will require an understanding of magnetic
mineralogy at depth.
In addition to constraining the modern-day tectonic framework of an
area, analysis of lithospheric magnetic anomalies can lead to improved
understanding of the historical record of tectonic activity. This historical
perspective can provide insights into paleogeography and evolving
terranes, thereby illuminating paleoclimatic conditions.
The continental margin is a particularly fruitful area of investigation.
The ocean-continent boundary frequently displays a distinct magnetic
anomaly in airborne and shipborne surveys. Substantial controversy
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exists, however, concerning its expression in satellite data.
fundamental lithospheric boundary deserves additional study.
Global and Regional Studies
This
Satellite magnetic anomaly data and large-scale airborne surveys are
being utilized to investigate the regional magnetization of the Earth's
lithosphere. These studies show spatial/temporal variations in the
thickness, thermal gradients, and composition of the lithosphere. The
Polar Orbiting Geomagnetic Observatory (POGO) and Magsat missions
have mapped the Earth's magnetic field at a resolution sufficient to reveal
previously unknown intermediate- to long-wavelength (400-to-4,000-km)
lithospheric magnetic anomalies without complications from secular
variation. Many of these anomalies were previously unknown because
regional anomalies defined by aeromagnetic data suffer from biases
inherent in patching together individual surveys. The most serious
problem is our imprecise knowledge of the reference field.
Lack of anomaly resolution in existing satellite data and lack of
information on the magnetic properties of the lower crust and upper
mantle limit the interpretation of these satellite-derived regional magnetic
anomalies. Unresolved external field contamination also degrades the
data quality. Regional magnetic anomalies also can be studied with
properly compiled airborne and shipborne data. Upper-crustal sources
may produce anomalies in these low-altitude data that coalesce into
regional anomalies when observed at satellite heights. Comparison of
satellite and near-surface data is essential for proper interpretation of
regional anomalies. Likewise, knowledge of the satellite anomalies is re-
quired to properly calibrate regional compilations of low-level data.
Thus, magnetic studies at both satellite and near-surface heights are
critical and will enable interpretation of geological and tectonic evolution
of the lithosphere, especially in concert with global gravity and topogra-
phy data sets.
The Magnetic Anomaly Map of North America published in 1987 has
proven invaluable for first-order regional interpretation of magnetic
structure. Perhaps its greatest contribution has been the promotion of
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interchangebetweengeophysicistsandgeologistsinaddressingregional
geologicalproblems.Yet,inspiteof itsgeneralapplication,theU.S.part
of themaphasmanyshortcomingscausedbydisparatesurveyspecifica-
tions,nonuniformtreatmentof regionalfields,andinadequatecoverage
in someregions.Studiesof long-wavelengthmagneticanomaliesof the
UnitedStatesbasedonthismaparedifficultor impossiblemainlydueto
problemsin datumshiftsbetweenmergedsurveys.Now is clearlyan
appropriatetimeto evaluatethismapquantitativelyanddeterminehowit
mightbe improvedwith existingdataor newlyacquiredsurveys. In
addition,theaeromagneticdatabaseshouldbeextendedoffshore,atleast
to thelimitsof theExclusiveEconomicZone(320kilometers).
Analysis and Interpretation Techniques
The ultimate goal of magnetic anomaly analysis is a better under-
standing of surface and subsurface geology, rock magnetization, plate
kinematics, and paleomagnetic field behavior. Analysis begins with a
compilation of magnetic anomaly data, usually in the form of maps or
digital data bases. The data are then addressed in several ways that
commonly interplay: analysis of the characteristics of the data, modeling
of crustal magnetization, and interpretation of the magnetization in terms
of geological units and structures. Compilation requires accurate
knowledge of a geomagnetic reference field. Analysis and interpretation
commonly require knowledge of rock magnetic properties, especially
remanence, available geology, and data representation techniques. Many
of these techniques for compilation, analysis, and interpretation present
opportunities for improvement.
Further development of interpretation and analysis techniques must
proceed hand in hand with improvements in data quality. Factors
reducing data quality include position uncertainties, external field
contamination, and inaccurate geomagnetic reference fields. Increased
utilization of the Global Positioning System (GPS) will greatly reduce
navigational uncertainties. Survey strategies that employ parameters
inappropriate for the relevant geological or geophysical problem also
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introduce errors. In many areas of the United States and the world,
surveys that are known to be inadequate provide the only available data.
These areas should be resurveyed. Although standard techniques are
available to accomplish this task, consideration should be given to
applying new technology, such as gradiometry and vector magnetometers,
to the problem. Simultaneous acquisition of other airborne geophysical
information, such as gravity, gamma ray, and electromagnetic data, has
many advantages; future analysis techniques should strive to synthesize
multiple data sets.
Analysis and interpretation also suffer from inadequate representation
of data during analysis. For example, the standard digital representation
of a magnetic anomaly map required by most analysis techniques is an
equi-spaced grid. These grids are inadequate for several reasons: (1)
information is discarded along densely sampled flight lines and must be
interpolated between flight lines; (2) magnetic features are treated as
though they are symmetrical; and (3) differences of elevation between
points are not taken into account. Intelligent and efficient gridding
techniques are needed that can accommodate asymmetric anomalies,
unequally spaced intervals, differences in elevation, and a curved Earth.
In addition, we should consider new ways to analyze data directly without
gridding.
New analysis techniques can take advantage of today's more
powerful computers. Highly interactive, easily visualized
three-dimensional modeling and inversion algorithms should flourish and
become standard practice. Development of techniques that recognize
patterns in multiple data sets and associate them with certain geological
environments should continue. Previously developed methods that are
computer- intensive, such as space-domain filtering and some spectral
methods, may now be more useful because of improved computer
technology.
It is well recognized that synergistic analysis of multiple data sets
provides important constraints on interpretation of subsurface geology.
The synthesis of multiple data sets has generally been treated in qualitative
ways. New computer technology, such as geographic information
systems (GIS), can be utilized to handle multiple data sets. Future
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developmentshould improve on GIS techniquesby synthesizing
informationfromall thedatasets.
Future developmentsin analysistechniquesshould focus on
facilitatingthemodelingofmagnetizationdistributionsandtheinterpreta-
tion of thesedistributionsin geologicalterms. Thesetechniqueswill
evolvetowardgreaterautomation. In order to be successfulin this
direction,a betterunderstandingis neededof how magnetizationis
distributedin the lithospherethrougha broadrangeof scalesandhow
magnetization(in terms of rock-magneticproperties)is relatedto
geologicalunitsandstructures.Ultimately,presentationandinterpreta-
tion of themagneticanomalydatamusthavegreaterrelevanceto the
broadfieldof geoscience.
Rock Magnetism and Petrology
There is a growing awareness among researchers of the need to link
studies of lithospheric magnetic fields, rock magnetism, petrology, and
geochemistry. When combined with petromagnetic understanding,
magnetic surveys will yield the maximum information on key questions,
such as lateral variations in magnetization, the character and location of
hydrothermal alteration, the degree of metamorphism, the mineralogical
constitution of the deep crust and upper mantle, and the chemical aging
of oceanic crust.
The geological interpretation of magnetic anomalies that originate
from contrasts in total magnetization depends greatly upon a fundamental
understanding of the physical, chemical, and mineralogical factors that
control rock magnetism. For example, the magnitudes of induced and
remanent magnetization in rocks are largely determined by the abundance,
composition, grain size and shape, and microstructure of ferromagnetic
minerals; however, diamagnetic and paramagnetic phases may be
important in certain settings where ferromagnetic phases are essentially
absent. An outstanding problem is the extrapolation of data from
laboratory measurements to the pressure-temperature environment of
anomaly source regions. As described in the next four subsections, the
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lithologic environments of the sources may be divided as follows:
exposed and shallow crystalline rocks, exposed and shallow sedimentary
rocks, intermediate-depth and deep magnetic sources, and oceanic
sources.
Exposed and Shallow Crystalline Rocks
The petrological factors that control the magnetization of crystalline
rocks at shallow depths in the crust are not well understood. In igneous
rocks the factors that control the stability and composition of magnetic
minerals may include bulk chemistry of the magma, temperatures and
oxygen fugacities of formation, and cooling conditions. Factors that
influence magnetic properties of metamorphic rocks include bulk
chemistry inherited from the original rock, temperature of metamorphism,
pressure and composition of attendant fluids, and fabric of the magnetic
minerals. Although the general way that these factors affect rock
magnetism is recognized, the sources of short-wavelength magnetic
anomalies are commonly difficult to decipher. A greater and more
detailed understanding of how factors influence rock magnetic properties
is needed to help unravel the histories of complex igneous and metamor-
phic regions near the surface.
Exposed and Shallow Sedimentary Rocks
Magnetic contrasts within sedimentary rocks are important
aeromagnetic targets; the interpretation of these contrasts must rely
heavily on the application of rock magnetism, petrology, and geochem-
istry. Magnetic surveys over thick sedimentary sections have potential for
detailed mapping of (1) faults that offset layers of different magnetization
or that focus the flow of fluids; (2) structurally deformed beds having
magnetization greater or less than that of enclosing beds; (3) lithologic
contrasts associated with diapiric salt domes; and (4) zones affected by
inorganic alteration or microbial production of iron oxide and iron sulfide
minerals.
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Intermediate-depth and Deep Magnetic Sources
Long-wavelength magnetic anomalies from the lithosphere can be
generally attributed to (1) variations in the thickness of zones of constant
magnetization or (2) contrasting magnetizations that reflect different
composition and evolution of the rocks. A combination of factors is
likely, but the detailed physical and mineralogical basis for changes in
deep-crustal and upper-mantle magnetization is not well understood.
Indeed, even fundamental magnetic properties, including the Curie
temperature, of deep-seated magnetic minerals are a matter of dispute.
An especially challenging and perplexing problem is that magnetizations
inferred from satellite and regional aeromagnetic anomalies are larger than
most magnetizations actually measured in rocks. Better understanding of
anomalies from lithospheric sources must come from experimental and
theoretical research on equilibrium mineral assemblages and chemistry at
high temperature and pressure. In addition, experimental studies of the
effects of temperature and pressure on both induced and remanent
magnetization of different rock types are needed.
The magnetic petrology of rocks from intermediate and deep-crustal
depths and the uppermost mantle can be studied in three ways: (1)
investigation of xenoliths from kimberlites and from alkalic volcanic
rocks; (2) measurement of rocks from exposed crustal sections; and (3)
determination of the likelihood of occurrence of stable magnetic minerals
in rocks of particular compositions by theoretical and experimental
methods.
Oceanic Sources
It is well recognized that magnetic anomalies from the oceanic crust
provide a record of seafloor spreading, yet the magnetization causing
these anomalies remains incompletely understood. Many enigmatic
magnetic features provide clues to the evolution of ocean crust, including
the decrease in amplitude away from spreading ridges, the enhanced
magnetization of the Cretaceous Quiet Zone, and discrepancies in ampli-
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tude and anomalous skewness in intermediate- and short-wavelength
anomalies.
Irregularities in the magnetic anomaly patterns can be attributed to
many factors, including the geometry, composition, and cooling history
of intrusive and extrusive rocks; tectonic evolution and setting; spreading
rate; composition and temperature of hydrothermal fluids; geometry and
duration of hydrothermal convection cells; and positions of the convection
cells with respect to the spreading ridge or the accreting plate. Clearly,
a better understanding of these influences is crucial for mapping and
interpreting the geology of the oceanic crust. Such an understanding will
come partly from rock magnetic and petrological studies of samples from
different tectonic and hydrothermal settings and partly from the
paleomagnetic study of unaltered rocks of similar age found in outcrop on
land or in cores from the seafloor. A critical question concerns the
magnetic mineralogy of the deeper magnetic layers and the associated
depth to the Curie-temperature isotherm: where is the base of the
magnetic oceanic lithosphere? Experimental work is needed on the
magnitudes and stabilities of secondary remanent magnetizations (viscous
and chemical remanences) acquired under the physical and chemical
conditions of magnetic sources.
Programmatic and Operational Considerations
Several operational issues are critical to the improved acquisition and
analysis of magnetic surveys. First, future aeromagnetic surveys should
implement advancing magnetometer technologies (for example,
gradiometers and vector magnetometers) and navigational systems (for
example, GPS). Second, research on the configuration and placement of
base-station magnetometers is needed to improve the ways by which the
detrimental effects of external fields are removed. Third, improved main
field models are critical to isolate lithospheric anomalies from the fields
of other internal sources. Fourth, magnetic surveys result in large
volumes of digital data that must be archived systematically.
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Increasedcollaborationamongindividualinvestigatorsmeasuring
physicaland chemicalpropertiesis also essentialto the complete
interpretationof magneticanomalies. Laboratoryinvestigationsof
magneticandpetrologicalpropertiesof rocksandmineralsaresupported
primarilybyNSF. Additionalsupportof laboratoryandfieldstudiesis
crucialto a systematicapproachunderthe recommendationsoutlined
below. While someof this work canbe performedby individual
investigators,no single investigatoror institutionnow supportsthe
necessaryrangeof analyticalandexperimentalfacilities. Centralized
supportforadvancedrockmagneticstudiesisprovidedbytheInstitutefor
RockMagnetism(IRM, Universityof Minnesota).Theimportanceof
IRM isdemonstratedbytheresearchproductivityof thislaboratoryand
bythecollaborationandcommunicationthatit fosters.Whatis needed,
asanessentialcomplementtotheIRM, isacomparablefacilitydedicated
to themineralogical,petrological,andgeochemicalspectsof magnetic
petrology.
Theissueslistedabovecanbemoresuccessfullyaddressedthrough
greatercooperationand increasedcollaborationamongagenciesand
individualinvestigators.Indeed,agencycooperationis essentialto the
scientificobjectivesoftheproposedinitiative.Asrelevantcircumstances
change,theU.S.Navyshouldbeencouragedto releaseclassifiedatano
longercriticalto nationalsecurity. NOAA andotheragencieshould
promotethe useof "shipsof opportunity." TheUSGSobservatory
programisakeyelementinunderstandingthetemporalandspatialglobal
magneticfield. Moreover,USGSshouldtaketheleadin coordinating
statewideandlocalaeromagneticsurveysandmarinemagneticsurveysin
orderto promotea consistentnationalmagneticdatabase,NASAand
other agencies(NOAA and USGS)shouldbe committedto future
low-altitudesatellitemissionspecificallydesignedto studythemagnetic
lithosphere. Internationalefforts,suchas the ARISTOTELESand
MagneticField Explorer(MFE) Magnoliamissions,areparticularly
advantageousto thescientificcommunity.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
The following represent the conclusions and recommendations of the
Working Group on Lithospheric Magnetic Anomalies. The order of the
recommendations does not reflect a priority ranking.
New and Improved Regional and Global Data Sets
An understanding of the lithosphere is required at a variety of scales
covering the entire globe. Consequently, the first four recommendations
have equal priority. The remaining recommendations in this subsection
are crucial to implementing and complementing the first four.
• The launch of a low-altitude satellite to map the lithospheric
magnetic field of the Earth, as well as to improve main field
models, is needed. Orbital altitudes should be as low as practical
in order to focus on lithospheric problems.
The ARISTOTELES mission, currently being considered
as a joint venture between NASA and the European Space
Agency, or the alternate MFE Magnolia mission between NASA
and the Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES) of France,
will provide a valuable data set for lithospheric magnetic studies.
Moreover, the extended high-altitude phase of the mission will
permit accurate main field and secular variation models to be
derived, thus improving the resolution of the lithospheric field.
External field contamination of low-altitude data will be severe.
Therefore, a high degree of interaction between those working on
lithospheric problems and those working on external fields is
essential to promote innovative solutions to the problem.
• A second-generation digital magnetic anomaly map should be
developed for the United States and its Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ) (out to 320 kilometers offshore).
To achieve this objective, a systematic survey strategy is
required that employs state-of-the-art instrumentation (that is,
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vector magnetometerswith 0.01 nanotesla precision,
gradiometers,and GPS navigation)and flightline spacings
appropriatefor thelocalgeologicalsetting.Asaminimumgoal,
thequalityof thissecond-generationmapshouldbecomparable
to thoseof CanadaandZimbabwe,therebypermittingmore
sophisticatedanalysistechniques.
High-resolutionand high-sensitivitymagneticsurveysover
specificlocalareasarerequiredto studyanumberof important
Earthprocesses.
Studiesof sedimentarybasins,midoceanridges,conti-
nentalmargins,volcanoes,faults,andcontinentalrift zonesare
greatly improvedwith high-resolutionand high-sensitivity
magneticsurveys,especiallywhenconstrainedbyhigh-resolution
bathymetryor topography,gravityandaltimetrydata,seismic
reflectionandrefractiondata,anddirectsampling.Keytopicsof
investigationincludeoceanicevolution,intraplateandinterplate
deformation,hydrothermalactivity,andupper-crustalmagneti-
zation.Suchsurveyshouldbecarriedoutbyships,deep-towed
underwatervehicles,aircraft,andwheeledvehicleson land.
Studiesin remoteregions,suchasAntarcticaandthesouthern
oceansandarcticice-coveredareas,areneeded.
Knowledgeofglobalrelativeplatemotionsthroughtime,
derivedfrom thefirst-orderkinematicframeworkdefinedby
magneticanomaliesin theoceanbasins,formsthefoundationof
studiesaimedat deducingthe driving mechanismof plate
motions.Thesestudiesarehinderedbyalackof evenfirst-order
platemotionhistoriesin remoteareasof thesouthernoceans.
Aeromagneticsurveysoverice-coveredseasandreconnaissance
shipsurveysarehelpingto remedythisdeficiency.However,
additionalwork remainsto bedonebeforedefinitivetestsof
driving forcesandthe fixity of hot spotscanbe conducted.
Additionally,suchsurveyswill help to resolvethetiming and
characterof rifting andbasindevelopmentin thepolar regions
andstructureandevolutionof theantarcticlithosphere.
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• Support for stationary magnetometer installations in tectonically
and magmatically active areas should continue.
Innovative research on the relationship between cata-
strophic geological events and changes in the local magnetic field
has critical societal implications.
• Increased cooperation between industry, academia, and govern-
ment agencies is critical to future studies of the magnetic litho-
sphere.
A highly successful example of such cooperation is the
aeromagnetic survey of the East Coast continental margin, funded
jointly by USGS and a private contractor, that took place in the
mid 1970s. It is imperative that such data be released in a timely
fashion, as it was in the example cited. Many foreign magnetic
surveys result from joint government/industry funding and
cooperation.
• Development and implementation of a marine mid-depth-tow
magnetometer package would greatly increase the resolution of
seafloor anomalies and enhance interpretation of high-resolution
swath bathymetry surveys.
• Magnetic data held by the U.S. Navy should be released to the
public if no longer critical to national security.
These data would be a great resource in studies of
paleofield intensity and chemical alteration of the oceanic crust.
Alternatively, analysis could be carried out without compromising
the classified status of the original data. Average values in 1 o
bins would be useful in some areas for main field models.
• Studies of the effects of ionospheric currents and induced Earth
currents are essential to magnetic studies of the lithospheric
magnetic field. There is a need for the development of methods
to determine time-varying magnetic fields from multiple or distant
base magnetometers and seafloor observatories.
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Better Ways to Interpret Data
• Improved interpretive and graphic methods of interpretation and
presentation of magnetic data are needed to better relate magnetic
anomalies to geology.
Recently developed apparent susceptibility and terracing
methods represent steps in this direction. New approaches should
include ways to better visualize the data in terms of
three-dimensional geological features.
• Improvements in data quality must proceed hand in hand with
development in analysis and interpretation techniques.
Improvements in data quality can be effected through
better survey design, more accurate models of the Earth's main
field, and proper compilation of existing data sets.
• Traditional ways of representing the data during analysis need
improvement and reexamination.
Interpolating data sampled at irregular spacing onto
equi-spaced grids or profiles remains a necessary and standard
technique for representing magnetic anomaly data during analysis.
This type of data representation is inadequate for modern
analysis, which demands high data resolution. Gridding as
presently practiced must be reexamined and revamped in order to
better honor the original resolution of irregularly sampled data.
• New ways to visualize and model magnetic anomaly data using
interactive graphics are required.
Modeling and inversion methods should accommodate the
three-dimensionality ofmagnetic sources. Such development has
been hindered in the past by computer limitations. Development
in this direction can now progress using modern computer power
and advanced programming techniques.
• Techniques to address data characterization and semiautomatic
modeling need further development.
The relevant computer-intensive methods, such as pattern
recognition and neural network analysis, should follow the lines
of artificial intelligence.
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• New techniques are needed to facilitate interpretation of
gradiometry, vector magnetic data, and multiple data sets.
• Standard data sets are needed for comparing the results of
analysis techniques.
The data sets can include both synthetic and real-Earth
data. The real-Earth data should come from a variety of geophys-
ical and geological environments that are fairly well defined.
• Analysis techniques need wider distribution, and the users of the
techniques need better reference materials and training in their
use.
Rock Magnetic and Petrologic Studies
The objective of rock magnetism and petrology applied to magnetic
anomalies is to explain the physical and chemical setting, evolution, and
magnetic properties of the rocks responsible for the anomalies. This
objective may be approached by implementing the following recommenda-
tions.
• Collaboration among anomaly modelers, petrologists, and rock
magnetists should be promoted.
• Models should be developed that describe the abundance and
character of magnetic minerals in metamorphic, igneous, and
sedimentary rocks.
• Magnetic and petrological studies of a wide range of rock types
that reflect a variety of geological processes should be supported.
Such processes include the following:
hydrothermal alteration;
metamorphic transitions;
igneous differentiation and crystallization; and
deposition, diagenesis, and alteration of sedimentary
rocks.
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Suchstudies houldberelevanttoandin thecontextof afull range
of lithosphericmagneticanomalies.
• Rockmagneticexperimentsathighpressureandhightemperature
shouldbesupportedto improvetheunderstandingofdeep-seated
iithosphericmagnetization.
• Centersfor the studyof the mineralogical,petrological,and
geochemicalspectsof rockmagnetismshouldbestrengthened
andnewonesestablished.
A3. ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION STUDIES
IN THE EARTH AND OCEANS
Scientific Rationale
Fluids, magmas, and high geothermal gradients result from dynamic
processes such as metamorphism, magmatism, convection, and deforma-
tion in the Earth. Electrical conductivity (or its reciprocal, resistivity) is
the physical property most sensitive to the configuration and chemistry of
these fluids, particularly at the low concentrations expected geologically.
Temperature and composition strongly influence the mechanical behavior
of Earth materials where ionic fluids do not dominate. In such situations
electrical conductivity again depends strongly on dynamically important
conditions. The possible widespread presence of grain- boundary phases,
such as carbon at crustal or mantle depths, has profound implications for
the chemical environment, and once again, remote sensing of the electrical
conductivity structure is a very relevant tool for understanding the
evolution of our planet.
In addition, there are smaller-scale problems of great interest to
society--including energy and resource exploration, electric power grid
reliability, water quality and waste management--in which electrical
conductivity of the target or its surroundings is a diagnostic physical
variable. Electromagnetic methods are the only viable way to delineate
conductivity structure from the Earth's surface. Thus, basic research in
electromagnetic imaging of subsurface structure has potential for many
practical benefits.
Appendix A3 was largely developed by the following workshop group:
John Booker (Group Leader), W. Campbell, A. Chave, C. Cox, A. Duba, G.
Egbert, I. Gough, A. W. Green, L. Hirsch, J. G. Kappenman, L. Law, B.
Narod, P. Tarits, J. Tyburczy, P. Wannamaker.
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Electromagnetic studies are traditionally separated into oceanic and
land-based studies. Although much of the science and many of the
techniques are very similar for these studies, there are substantial
technological differences; oceanic measurements are considerably more
difficult and more costly to accomplish. In addition, induction caused by
water movement in the ocean has no analog on land. The Earth's oceans
are important in the long-term storage and transport of environmental heat
and thus affect our climate. As a good electrical conductor, ocean water
easily generates measurable electric fields as it moves through the
geomagnetic field. Furthermore, at periods longer than a day, the electric
fields at any point represent a volume average of the motions. Therefore,
electromagnetic measurements in the ocean are an extremely useful tool
for probing large-scale dynamics and monitoring long-term, climatically
important variability of the sea.
Electromagnetic induction studies of the solid Earth involve either
simultaneous measurements of time-varying magnetic and electric
fields--in orthogonal horizontal directions for the widely popular
magnetotelluric (MT) method or array measurements of the time-varying
magnetic field--in three components for the geomagnetic deep sounding
or magnetic variation (MV) method. Both methods have been employed
on land and on the ocean bottom and have increased our understanding of
the Earth's crust and mantle. The MT method in particular has seen rapid
advances in recent years. By contrast, studies of low-frequency oceanic
motions require only measurements of the vector electric field. This can
be done with dipoles a few meters long or with grounded cables hundreds
to thousands of kilometers long.
Interpretation of electromagnetic data is usually broken into three
steps. The first step involves estimating frequency domain transfer
functions between measured field components from long time series. It
is complicated by the fact that the Earth is almost always multidimension-
al, external sources may not be ideal, and noise processes are often
non-Gaussian. The second step uses these transfer functions to obtain a
representation of Earth structure. Besides the nonuniqueness problems
shared by all inversions of incomplete and inaccurate data, this inverse
problem is both difficult and numerically intensive because it is unstable,
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nonlinear, and often multidimensional. However, progress in all aspects
of interpretation has been substantial enough in recent years to constitute
a virtual revolution in our ability to image electrical structure.
Laboratory electrical conductivity studies provide the final critical
step, linking models of conductivity and the physical and chemical
processes occurring within the Earth. Because conductivity is sensitive
to environmental parameters, interpretation of conductivity models
requires a thorough understanding of the mechanisms that control
conductivity under the limited conditions accessible in the laboratory.
Oxygen fugacity, pressure, and chemical environment of surrounding
minerals can also affect conduction and are particularly important for
adequately constraining the thermodynamic environment of the minerals.
Critical questions remaining to be addressed relate to longevity and
interconnectedness of conducting fluids (pore geometry) and grain-
boundary phases--including aqueous fluids, partial melts, and car-
bon--over geological time.
Research Questions
• Laboratory measurements at simulated in situ conditions of the
electrical conductivity of rocks primarily composed of olivine and
pyroxene--thought to be primary constituents of the upper mantle--are as
much as three orders of magnitude lower than conductivity inferred from
inversion of electromagnetic induction data for the outer 200 km of the
Earth. What is the reason for this discrepancy between observed
conductivity and the measured conductivity of the major mineral phases?
The mechanisms known to determine electrical conductivity include the
following: composition, quantity, and connectivity of the fluid; partial
melts; carbon and sulfides; and composition, temperature, and mineralogy
of the crystalline matrix. Given this plurality of ways to explain enhanced
conductivity, what independent constraints are required to make the
explanation unique?
• The evidence for a steep rise in conductivity beginning by 400 km
is strong. Recent work incorporating very long period electric fields
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appears to improve resolution substantially and shows that the rise may be
steplike. Definitive interpretation of this conductivity increase requires
additional laboratory studies of the electrical properties of /3- and
"y-(Mg,Fe)2SiO4 under controlled conditions. The conductivity appears to
level out at around 1 siemens per meter below 800 km, but resolution
deteriorates rapidly below 1,000 km. How can this depth barrier be
broken through? Additional studies of other candidate materials such as
high-pressure minerals with varying iron/magnesium contents under
controlled thermodynamic conditions are required to interpret conductivi-
ties deeper than 800 km.
• Can lateral variations in conductivity be delineated at mid-and
lower-mantle depths? It is known that there are significant differences in
long-period response functions at different magnetic observatories. But
how much of this signal is due to deep lateral heterogeneity and how
much is due to biases associated with shallow structure such as the ocean
and inadequately represented external source field morphology?
• Can lateral variations in conductivity in the upper mantle be
mapped? Dynamical considerations suggest that temperature and melt
gradients should produce order-of-magnitude lateral variations in conduc-
tivity, and existing data support their existence but are often susceptible
to alternative explanations. Can this situation be improved with more
accurate new data collected in a more systematic fashion? Can it also be
improved with application of better methods of interpreting data contain-
ing potentially distorting multidimensional structural information?
• Do fluids persist in the deep crust over long geological times? It
is widely accepted that fluid-rich sedimentary rocks and oceanic crust are
transported in subduction zones to depths that require dewatering of the
rocks and conversions to higher metamorphic grade. But what paths do
these fluids take in returning to the surface? Fluids trapped at depth
would have enormous importance in the rheology of the lower crust and
upper mantle.
• What are the mechanical effects of aqueous fluids in the upper
crust? High pore pressures have been implicated in large offset horizontal
thrusting, in the low strength of such important strike-slip features as the
San Andreas fault, and in controlling rupture during earthquakes and
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aftershocks. Data exist suggesting that these fluids produce resolvable
conductivity anomalies, but definitive results remain to be obtained.
• What role do carbon and graphite play in producing deep-crustal
and mantle conductors? Graphite of biogenic origin in metasedimentary
rocks may extend to great depths in subduction and continental collision
environments.
• How is magma segregated from the mantle beneath a spreading
midocean ridge? Model studies based on theoretical studies of this
segregation process suggest that ocean bottom MT transects across the
ridge can discriminate between major alternatives considerably more
effectively than feasible seismic studies and will cover a range of spatial
scales that seismic methods cannot resolve.
• Can the location of magma bodies in volcanic regions be
determined? They can involve both imminent volcanic hazard and major
energy resources. Seismic methods have inferred many low-velocity
bodies in magmatic environments that have been interpreted as possible
melt zones, but electromagnetic methods would appear to be much more
sensitive to the important variables. The growing ability to collect very
high density electromagnetic data and to deal with complicated
three-dimensional geometry is beginning to provide answers.
• How do electric currents induced in the ocean complete their
circuit? Even at very low frequencies for which the ocean is less than one
skin-depth thick, strong induced currents are prevented from leaking
down into the conductive asthenosphere and deeper mantle by the resistive
nature of oceanic lithosphere. Where these currents cross a coast into the
more resistive continent, more current will flow at shallow depth than is
predicted by the continental conductivity structure. However, the
observed coast effect is often less than expected, which may be due to
short-circuit conductive paths to the mantle. This can occur at coasts with
active subduction or at ancient suture zones. Electromagnetic measure-
ments are very sensitive to the location and structural details of these
structures as well as those at ridge crests and active hot spots where
additional short-circuiting pathways may exist.
• Can motionally induced electric currents be used to sound the
oceanic lithosphere? Barotropic tides in the deep ocean drive vertical
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electriccurrentsthroughtheseafloor.If thesetidescanbeaccurately
specifiedandtheirmagneticandelectricfieldscanbemeasured,onehas
anelectricalsoundingtechniquethatisespeciallyappealingbecauseit is
preferentiallysensitiveto theconductivityof theupperlithosphere.The
lithosphereis inaccessibleto MT becausetheconductiveoceanscreensout
thenecessaryshorter-periodexternalsourcefields.
Applications
Electrical conductivity plays an important role in a wide variety of
practical contexts, including the following:
• Understanding volcanic regimes. Seismic data have frequently
been interpreted to imply magma bodies in the crust, but electromagnetic
methods are much more sensitive to the important variables. The growing
ability to collect very high density electromagnetic data and to deal with
complicated three-dimensional geometry has the potential of giving
considerably more information than heretofore available.
• Assessment of seismic risk. Active faults can sometimes be
distinguished from inactive structures by the higher conductivity
associated with fluids in the highly fractured material. In addition, there
is a significant probability that an electrical boundary coincides with the
brittle-ductile transition in the crust. Conceivably temporal variations of
conductivity near active faults may prove useful for earthquake prediction.
• Geothermal exploration and resource assessment. Electromag-
netic methods have proven effective in this context. Fluid-dominated
hydrothermal systems always contain high levels of dissociated salts and
are thus very conductive targets. However, they tend to be difficult to
develop for environmental reasons. The rarer vapor-dominated systems
can be distinguished from the fluid-dominated ones by the lower
conductivity of their less saline fluids.
• Mineral exploration and resource assessment. Again, electro-
magnetic methods have proven effective in this context. Many economi-
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cally importantmineralor metaldepositsarehighlyconductivethem-
selvesorareassociatedwithhighlyconductingmaterialsuchascarbon.
• Hydrocarbonexploration. Manystructuresthatarecapableof
trappinghydrocarbonsaredifficult to imageseismically,but involve
resistivematerialoverlyinggoodelectricalconductors.Theseinclude
crystallineoverthrusts,floodbasalts,andcarbonatereefstructures.
• Secondary and tertiary oil recovery. Imaging the extent of the
zone flooded by steam or chemicals is one of the major practical
difficulties associated with these methods for maximizing production. The
steam and chemical floods often change the electrical resistivity of the
formation so that electromagnetic imaging either from the surface or a
borehole is an appropriate tool.
• Prediction and amelioration of dectric power grid transients.
These problems are thought to be due to geomagnetically induced currents
in the regional electrical conductivity structure and have been implicated
in large-scale blackouts in both the United State and Canada.
• Correction of precision aeromagnetic surveys due to anomalous
fields produced by induction in electrical structure.
• Hazardous waste site characterization. Dumps with acidic,
metalliferous, or other conducting toxic materials make good targets for
electromagnetic imaging. Targets such as dense nonaqueous liquids are
resistive relative to ground water. When such fluids underlie ground
water, they may be imaged by appropriately designed systems.
• Assessment of saltwater infiltration into an aquifer. This has
become an important hydrologic issue in many coastal and desert urban
areas. The conductivity contrast between saltwater and freshwater is ideal
for electromagnetic imaging.
• Measurement of oceanic motions. Oceanic electromagnetism is
having an increasing impact in studies of the water-velocity field based on
measurements of motionally induced horizontal electric field in the deep
ocean. Electromagnetic measurements offer spatial averaging capabilities
that are far superior to more direct measurements and may have substan-
tial impact on determining such climatically important quantities as
boundary current transport, especially over the long term. Both the
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theoryandthetechnologyarewell developedandarecertainto playa
majorroleinglobalchangeresearch.
Operational Considerations
MT and MV sensors have generally been deployed for different, but
complementary, reasons. An effective deployment might have an MT
transect embedded in an MV array to help ensure optimum profile
location with respect to a structure of interest and to constrain the
three-dimensional context in which the MT interpretation is made. The
reasons for this rest in the different nature of the data collected by the two
methods.
MV uses an array of simultaneously recording three-component
magnetometers and is primarily sensitive to the electric current distribu-
tion in the Earth and the source region. Because of the volume-averaging
nature of MV data, there will be a sufficiently long period for deployment
configurations so that data will be protected against aliasing of small-scale
electrical structures within the array. MV data are therefore ideally suited
to determining lateral structure. However, the sensitivity of MV data to
source current structure requires attention to detecting and eliminating
nonplanar source fields or correcting for their effects. Decomposition of
MV array cross-spectral density matrices permits isolating uniform
sources and synthesizing the response of large arrays from smaller ones.
If the source is nonplanar and can be determined from the array (which
may require regional or global observatories), response functions closely
related to MT may be estimated.
By comparison, MT uses measurements of the orthogonal horizontal
electric and magnetic fields and is more closely related to conductivity
than current. The electric fields include information about conductivity
heterogeneity very local to the measurement site. This effect persists to
very long periods and can be aliased if site spacing is too wide. Thus,
new deployment strategies such as electric dipoles placed end to end in a
continuous profile and new analysis techniques such as spatial filtering of
the electric field have been developed to detect and mitigate the distorting
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effect of shallow, three-dimensional structure. MT sensors have been
developed that can utilize the background geomagnetic continuum,
permitting data to be collected at almost any time. Complete field
processing of MT time series in essentially real time now assures that data
of adequate quality are being collected. New deployment and processing
techniques using remote-reference sensors can mitigate the biases
associated with some forms of noise, particularly of cultural origin.
Further developments use robust statistical techniques to deal with
non-Gaussian aspects of the noise. They produce estimates of transfer
functions between the electric and magnetic fields that are more accurate
and have more reliable error estimates. Finally, a variety of methods has
been devised to stably invert the transfer functions for two-dimensional
structure. New computer algorithms are greatly accelerating (by orders
of magnitude) the speed with which the necessary computations can be
done, and the day seems to be coming when two-dimensional interpreta-
tions can be made as the data are collected. Finally, fully
three-dimensional inversions are beginning to appear.
Many of the measurement and interpretation developments that are
revolutionizing MT can be extended to MV--wideband measurements,
remote-reference technique, in-field processing, generalized inverse
theory, and so forth. The most important reason that further advances are
not being made with MV is that modern equipment in the United States
is limited. Another difficulty is that MT fields at a single site are
observed to be more highly correlated than MV fields measured between
distant sites. Thus, MT measurements result in more precise transfer
function measurements. The reason for this needs to be understood and
mitigated if possible. It seems likely to be related to stronger effects of
nonideal sources on MV than MT. Arrays can characterize the
three-dimensional external current distributionthat complicates interpreta-
tion of the induced response to geological structure. However, the
three-dimensional currents in the ground complicate understanding the
morphology of external current systems. Thus, MV array experiments
complement the needs of the magnetospheric research field. Cooperation
between scientists in magnetospheric and solid-Earth induction, particular-
ly with regard to a shared array facility, clearly has much value.
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Thesuccessof theMT profilingportionof theEMSLAB(Electro-
magneticStudiesoftheLithosphereandMantleBeneath[theJuandeFuca
Plate])experimentindelineatingconductivitystructureassociatedwiththe
subductingJuandeFucaPlatebeneathOregon,andthegeologically
interestingimplicationsofMT dataalongallthetransectsoftheCanadian
LITHOPROBEprojecthavesubstantiallyraisedthecredibilityof MT
work. Thishasresultedin inclusionofanMT componentinmanyof the
consortiumproposalstotheNationalScienceFoundation.Presently,the
U.S.academicommunityhaslimitedaccesstostate-of-the-artwideband
MT systems.Thissituationsignificantlycurtailsthedevelopmentandthe
applicationof thetechniqueby universitygroups,andit needsto be
addressedwith greateravailabilityof fieldsystems.Furthermore,the
completelackof digitallyrecordingmagnetometersfor MV work in the
UnitedStatesalsomeansthatMT datacannotbecollectedat periods
above1,000seconds,althoughthesedataareneededto probetheupper
mantle.Therecentcollapseof industrialcontractorscapableof providing
dataof thequalityrequiredhasmadeit difficult,althoughperhapsnot
impossible,to usean industrialalternativefor projectsamenableto
shorter-periodata. Therehasneverbeenacommercialalternativefor
MV or long-periodMT datacollection.
TheEMSLABconclusionthatfluidsarebeingactivelyinjectedinto
thedeepcontinentalcrustbythesubductedmaterialcouldnothavebeen
reachedwith datacollectedentirelyon land. As discussedabove,the
efficientcollectionof electromagneticenergybytheoceanandthecurrent
pathtotheasthenospheren arthecoasthaveaprofoundeffectonMT and
MV dataon land. Full useof thisopportunityrequiresdataon thedeep
oceansideto settheboundaryconditionfor theinjectedcurrent. The
UnitedStateshasonelimitedfacility for oceanbottomMT andMV
measurements.Theseinstrumentsareincreasinglybeingusedfor long-
term experimentsof oceanicratherthangeologicalandgeomagnetic
interest. Moreover,existing instrumentsare not suitablefor the
motionallyenergeticenvironmentof thecontinentalshelves.Thereare
thussevereoperationalconstraintsonconductingbothonshore-offshore
experimentsandotherMT andMV experimentsof marinegeological
interest;theseconstraintscanbeamelioratedby buildingmoreinstru-
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ments. Since the technical issues are primarily repackaging of proven
designs and evolutionary incorporation of improvements in components
and data storage technology, engineering would be modest. If amortized
over a significant number of instruments, the engineering cost would be
low, and a new generation of seafloor equipment would be only marginal-
ly more expensive than land-based, long-period MT instruments.
A tremendous opportunity for the geomagnetic community will arise
over the next decade as hundreds of analog submarine cables are retired
from commercial service. They can, for instance, be used to monitor the
geoelectric field averaged over planetary spatial scales for years to
decades. This will permit extending the long-period limit for MT from
1 day to 10 to 20 days and monitoring the ultra-low-frequency variability
of oceanic motions under a variety of circumstances.
Some of the results of motional induction experiments need to be
communicated to the wider geomagnetic community. For example, the
spectrum of motionally induced horizontal electric fields rises rapidly at
periods longer than a few days and is very likely going to determine the
precision with which weak signals from Earth's core can be measured.
The signal level from the ocean varies strongly with location; it is at least
10 times larger under western boundary currents than in the more
quiescent oceanic interior. This has implications for the siting of seafloor
observatories. In addition, very little is known about motionally induced
magnetic fields, although they are certainly weak compared to external
sources at periods of days to months. Whether this relationship continues
to longer periods is unknown, yet it clearly impacts the feasibility of
secular variation studies with seafloor observatories, and thus the
justification for the observatories themselves.
Finally, funding for electrical property research is minimal.
Additional support of laboratory studies is necessary for a systematic
approach to the problems outlined in this section. While not entirely a
geomagnetic issue, encouragement of the National Science Foundation
PACEM (Physics and Chemistry of Earth Materials) initiative is
appropriate.
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Programmatic Aspects
Land-based electromagnetic induction research is supported by NSF,
DOE, and USGS. The major source of funding from NSF is provided by
the Continental Dynamics Program of the Earth Sciences Division, but
significant support is also provided by the Geophysics and the Instrumen-
tation and Facilities Programs of this division. Funding of specific
research is presently being split by NSF and USGS. USGS also funds
several induction research projects carried out by its own personnel. In
addition, de facto joint funding is shared between NSF and DOE, because
imaging advances supported by the Geosciences Program within the
Office of Basic Energy Sciences and instrumental development supported
by the Geothermal Technology Division are crucial to the MT profiling
projects funded by the Continental Dynamics Program. Support has also
been provided by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and
by industry.
For the past decade, most ocean bottom electromagnetic studies have
been supported by NSF. This was originally regarded as a marine
geophysics topic and supported by the Marine Geology and Geophysics
Program of the Ocean Sciences Division. Recent evolution in the specific
applications has broadened the support within the NSF to include the
Physical Oceanography Program (Ocean Sciences Division) and the
Geophysics, the Continental Dynamics, and the Instrumentation and
Facilities Programs (Earth Sciences Division). NOAA has supported
oceanic electromagnetic research within its Pacific Marine Environmental
Laboratory for more than a decade and has supported additional academic
investigations through its Atlantic Climatic Change Program.
Currently active laboratories measuring electrical properties of rocks
and minerals are being supported by NSF, DOE, and USGS. No
interagency funding is presently committed, because the efforts are
generally those of individual investigators with few or no graduate
students.
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Recommendations
* For reconnaissance prior to detailed MT profiling and to constrain
the three-dimensional context in which the MT interpretation is
made, MV arrays should be used. These arrays should addition-
ally be used to understand and correct the effects of external
source complications on the geological interpretations. For these
purposes, an academic MV array facility (consisting of about 25
digitally recording three-component fluxgate magnetometers) is
needed.
• To be most effective under the widest range of field conditions,
MT instruments need to be mobile and readily deployed, fully
remote, referenced for cultural noise cancellation, with complete
in-field processing to ensure that quality data are being obtained.
Historically the major advances in MT have been made at univer-
sities. To guarantee state-of-the-art capabilities and to incorporate
new operating modes as they are demanded by new field strate-
gies, maintenance of wideband MT systems at academic institu-
tions are essential--the growth of demand suggests the need for
additional systems or that existing systems be upgraded.
• To improve our knowledge of mantle conductivity and to under-
stand the constraints it provides on composition, physical state,
and dynamics of the Earth's interior require a multifaceted
approach. It should include new data, such as ultra-low-frequen-
cy, long-baseline MT measurements; improved observatory
coverage; better understanding of the effects of source morpholo-
gy on interpreted conductivity structure; more sophisticated time
series processing and inversion methods; and improved laboratory
measurements of mantle minerals under controlled thermodynam-
ic conditions.
• To expand observatory coverage to otherwise inaccessible areas
requires ocean bottom observatories. A small task force should
be established to estimate the cost and feasibility of long-term,
observatory-quality geomagnetic observation on the ocean
bottom. This group should incorporate strong representation
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from scientistsandengineerswith oceanfloor instrumentation
experience.
• To satisfy the growing interestin utilizing electromagnetic
methodsfor marinegeophysicalandgeologicalinvestigations,
suchasdelineatingthemeltsegregationzonebeneathspreading
ridgesandcarryingout oceandynamicsstudiesthat can, for
instance,constrainlong-termclimatechange,it isnecessarythat
theinstrumentbasebeexpanded.
• Tomonitorlong-termvariabilityof thegeoelectricfieldfor both
MT andoceanicstudiesin thedeepoceanrequireslonggrounded
dipoles. Useof abandonedsubmarinecablesappearsto be
promisingin thiscontext,but it wouldrequireclosecooperation
betweenscientistsandtelephonecompanies.
• To extrapolatelaboratoryresultsto Earth conditions,it is
importantounderstandpointdefectchemistry.Theinfluenceof
minorelementsuchashydrogen,nickel,andaluminumon the
point defectpopulationsthatcontrolsolid-stateconductionin
olivinesandpyroxenesmustbedetermined.Moreextensiveuse
of experimentaltechniquescomplementingconductivity,suchas
measurementof thermoelectricvoltagesandcompleximpedance,
is required.
• Tostudynonequilibriumelectricalpropertiesof water-saturated
crustalrocksat elevatedtemperatures(50 to 500°C) in the
laboratory,newexperimentaltechniquesareneeded.Tounder-
standuppercrustalconductivities,systematicexperimentaland
theoreticalstudiesof theelectricalresponseof multiphaseaggre-
gatesandnetworksarerequired. Effectsof thepresenceand
distributionof other conductivity-enhancingphasessuchas
carbon,magnetite,sulfides,andpartialmeltsmustbeinvestigated
usingadvancedexperimentaltechniquesthatcancarefullycontrol
thermodynamicvariables.Conductivityandcompleximpedance
measurements linked to physical properties such as porosity,
permeability, and acoustic velocity in porous water-saturated
crustal rocks are needed.
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• To calibrate apparatus in which new materials are being mea-
sured, it is essential that the conductivities of known materials at
high temperatures be determined. San Carlos olivine (Fo-90)
may be a suitable material. Its conductivity is well known under
controlled conditions, it is readily available, it is not excessively
resistive, and it is reversibly oxidized or reduced if its stability
field is crossed.
A4. MAIN FIELD AND CORE PROCESSES _
Scientific Framework
A long-term goal of geophysics is a coherent picture of the structure
and dynamics of the solid Earth. The geomagnetic field is a central
feature in this quest. Observations of the field are a source of data in
some studies, while the understanding of the field and its generation
results from other studies. For example, paleomagnetism played a
historic role by confirming continental drift and ushering in the birth of
plate tectonics by providing an explanation of magnetic striping on the
seafloor. On the other hand, understanding the origin and nature of the
geomagnetic field is a fundamental component of any coherent picture of
the Earth's interior.
The evolution and dynamics of our planet affect all of us, yet the
processes and forces involved are hidden from view within the deep
interior of the Earth. One of the few tools available to probe that interior
is the measurement and interpretation of the geomagnetic field. Three
sources contribute to the magnetic field near the Earth: currents in the
core, magnetization in the upper lithosphere, and currents outside the
Earth and their induced components inside the Earth. The core (or main)
field is by far the largest; because it must travel through the mantle, this
field yields information both on the region of its generation and on the
electrical conductivity of the mantle. In extracting this information, the
temporal variation of the field is at least as important as its description at
a particular epoch. These time variations occur over periods from months
to millennia. Variations in the core's magnetic field that have periods less
Appendix A4 was largely developed by the following workshop group:
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than about a year are believed to be screened from surface observation by
the electrically conducting portions of the Earth's mantle.
Although there is certainly additional information that might be
gleaned from historical records, only a limited number of observations
were made, and only a small fraction of those observations survive.
Furthermore, many of the most interesting variations of the geomagnetic
field occur on time scales that are greater than those accessible through
the historical record. In order to extend the history of the Earth's
magnetic field beyond the limit of direct measurements, one must turn to
the methods and techniques of archaeomagnetism and paleomagnetism.
Many natural materials, such as sediments, lava flows, and baked clays,
preserve a record of the geomagnetic field existing at the time of the
formation or transformation of the material. With appropriate laboratory
measurements and procedures, the paleomagnetic record of the geomag-
netic field can provide fundamental constraints on the longer time-scale
behavior of the geodynamo.
The variety of time and length scales of interest in the study of the
main field and core processes is illustrated in Figure A4-1. This is a
double log plot with the time extending from 1 year to 5 x 109 years (that
is, the age of the Earth) on the horizontal axis and length extending from
1 m to 6 x 106 m (that is, the radius of the Earth) on the vertical axis.
Here the crustal fields are a source of noise (except for those components
contributing to paleomagnetic measurements). The processes of interest
are enclosed in rectangles and the data sources are enclosed in ovals. It
can be seen from this figure that, except for geomagnetic jerks, the
phenomena of interest occur over long times (> 10t years) and on large
scales (> 105 m), whereas the data are almost exclusively measured
contemporaneously in more recent times or on much smaller scales.
The basic premise that virtually everyone accepts is that the Earth's
magnetism is created by a self-sustaining dynamo driven by fluid motions
in the Earth's core. As to the energy mechanism for those motions, the
majority favors convective driving, most probably of compositional
origin; a minority believes that the luni-solar precession is the source.
The theory of convective dynamos is a challenging branch of
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FIGUREA4-1 Length-timeplot showingtherelationshipbetweendeep-
seatedgeomagneticphenomenand observations.Note that most
phenomenaof interestoccuroverlongtimesandlargescales,whereas
observationsarelimitedto shorttimes,shortscales,orboth. Alsonote
thatnoisedueto crustalfieldsis inherentlydifficultto extractfromthe
data,becauseit liesin themiddleofthelengthandtimescalesof interest
(courtesyof D. Loper).
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magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), one in which progress is continually
being made, but only slowly. It is known theoretically that such dynamos
can operate in both weak-field regimes and strong-field regimes.
Although the theory of weak-field dynamos is easy to understand, at least
compared with that of strong-field dynamos, most theoreticians believe at
the present time that the geodynamo is of strong-field type, in which
Coriolis and magnetic (Lorentz) forces are of comparable magnitude.
There is at the present time a considerable divergence of opinion about the
form a strong geodynamo would take. It centers on the speed of the
geostrophic flow within the core and the strength of core-mantle coupling.
More concentrated research initiatives are needed to accelerate the
removal of uncertainties and a progression towards consensus.
Whatever the outcome of this debate, one thing is clear: the MHD
dynamo can take many forms and, without reference to the observational
facts and their interpretation, it will be impossible to discover which of
the infinity of possible models most closely resembles the Earth's
dynamo. The model sought must display the complicated features of the
geomagnetic field (from the large irregular reversals to the short-period
secular variation) as well as its more regular periodicities and structure.
Ultimately the dynamics and thermodynamics of the mantle will have to
be incorporated.
The study of the dynamo and its role in the overall Earth system is
rooted in geomagnetic phenomena measured at and above the Earth's
surface. These data divide naturally into two sets. The first consists of
contemporary and historic observations made by satellites, observatories,
and surveys; these data are used to construct models of the main
geomagnetic field and its secular variation. The second set consists
principally of the imprints of past field configurations in a variety of
media including baked artifacts, lavas, lake and sea sediments, and
magnetized rocks. This information tells us of the past state of the field.
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Present-Day Secular Variations
The secular variation of the Earth's magnetic field, that is, the
temporal variations with periods of a few years and longer, provides one
of the few probes of time-dependent processes in the Earth's deep interior
that can be used in the attempt to unravel the dynamics of this inaccessible
part of the Earth. Most other probes of the Earth's interior, such as
seismology, are more limited in that they provide only a snapshot of the
interior.
In order to study processes in the deep interior, the field at the
Earth's surface must be sampled rather densely, so that the observations
can be used to construct maps of the magnetic field at the core-mantle
boundary, the upper boundary of the region of greatest interest. The data
for the past 300 years or so have been sufficient to carry out this program,
but not at high resolution. High-quality results have been possible only
recently, with the availability of accurate, almost perfectly spatially
distributed, satellite observations. Without doubt, one of the most crucial
needs for main field geomagnetism is to ensure that data are gathered
from evenly distributed permanent magnetic observatories and/or satel-
lites, and that this continues in the future on a regular basis, ideally
providing continuous monitoring of the field.
Paleo-Variations
The mere existence of a paleomagnetic record stretching several
billion years into the past-- implying the existence of fluid motions in the
core for at least that long--provides a valuable constraint on the evolution
of the Earth. One of the best-documented features of the Earth's magnetic
field is that it has often reversed its polarity. However, in the past 10
years, new paleomagnetic studies have provided records of polarity
transitions with considerably more detail than was previously available.
The new records demonstrate that the behavior of the transitional field is
far more complex than was previously believed and that to understand
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even a single polarity transition requires a global distribution of high-
resolution records.
Progress is being made in this direction, and high-resolution,
multiple records are now available for several recent transitions. Some
of these records are from the Southern Hemisphere, which until now has
been significantly underrepresented in the data base. Many additional
records from both hemispheres are needed. Several of the new records
have resulted from closely spaced sampling of cores of marine sediment,
demonstrating the potential of these cores for studies of polarity transi-
tions. Back-to-back transitions recorded at a given site sometimes show
considerable similarity--indicating that the factors which control the
details of the transition process may persist over long periods of time.
Thus, it is important to study not only a given transition at many sites but
also successive transitions at the same site.
An additional source of information about the field derives from the
analysis of geomagnetic excursions--short-term, high-amplitude fluctua-
tions in paleomagnetic directions. Although the existence of many
reported geomagnetic excursions is still a matter of discussion, some
geomagnetic excursions have enough spatial and temporal consistency that
they can be accepted as valid geomagnetic phenomena. This acceptance
raises the question: should these excursions be regarded as large-scale
secular variations or as aborted polarity transitions? Only with more
intense study of the phenomenon of geomagnetic excursions can this
question be resolved.
Specific Issues
The pertinent scientific issues may be categorized by three questions
that are considered in more detail in the following sections:
• How can better spatial and temporal descriptions of the main
geomagnetic field be obtained?
• How should those descriptions of the main geomagnetic field be
interpreted in terms of mantle properties and core processes?
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• Howcanatheoryof coreprocessesbeprovided?
How Can Better Spatial and Temporal Descriptions of the Main
Geomagnetic Field Be Obtained?
The description of the existing main geomagnetic field and its secular
variation is based on data that are imperfect and often inadequate for the
desired purposes, which require extrapolation to the core-mantle
boundary. The data contain errors and have uneven coverage in time and
space. Furthermore, the contributions from the crust and core are
mingled and thus far are inseparable. The core is believed to dominate up
to harmonic degree and order 12; the crust dominates above 16; both
sources contribute in the interval 13 to 15.
It is important that better methods be devised to optimize the
information content of the data used in the description of the field and
secular variation and to place confidence levels on the resulting models.
The time history of the geomagnetic field over the past few hundred
years can be determined from a combination of data from long-running
observatories and ship-track records. While ship-track records from
England have been used successfully to model past secular variation, the
reliability of these reconstructions could be significantly increased by
"mining" the historic records of other maritime nations, such as the
Netherlands, Spain, and Portugal.
The longer history of the field, on time scales of 103 to 105 years, is
determined by a combination of records from archaeomagnetism, lavas,
and lake and sea sediments. These data are crucial in the determination
of the spectrum of oscillations of the geomagnetic field and possible
variations in the strength of the field. This is an important time scale, as
there are theoretical reasons to believe that the fundamental oscillation
period of the dynamo operates in this range. Lavas are of use in obtaining
detailed time-histories of the geomagnetic field at select intervals of time.
Of particular interest are those that measure a reversal transition or a
geomagnetic excursion.
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The long-term behavior of the geomagnetic field, on time scales of
10 6 years or more, is determined principally from paleomagnetic
measurements. One area of interest is the average field behavior during
a given polarity interval. To first approximation, the long-term average
field direction at any given site is that of a geocentric axial dipole field.
However, general agreement is lacking as to how long it takes for that
mean field direction to manifest itself. Indeed, several studies have
suggested that the time-averaged field contains nondipole components that
persist throughout a given polarity interval. The existence of such
components would place a fundamental limitation on the use of
paleomagnetic data to determine plate motions and tectonic movements.
Marine magnetic anomalies provide a first-order record of the
polarity transitions for the past 200 million years. However, that record
contains certain time intervals where major problems exist and certain
unusual features whose precise nature has not yet been determined.
Collateral studies of contemporaneous rock sequences exposed on land or
obtained by coring at sea are needed to resolve these problems.
Because geomagnetic polarity transitions are the only frequent,
globally synchronous geophysical phenomena, high-precision
magnetostratigraphy is critically important to the correlation of ocean
sediments and to the establishment of a temporal framework for
biostratigraphic and isotopic events. An accurate magnetic polarity time
scale is imperative for any attempt to place regional events in the context
of global change. In addition, an accurate time scale is also a prerequisite
to analyses of the statistics of the polarity intervals, which provide
information directly relevant to dynamo modeling. Among the topics that
have been studied and for which definitive answers do not yet exist are the
distribution of the lengths of polarity intervals as well as differences
between normal and reversed intervals. Recently there has been consider-
ably controversy about the possibility of periodicities in the frequency of
reversals--again without a definite resolution.
While additional work on the time scale for the last 200 million years
is still needed, perhaps the most important area for new research will be
in determining the magnetic polarity time scale for time intervals prior to
the past 200 million years. Because there are no marine magnetic
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anomaliesandnodeep-seamarinesedimentsof thisage,thistaskwill be
particularlydifficult. However,it is possiblethatthemajorquestions
aboutthestatisticsofthepolarityintervalscannotbesolvedwithoutsuch
data.
How Should Those Descriptions of the Main Geomagnetic Field Be
Interpreted in Terms of Mantle Properties and Core Processes?
The downward extrapolation of contemporary models of the field is
complicated by the fact that the mantle has a nonzero electrical conductivi-
ty which increases with depth. While the conductivity of the upper
portion of the mantle (down to 1,000 km at most) may be estimated from
magnetic-induction studies, the conductivity of the lower portion is
determined by the character of the geomagnetic secular variation signal
that propagates from the core. Variations in this signal shorter than
several years appear to be screened by this conductivity, masking from
view any rapid variations (_< 1 year) within the core. However, these
same data provide valuable information about this conductivity distribu-
tion, particularly that in the lowermost portion of the mantle, called the
D" layer_ Until now, models of the conductivity distribution have
assumed axisymmetry. However, there is strong evidence from seismolo-
gy that the D" layer is nonsymmetric. An important question is whether
the geomagnetic data can discern this nonsymmetric conductivity distri-
bution.
Reliable determination of the temporal evolution of the magnetic
field at the core-mantle boundary provides a probe of the dynamics of
fluid flow in the core (of obvious importance to dynamo theory) through
the determination of the pattern of fluid flow immediately beneath the core
surface in much the same way that surface plate motions constrain models
of circulation in the mantle. Many important questions need to be
answered. Is the flow nearly in geostrophic balance, as in the atmo-
sphere, or is the complicating effect of Lorentz forces important? Is the
top of the core stably stratified? What is the radial length scale of the
flow? In other words, is the flow imaged at the core surface representa-
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tive of whole core convection, or is the flow as it is seen indicative of
flow only in the near vicinity of the core-mantle boundary and which may
be highly influenced by lateral heterogeneity of the mantle? Do abrupt
changes in the magnetic field result from magnetic instabilities, such as
kink instabilities, or are they just an ingredient of "normal" secular
variation?
A related problem concerns core-mantle interactions. These can be
split into two classes: those that transfer angular momentum between the
core and mantle and which thus affect the length of day, and those that do
not involve, at least directly, the transfer of angular momentum, such as
thermal interactions, but which are likely to affect the pattern of fluid flow
at the core surface. Great progress has been made in the past few years
in understanding the transfer of angular momentum: the budget of the
Earth's total angular momentum is now well explained on time scales of
decades (meteorological studies have led to a similar understanding on
seasonal to weekly time scales). But, although the budget is well
understood, the mechanism is not, and the great challenge is to understand
the relative importance of the various torques (pressure, electromagnetic,
gravitational, and viscous) that operate across the core-mantle boundary.
This issue is important not only in an understanding of the dynamics of
core-mantle coupling; it also has implications for other fields, including
dynamo theory and the interpretation of Earth nutation. Thermal and
chemical interactions play a central role in determining the convective
motions throughout the Earth's interior and are a vital ingredient in the
understanding of the thermal and chemical history of the Earth.
There are several questions regarding the nature of a polarity
transition:
• Is the Earth's magnetic field predominantly dipolar at the Earth's
surface during a transition?
• Are there preferred directional systematics present during a
transition?
• What is the temporal relationship between intensity changes and
directional changes?
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• What similarities and differences are there between successive
transitions?
• Is the transitional field predominantly of the dipole (asymmetric)
or quadrupole (symmetric) family?
• Are there very rapid changes in direction and/or intensity during
a polarity transition?
For many years, it was thought that westward drift was the dominant
mode of behavior of the nondipole field. Recent compilations of
historical data suggest that individual centers of nondipole activity can
move and evolve in a variety of ways.
• What processes govern the behavior of the sources of the
nondipole field?
• Are there persistent geographical controls on this behavior?
• What are the characteristic time constants in the secular-variation
record?
• Is there a change in secular variation immediately preceding or
following a polarity transition?
• What is the relationship between geomagnetic excursions and
secular variation?
• Are reversals distinct from normal secular variation or do they
represent an end member of a continuous spectrum in secular
variation?
Recently, paleomagnetic secular-variation data from lava flows have
been used to provide valuable indirect information on the magnitudes of
the competing dynamo families (dipolar and quadrupolar). Is the ratio of
the strength of dipole to quadrupole family high during the Paleozoic long
reverse interval as it appears to be during the Cretaceous long normal
interval? What do differences in the mean normal-polarity and
reverse-polarity data reflect? What are the changes in time of the mean
field-polarity asymmetries? What other paleomagnetic data can be used
to provide information on deep-Earth properties and processes?
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Thepresentdeterminationsofthetemporalvariationsin intensityof
thefieldonbothshortandlongtimescalesareespeciallysignificant;key
intervalsare the past few hundredthousandyearsand during the
superchrons.
How Can a Theory of Core Processes Be Provided?
A recent renewal of interest in the precessional driving mechanism
was sparked by the discovery that flows with elliptical stream-
lines--somewhat similar to the flows that are driven by the luni-solar
precession--are unstable. Whether this has any significant implications
for core dynamics is as yet unclear, but it certainly deserves further
investigation.
There is a very great need for further large-scale numerical
computation in which MHD dynamos of the same general type as that of
the Earth are constructed, Not only would this help resolve the nature of
the strong-field balance, but it would also indicate how models can be
"tuned" to the geomagnetic data. Ultimately, this tuning will lead to new
information about the physical state of the core. Very many numerical
experiments need to be performed covering a wide spectrum of input
parameters, and the results need to be compared. Moreover, there should
be several groups engaged in this research--groups that will benchmark
each other's programs, devise increasingly efficient numerical techniques,
and generally stimulate each other. So far, no efficient numerical method
has been devised that can cope with the dynamics over periods of the
order of the free decay time of field (14,000 years) in a system that turns
once every day. And of course, because of the celebrated theorem of
Cowling, it is necessary to seek fully three-dimensional solutions. It is a
little alarming for the standing of the United States in this field that
large-scale computational efforts are being made in this country at only
one institution. Other nations are making a greater commitment. For
example, the United Kingdom has a substantially larger effort in
manpower and resources in this area.
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Overthepastdecade,therehasbeenanincreasingawarenessof the
importanceoftheupperlayersofthecoreandthelowest(D") layerofthe
mantle.A betterunderstandingof theseregionsandof thenatureofcore
motionsisemergingfromthegeomagneticdatagatheredbysatelliteand,
over longerperiods,by geomagneticobservatories.Clearly, more
insightswill emergefromfurtherworkinthisarea,particularlyregarding
core-mantlecouplingandthedecadalvariationin thelengthof theday.
Thesourceofsecular-variationimpulseshasbaffledtheoreticiansfor
more thana decade. It remainsan importantunsolvedproblemof
geomagnetism.
Applications
Models and charts of the main field and its secular variation have a
wide range of practical applications. They provide quick answers to
questions about the strength and direction of the geomagnetic field.
Navigators, surveyors, and scientists depend on them directly, and nearly
everyone makes use of them indirectly. They are the source of the vital
magnetic information shown on the millions of nautical and aeronautical
charts and topographic maps sold in the United States each year. Models
are built into the onboard navigation systems of countless military,
commercial, and private aircraft. They provide the declination needed for
radio navigation systems and for airport runway designations. Surveyors
often need to know the declination, obtained from a model or chart, for
surveying land and mines. Models are used by geophysicists to remove
the main field trend from aerial survey measurements taken in the search
for minerals and petroleum. Information on declination, obtained from
models and charts, is used for aiming antennas and drill strings. Models
are used for finding the paths of cosmic rays, for the magnetospheric
coordinate system, and for calculating field-line geometry and the
locations of conjugate points. Magnetic charts are especially useful for
visualizing the shape of the Earth's magnetic field.
Accurate knowledge of the present-day magnetic field at the surface
is important to a wide range of commercial and military activities,
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including natural resource exploration, navigation, and orientation of drill
holes in oil exploration and production.
The reversal chronology and secular-variation records provide
valuable global and regional dating tools for diverse purposes. They can
be used to help establish baselines in global change research or for
stratigraphic control in mineral exploration.
Operational Needs
A severe difficulty in modeling the present field is the extremely
uneven distribution of observatories over the Earth's surface and the
absence of continuous monitoring by satellite. To obtain information
about the longer time scales of the secular variation, a major effort in
archaeomagnetism and paleomagnetism is required, including the
utilization of new techniques of dating and magnetic measurement. The
theory of core dynamics requires greater support in manpower and
computing facilities.
Improved Global Models of the Geomagnetic Field
The accuracy of any main field model, both in time and space,
depends critically upon the quality and distribution of the data upon which
it is based. In the absence of global, vector satellite survey data, modelers
are dependent on the various types of surface data. Even if periodic
satellite surveys were available, determination of accurate temporal
change between surveys depends upon the surface data. For study of the
Earth's interior, determination of the temporal change is at least as
important as determination of the field itself, and the time scales range
from less than a year to centuries; therefore, the highest priority in data
needs is for temporally continuous and global vector data. The best-
quality data would be from Magsat-like satellite surveys.
In the absence of such surveys, the highest priority should be to
augment the present distribution of magnetic observatories to obtain as
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nearly as possible an equal area coverage over the entire Earth, with a
spacing of no more than 2,000 km. If, in the future, continuous satellite
survey data become available, the augmented observatory data network
will still play a vital role in modeling. This is because truly accurate
models will be those which also model the ionospheric field. Since
satellite data are acquired above the ionospheric currents, such fields are
a source of inaccuracy for field models based only on satellite data. The
combination of satellite data with a good distribution of surface data
permits separation of the measured field according to its three constituent
fields: the interior of the Earth, the ionosphere, and the magnetosphere.
For incorporation of a definitive model of the ionosphere into our
main field models, data from more than a single satellite are required.
This is because the morphology of the ionospheric fields varies in local
time, whereas the data from a satellite are acquired at only two local times
(one ascending, the other descending). A reasonable attempt at such a
definitive model could probably be carried out with three satellites in orbit
simultaneously and spaced equally in local time.
The network of observatories, even if augmented as described above,
can profitably be supplemented by true repeat stations. By that is meant
stations that are visited every 2 to 5 years for remeasurement of the field.
The measurements at each reoccupation should be taken at the physically
identical position, and care should be taken to minimize or eliminate any
magnetic disturbance fields and the daily variation.
The observatory data should be supplemented by periodic surveys
over oceanic and remote land areas by aircraft or ship. These, in fact, are
crucial in any areas where the observatory data do not meet the require-
ments stated above. Such measurements will never have the accuracy or
continuity so valuable in observatory data, but--in the absence of an
observatory--will at least prevent the models from being wildly inaccu-
rate.
Because of the importance of determining the temporal characteristics
of the geomagnetic field, there is great interest in studying past field
changes. This can be done only for the few hundred years during which
some sort of magnetic data were acquired. Recent efforts to collect such
historical data and use them in deriving spherical harmonic models have
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proved very successful and useful. However, large portions of the
historical data are not known or available to the modeling community.
An effort to gather such data is needed to increase the accuracy of our
historical models.
Long-Period Variations: The Need for Archaeomagnetic and
Paleomagnetic Syntheses
With modern and historical data, the longest temporal scales
accessible are between 60 and 400 years. These are not the only
important time scales for study of the geomagnetic field and the underly-
ing dynamo. In fact, it can be argued that longer-period variations are
more important and fundamental.
Information about the longer-term secular variation of the geomag-
netic field can be obtained from the paleomagnetic study of archaeological
materials, lava flows, rapidly deposited sediments, and cave deposits.
One clear advantage of using archaeological materials is that they can
often by placed in a fairly restricted chronological context. The accuracy
and resolution of that context is greatest for samples that are only a few
hundred years old. Moreover, samples of that age are an important
means of supplementing the historical record of field directions. In
addition, paleointensity studies can provide the intensity information that
is lacking from the historical observations.
Lava flows represent another source of information about geomag-
netic secular variation. The advantage of lava flows is that they are
accurate recorders of the geomagnetic field direction at the time of the
eruption of the lava. In addition, using relatively well-established and
well-understood procedures, it is possible to determine fairly accurately
the absolute intensity of the geomagnetic field at the time of the extrusion
of a lava flow. However, here too, rock magnetic studies are needed to
improve the existing techniques. In addition, the record of volcanic
activity in some fields extends over periods of several hundred thousand
to a few million 2_ears. Paleomagnetic study of these fields can provide
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informationaboutthelong-termbehaviorof thefield thatis difficult to
obtainfromanyothersource.
In contrasto thearchaeologica|materialsandlavaflows,rapidly
depositedsedimentshavethepotentialofprovidingcontinuousrecordsof
geomagneticfieldbehavior.Recentlypaleomagnetistshavesucceededin
obtainingreproduciblerecordsof secularvariation from lacustrine
environments.For at leastthepast10,000years,theserecordsare
consistentonaregionalscaleandcontainfeaturesthatcanbecorrelated
onaglobalscale.At thepresenttime,theresolutionthatcanbeobtained
for anygivenareais limited by theunderstandingof the processes
involvedin themagnetizationof asediment;considerablymoreresearch
is neededin thisarea.
Theuseof sedimentsin determiningchangesin theintensityof the
geomagneticfield lagsfarbehindtheiruseto determinethedirectionof
thefield;veryfewpaleointensityrecordsareavailable.Thisdiscrepancy
is causedprimarily by the fact that the methodologyfor extracting
paleointensitydatafrom lakesedimentsi still evolving;thereisclearly
aneedformorefundamentalworkinthisarea.Resolutionoftheexisting
questionsregardingpaleointensitytechniqueswouldpavethe way for
determinationof the completepaleomagneticvector. Oneor more
recordsof the secularvariationof the totalgeomagneticfield would
probablyprovideimportantnewinsightsaboutsecularvariationitselfand
aboutheinteractionbetweenthedipoleandnondipolecomponentsofthe
field. Furthermore,theintensityof thegeomagneticfieldandthesolar
windaretheprimarymodulatorsof thefluxof galacticcosmicraysthat
controltheproductionof radiogenicisotopesin theEarth'satmosphere.
New dataaboutvariationsin geomagneticintensity,combinedwith
existingdataon radiocarbonproductionrates,will leadto a better
understandingof majorsolarprocesses.
Although initially studies of both directional records and
paleointensity records have focused on sediments spanning the last 10,000
years, records extending back in time for the last several hundred
thousand years are also very important. Extant and dry lakes in
unglaciated areas and long cores of marine sediments will be the primary
sources of these records.
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Nosinglesourceof informationwill provideacompleterecordof
secularvariation,andin thefinalanalysis,datafromseveralsourceswill
be needed. It is importantto recognizethatvirtually all aspectsof
paleomagnetismareinvolvedin thisprocess.Forexample,theresultsof
laboratoryrock-magneticstudiesareessentialto the interpretationof
paleomagneticsamplesfrom the field, becausewe needto knowthe
conditionsunderwhichtherecorderof thefieldis reliable.
As thesedataareaccumulated,theywill extendknowledgeof the
behaviorof theEarth'smagneticfield from the time scaleof a few
hundredyears(availablefromobservatorydata)andhistoricalrecordsto
a time scaleof tensof thousandsof years(initially) andhundredsof
thousandsof years(eventually).
Priorities
It is generally difficult to set firm priorities. However, on the basis
of the discussion above, the following are suggested as the top priorities,
grouped in order of importance:
Group 1.
• Augmentation of the observatory network;
• Continuous satellite survey; and
• Archaeomagnetic and paleomagnetic data acquisition.
Group 2.
• Historical data;
• Aeromagnetic and shipborne magnetic surveys;
• Repeat data; and
• Multiple satellite survey.
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Programmatic Aspects
Scientific Organizations
The study of the geodynamo is a central component of SEDI (Studies
of the Earth's Deep Interior), an international program under the guidance
of a IUGG committee of the International Union of Geodesy and
Geophysics (IUGG). This committee organizes biennial interdisciplinary
symposia allowing intimate interaction between geomagneticians and
scientists from other geophysical disciplines having a common interest in
the structure and dynamics of the Earth's deep interior. SEDI also
encourages the formation of national groups. Two such groups have been
formed to focus on geomagnetic studies: in the United Kingdom, a
National Environmental Research Council (NERC)-sponsored cooperative
study of hydromagnetic oscillations, and in Japan, a project on The
Earth's Central Core.
Under the SEDI umbrella, a Cooperative Study of the Earth's Deep
Interior is being developed in collaboration with the Earth Sciences
Section of NSF. Among other things, this initiative calls for a sustained
cooperative effort in the dynamic modeling of the dynamo process. If
implemented, this initiative should result in a significant level of support
for this activity.
Governmental Agencies
Governmental agencies are involved in two ways: several agencies
require the output of modeling efforts, and data acquisition capability
crosses agency boundaries.
Modeling requirements exist within DOD, USGS, NOAA, NASA,
and NSF. For the latter two, the requirements stem from the use of
models by researchers under the grant system.
An important fact is that different data sets are collected under the
auspices of different agencies. For example, satellite data are acquired by
DOD and NASA; magnetic observatory data are acquired by USGS and
r
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corresponding agencies abroad; and aeromagnetic data are acquired by
DOD, USGS, and the natural resource industry. Each of these organiza-
tional efforts is directed toward meeting internal requirements, yet each
data set is of value for geomagnetic studies and in particular for modeling
the main field. To our knowledge, no formal coordination occurs
between agencies.
The initiation of minimal joint planning between agencies, with the
participation of a scientific advisory group, would provide guidance so
that the data acquisition efforts could be planned both to satisfy needs of
individual agencies and to better meet the needs of the modeling commu-
nity.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Recent advances in geomagnetic analysis and theory, the advent of
data from recent measurements onboard satellites and historic measurer
ments on wooden ships, and complementary developments in other
geophysical disciplines (for example, seismic tomography) have resulted
in new insights into the existing picture of the structure and dynamics of
the Earth. These insights have also revealed shortcomings both in that
picture and in present attempts to improve it. There are several develop-
ments in measurement acquisition and research that are particularly
crucial for the continued progress of research in this area. They include
the following:
• Geomagnetic observatories should be set up to give more uniform
coverage over the Earth's surface, especially the oceanic areas.
Costs could be minimized by sharing existing facilities (for
example, Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology
[IRIS]). On a longer term, there should be a commitment to fly
a magnetic satellite at all times.
• Archaeomagnetic and lake- and sea-sediment data should be
gathered in order to add significantly to the sparse data available
about the geomagnetic field during the past few thousand years.
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High-qualitydatashouldbe soughtthat coverpaleosecular
variation,includingpaleointensity,magneticstratigraphy,and
reversaltransitions.Thegeomagneticopportunitiesaffordedby
the OceanDrilling Program(ODP)havenot yet beenfully
realized.Rescuearchaeologyhasthepotentialtoprovideuseful
archaeomagneticinformation.
Betterfieldmodelsshouldbegeneratedfromthedatatoprovide
constraintsongeodynamotheory.
Whencomparedwith theadvancesmadein thegatheringand
interpretationofdata,thedevelopmentamodelofthegeodynamo
isseentobelagging.Futureprogresswouldbeenhancedif this
imbalancewereredressedbythecommitmentofmoremanpower
andadvancedcomputeresourcestothemodelingofthegeomag-
neticdynamo.
=
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Stationary Platforms on the Surface and Seafloor
Introduction
The Earth's magnetic field varies on time scales of years to fractions
of seconds; the sources of these variations are both internal and external
to the Earth. These temporal variations are not uniform about the Earth's
surface but have local and regional differences determined by their
sources and by the physical structure of the Earth and the space surround-
ing it.
These temporal magnetic field variations may be used to study the
following:
• resistivity structure of the Earth's crust, mantle, and core-mantle
boundary (CMB);
• secular-variation sources at the CMB;
• main field origins;
• morphology of ionospheric and magnetospheric current systems
and plasma distributions;
• sources of pulsations (ultra-low frequency [ULF] waves);
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• atmospheric-ionosphericcouplingeffectsonatmosphericdynam-
icsandweatherpatternsthroughmonitoringof solarquiet(Sq)
variation;
• ocean dynamics (barotropic flow, internal waves, and so on); and
• magnetic activity indices and the nowcasting and forecasting of
magnetospheric and ionospheric disturbance.
To use these temporal variations effectively in studies like those
listed above requires a hierarchy of local, regional, and global magnetom-
eter arrays (both vector and scalar). Depending on the purpose, array
spacings may vary from kilometers to hundreds of kilometers. Because
more than half of the Earth is covered by oceans, magnetometer arrays
must also be placed on the ocean bottom.
Just as there is a wide range of array separations in the spatial
domain, there is also a wide range of frequencies (or periods) in the time
domain. The study of magnetospheric pulsations (ULF waves) is
concerned with periods from about 1 second to a few thousand seconds.
For magnetotelluric and induction studies, the range in periods is from
seconds to hours, and sometimes to days. Secular-variation and CMB
studies utilize periods of years, tens of years, and hundreds of years. In
these long-term studies, the baseline drifts of the instruments become
major sources of error; thus, independent, "absolute" instruments must be
used to precisely determine instrument "baselines" to 1 or 2 nanoteslas.
Similarly, a wide range of amplitude resolution is required: from 1.0
picotesla (1.0 milligamma) in the case of ULF waves to 1.0 nanotesla (1.0
gamma) for secular-variation studies.
The specifications cited are well within the reach of current
technology; instruments with these resolutions and accuracy can provide
key data for studying the important problems listed above.
The technology is available today for implementation of a global
network of geomagnetic observatories and magnetometer arrays to address
critical problems in the solid Earth and space physics.
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Issuesand Approaches
Current Status--Surface Platforms
Surface platforms are of mainly two types: magnetic observatories
and variation stations. Magnetic observatories are dedicated to recording
long-term (years) change in all three components of the magnetic field (as
well as shorter-term changes on scales of hours and minutes). Magnetic
observatories are primarily distinguished from variation stations by the
use of independent absolute instruments at the observatories to accurately
determine baselines in order to establish long-term trends (secular
variation). Data from magnetic observatories will typically be 1-minute
values or hourly mean values with a resolution of about 1 nanotesla
(sometimes 0.1 nanotesla). Currently the data are sent to World Data
Centers (WDCs); prior to this transmittal, the data are usually not
available for 11A to 5 years, and sometimes not until 10 years. There are
about 180 observatories worldwide that send data in digital form to the
WDCs. They are mostly in the Northern Hemisphere, with a dense
network in Europe. There are very few in the Southern Hemisphere; with
the exception of a few island observatories, there are none in the ocean
areas.
Variation stations record only variations in the vector components of
the Earth's magnetic field and do not attempt to determine baselines.
Although some arrays of variation stations are operated on a semiperma-
nent basis in Canada, Alaska, and northern Europe, most are operated on
a "campaign" basis. Variation stations are used in studies of ULF and
magnetospheric or ionospheric current systems and for induction and
magnetotelluric studies of crustal and upper-mantle resistivity structure
(such as in the EMSLAB project).
Repeat stations are temporary magnetic observatories with "absolute"
instruments that are set up for a few days at repeat sites at intervals of 2
to 10 years (usually 5 years). Data from these repeat stations are used to
augment data from permanent observations and satellite surveys in making
magnetic charts and spherical harmonic models of the Earth's magnetic
field.
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Current Status--Seafloor Platforms
Vector magnetic variations have been measured on the ocean bottom
with amplitude resolution up to 0.1 nanotesla and time resolution up to
about 60 seconds. The data are used in magnetotelluric and induction
studies of crustal and mantle resistivity. The platforms have been
operated in "campaign" modes for periods of weeks and months
(EMSLAB, Barotropic Electromagnetic and Pressure Experiment
(BEMPEX) and upcoming studies across passive margins and rift zones).
No permanent platforms have been established, and no absolute measure-
ments have been made to establish secular variation of the vector
components of the Earth's magnetic field, although there is a nascent
Japanese program.
Current Status--Instruments
More than half of the classical observatory magnetometers of a few
decades ago have been replaced by digital, electronic magnetometers.
The electronic magnetometers themselves are also being improved.
Recent developments have resulted in the availability of high-resolution,
very stable, self-biasing, ring core fluxgate vector magnetometers with
typical characteristics:
• noise: 0.02 nanotesla/hertz @ 0.1 hertz;
• temperature drift: 0.1 nanotesla/°C;
• baseline drift: 5 nanoteslas per year;
• power: 1-2 watts; and
• output: analog and digital.
These instruments can provide analog and digital data with resolution
of better than 0.1 nanotesla and accuracy of 1 or 2 nanoteslas at 1.0-
second intervals. Lower-power instruments have been developed for
special applications.
Total field instruments such as the D.C. polarized proton magnetom-
eter, the Overhauser proton magnetometer, and optically pumped
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magnetometers can provide absolute scalar data at sample intervals from
0.1 second to 5 seconds with precision from 1.0 picotesla to 0.1 nanotesla
and accuracy from 0.01 nanotesla to 1.0 nanotesla.
Current Status--Data Collection and Distribution
The reporting of results from magnetic observatories to World Data
Centers is a major problem. In a recent experiment to see how promptly
annual means were sent to WDC-A, for example, it was learned that
many observatories were 3 years late. Under the newly established
INTERMAGNET program, geomagnetic data from participating
geomagnetic observatories are transmitted in near real time via geostation-
ary satellites or computer links to collection and distribution centers know
as Geomagnetic Information Nodes (GINs). Four satellites are used
(GOES-E, GOES-W, Geostationary Meteorological Satellite [GMS] and
Meteorological Satellite [METEOSAT]) which cover most of the globe
from 70°N to 70°S latitude. Data consist of 1 minute samples of each of
the three components of the magnetic field from a fluxgate magnetometer
and of the total field from a proton magnetometer (all with resolution of
0.1 nanotesla). In some cases, 1-hour and 3-hour geomagnetic distur-
bance indices, similar to the K index, are generated at each site and
transmitted via satellite. The data, which include the best available
baseline values, are transmitted at 12-minute or 1-hour intervals.
About 25 observatories in North America, Europe, Africa, the
Pacific, and Antarctica are now participating in INTERMAGNET. GINs
are now operating in Golden, Colorado, United States; Edinburgh,
Scotland, United Kingdom; Paris, France; and Ottawa, Canada. Since no
GIN can see all of the INTERMAGNET satellites, it is planned to make
inter-GIN transfers each 24 hours via computer net so that each GIN will
have a complete global geomagnetic data set that is not more than 24
hours old. Users will receive global data sets on-line via
telephone-computer link, by E-Mail, or later by CD-ROMs that will be
updated at yearly intervals.
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Future Initiatives--Surface Platforms
The existing network of magnetic observatories should be expanded
to provide better global coverage, particularly in the Southern Hemi-
sphere. This should be considered because the technology exists today to
establish relatively inexpensive, unmanned observatories reporting via
satellite or telephone modem. However, the requirement still remains for
periodic visits to take absolute measurements for maintaining good
baseline control.
Capabilities of available instruments make it possible to have
observatory data with good baseline control, resolution of 0.1 nanotesla,
and 1.0-second sampling in near real time from a global network.
Although the data rates of satellites now used by INTERMAGNET limit
time resolution to 1.0 minute, 1.0-second data are available at
INTERMAGNET observatories for collection by auxiliary systems or
may be transmitted using higher data rate satellite systems.
The same low-power, high-resolution vector magnetometers used at
observatories may be coupled with equally low-power data collection
systems to produce sets of relatively inexpensive and highly portable array
magnetometers. These array magnetometer systems may be used in
regional arrays to discover and map anomalous electrical resistivity
structures in the continental crust and upper mantle. By augmenting these
array magnetometer systems with electric field sensors, MT soundings can
later be made over regional structures mapped by the array magnetometer
studies. These array systems have the same operating characteristics as
those earlier proposed by the Consortium on Array Magnetometers
(CAM).
As suggested in the CAM proposal, these same array systems can be
used for studies of ULF waves, field-line resonances, and the morphology
of magnetospheric source fields and current systems.
Consideration should be given to establishing a publicly funded set
of 25 array instruments (such as proposed by CAM) to be maintained by
a university member or by a public agency (such as USGS), and available
for use by both the solid-Earth and space physics communities. Coopera-
tive use of array instruments should result in the magnetospheric
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community's receiving help from the induction community in understand-
ing the significant effects of Earth structure on the characteristics of ULF
waves (particularly on polarizations).
Future Initiatives--Seafloor Platforms
To effectively study both the solid Earth and the space above it,
magnetic observations must be made over the entire Earth, including the
two-thirds covered by the oceans. The technology exists today to put low-
power vector and scalar magnetometers with data acquisition systems at
permanent sites on the seafloor. These sites could be autonomous and
interrogated remotely by surface vessels. Or they could be coupled to
surplus transoceanic cables to transmit their data continuously to land
terminals. It is technically feasible to take independent absolute measure-
ments on the seafloor using an Earth-seeking gyro for vertical and
directional references and using fluxgate and proton magnetometers in a
declination inclination magnetometer (DIM) system. The DIM system
would be lowered from a surface ship or a submersible, or even left in
place and periodically actuated remotely from the surface; for cable sites,
the emplaced DIM could be actuated through the cable. The possibilities
for these seafloor systems, as well as for obtaining absolute measurements
on the seafloor, were seriously covered in papers and discussions at a
session during the 1991 IUGG meeting in Vienna and should be further
developed.
In a recent study, the Earth was divided into 128 equal area elements
of 2,000 × 2,000 kilometers (km). Of these, 71 contained some land,
leaving 57 "ocean" elements. Some 32 of the ocean elements contained
islands, leaving 25 elements as potential candidates for ocean bottom
magnetic observatories. Approximately one-half of the land elements now
have observatories. Although 2,000-km spacing will satisfy main field
modeling, it does not quite meet the needs of secular-variation source
studies. The need for 700-to 1,400-km spacing could be satisfied by
temporary ocean bottom instruments around a permanent "anchor"
observatory.
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Future Initiatives--Global Geomagnetic Indices
Planetary indices of geomagnetic disturbance such as the planetary
K-index (Kp), disturbance storm time (Dst), and auroral electrojet
magnetic activity index (AE) are currently available to users with delays
of weeks (Kp) to years (AE). Although activity indices from a few
• selected sites are now available through INTERMAGNET and NOAA's
Space Environmental Services Center (SESC) in Boulder, Colorado, in
near real time, true planetary activity indices are not yet available with a
promptness approaching "near real time." Users whose activities are
adversely affected by geomagnetic disturbances urgently need real-time
notice of the disturbance state of the magnetosphere.
Recommendations
• Selected geomagnetic observatories using suitable low-noise
magnetometers should begin to collect three-component data at 1-
second intervals for use by the magnetospheric and induction
communities.
• Long-period, two-component horizontal electric field measure-
ments (similar to those made at Tucson, Arizona, in the 1920s)
should be made at a worldwide network of selected geomagnetic
observatories. These data, in conjunction with long-period
geomagnetic data, can be used to study deep-Earth resistivity
structure.
• Where islands are not available, geomagnetic observatories
utilizing three-component magnetometers and total field absolute
magnetometers should be established on the ocean bottom.
Methods should be developed for taking absolute measurements
on the ocean floor. This effort should be coordinated with the
IRIS Ocean Seismic Network; in general, efforts should be made
to collocate geomagnetic observatories with planned seismic
observatories. A task force should be formed to design and
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estimate the cost of the ocean bottom observatory and absolute
measurement system.
Geomagnetic observatory coverage of ocean areas should be
planned to take advantage of ocean islands, where possible, since
costs of installation and periodic absolute measurements would be
much less than on the ocean bottom. Collocation with existing or
planned seismic or geodetic observatories should be sought where
feasible.
The INTERMAGNET observatory network should be expanded
in the auroral zones (Eastern Canada and Siberia) and in lower
midlatitude regions to provide a sufficient array of stations for
calculation of real-time AE and Dst indices.
The planned deployment of six U.S.- and four U.K.-unmanned
Automatic Geophysical Observatories (AGOs) in the Antarctic
should be encouraged. Recordings with modern low-noise instru-
ments should be maintained at manned sites for both
magnetospheric research and induction studies.
A publicly funded set of approximately 25 three-component array
magnetometers and data acquisition systems (with provision for
electric field registration) should be obtained. These systems
would be similar to those previously proposed by the CAM. The
systems would be time-shared by the induction and
magnetospheric communities and would be maintained by one of
the universities involved or by USGS.
An adequate supply of state-of-the-art wideband MT systems
should be developed and maintained for academic use.
Selected geomagnetic observatories with low-noise magne-
tometers should compute dB/dt at 1-second intervals for electric
power companies on a campaign basis. Should these data prove
useful, consideration should be given to computing a dB/dt index
on a permanent basis and transmitting it in real time to electrical
power companies to warn of potential damage to electrical power
systems from geomagnetic storms.
A chain of geomagnetic observatories reporting in near real time
through INTERMAGNET should be established in the equatorial
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zonetoprovidecorrectionsfortheU.S.NavyPOGSsatelliteand
possiblefuturemagneticmappingsatellites.
INTERMAGNETandSolar-TerrestrialEnergyProgram(STEP)
shouldcooperatecloselyin establishingcomplementaryglobal
geomagneticdatabases.
Transoceaniccablesthatarenolongerrequiredshouldbemade
availableforpassivemonitoringof electricfieldpotentials.
Airborne/Shipborne Facilities
Enhanced Capabilities
Recent technological advances in airborne/shipborne platforms
greatly enhance understanding of the nature and evolution of the
lithosphere. For example, the development of optically pumped
magnetometers offer an order-of-magnitude improvement in sensitivity
over the commonly utilized proton precession magnetometer developed
in the middle 1950s. Electronic navigation to meet national map accuracy
standards complements these improved magnetometers. Aircraft and
ships appear to be available to address the scientific needs outlined in this
appendix, except for a long-range aircraft to traverse remote oceanic
areas. With the availability of platforms and with the many advances in
airborne/shipborne acquisition systems, accurate magnetic data can be
routinely collected for a wide range of applications, from the detection of
hydrocarbon seepage at a scale of 1:5,000 to fundamental structures
related to the formation and evolution of continents at a scale of
1:5,000,000.
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Data Acquisition
Ships of Opportunity
The problem of major data gaps or poor data resolution should be
addressed by capitalizing on ships of opportunity operated by NOAA,
University-National Oceanographic Laboratory System (UNOLS), USGS,
NSF, or private industry. The (federal) NOAA fleet is encouraged to
routinely acquire gravity and magnetic data. The utilization of willing
vessels of opportunity within the merchant and geophysical industries fleet
would also help fill gaps. While systematic surveys provide more specific
information for analysis, single tracklines available from various vessels
over time can provide valuable information. In addition, geographic areas
of mutual interest among private industry, government, and academia
should be identified and agreements negotiated (1)to share mobilization
and demobilization costs; (2) to share data acquisition and processing
costs; and (3) to foster a greater synergism through the open exchange of
nonproprietary Earth sciences information. Achievement of these
objectives will require the identification of key resource people in the
respective organizations.
National Airborne Survey
The existing digital magnetic data set of the United States and its
continental shelves cannot adequately address many scientific and societal
problems. Effects due to datum shifts and nonuniform observation levels
result in errors that severely limit the usefulness of the present national
data set. Detailed analysis suggests that these data are adequate for a
narrow range of anomaly wavelengths (40 to 500 kin). Because exploit-
able mineral and ground water resources occur at depths from 1 meter to
a few thousand meters, their delineation requires magnetic anomaly
information at wavelengths considerably less than 40 km. Anomaly wave-
lengths greater than 500 km are important to any regional geological study
and to verify and complement satellite field interpretations. Clearly, it is
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time for a national commitment to a new magnetic data set of higher
quality at all wavelengths.
The compilation of such a magnetic data set requires both the
reprocessing of old data and the collection of new data. In limited areas
(about one-third of the United States) data were collected with survey
specifications appropriate for the geological setting and with calibrations
established with long-distance flight-line data. However, two-thirds of the
United States contains data collected at an inappropriate survey spacing
or altitude.
Canada, Finland, Russia, Zimbabwe, Liberia, and Australia are
among the countries that have established cost-effective national airborne
geophysics programs. For example, Canada has collected more than 9
million line kilometers of magnetic data at a spacing of 0.8 km, has
published more than 9,500 aeromagnetic anomaly maps, and has
distributed 30,000 aeromagnetic anomaly maps per year (the most
requested item of the Geological Survey of Canada). The Canadian
aeromagnetic program has been a very successful endeavor that has led
directly or indirectly to the discovery of many ore deposits. The overall
cost of the aeromagnetic program has been recovered, many times over,
by the general economic benefits to the country that result from such
discoveries and from taxes that are subsequently paid to the provincial and
federal governments.
In Finland, magnetic and electromagnetic data have been collected
at a flight-line spacing of 0.4 km for the entire country. Because the
resulting data set proved to be a valuable national resource, the airborne
geophysics program was expanded to refly the country at a flight-line
spacing of 0.2 km. A highly successful high-resolution aeromagnetic
survey program of the State of Minnesota was recently completed using
a line spacing of 0.4 km over most of the state. In comparison, the
average flight-line spacing in the United States is about 4 km, which is
inadequate for most geophysical analyses.
The U.S. national data base clearly needs to be upgraded to modern
international standards. The operational platforms and technology exist
to carry out this task. Steps should be taken:
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• to provide a plan and budget to merge existing data using
advanced techniques in the compilation of the second-generation
magnetic anomaly map of the United States;
• to assess the quality of existing data over the United States
extending to a few hundred kilometers offshore; and
• to provide a cost-benefit study for the replacement of all substan-
dard existing data with new data.
High-altitude Airborne Survey
Using a suitable aircraft (for example, a B-57), it should be possible
to cover the continental United States at an altitude of about 20 km and
comparable line spacing in a cost-effective way. Data thus acquired
would bridge the gap between low-level and satellite data, define regional
magnetic fields, and provide coverage of the continental shelf extending
out to a few hundred kilometers offshore. Vector data should also be
available for main field modeling. If successful, the project could be
expanded to other parts of the world. The survey could be expected to
have important interfaces with various geomagnetic disciplines.
An appropriate task group should define detailed requirements and
specifications for this program. This task group should define survey
specifications, select an appropriate platform, and decide what type of
instrumentation should be used. In performing its task, the group should
consider costs involved against scientific gains to both the lithospheric and
main field scientific communities.
High-latitude Airborne Surveys
High-latitude aeromagnetic surveys, associated with other airborne
surveys, are a central element of the geomagnetic initiative. The Arctic,
southern oceans, and Antarctica have special needs. Remote offshore
areas such as the Bering Straits and Chukchi Sea should be surveyed by
long-range aircraft.
Long-range aircraft, such as the U.S. P3 or Russian Ilyushin 18, are
needed to fly low-level surveys in Antarctica over adjacent oceanic crust
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andtheoceancontinentboundary.Linespacingwill generallybewider
thanordinarilyacceptablefor continentalsurveys. Short-range,ski-
equippedaircraftarenecessaryto fly closelyspacedlinesandareneeded
overice-coveredcontinentalareasof Antarctica.Planescurrentlybeing
usedareTwin Otters(in the UnitedStatesandUnitedKingdom)or
Dornier228s(Germany)withfueldeliveredtothefieldcampsbyLC130s
(a ski-equippedC130). Aeromagneticsurveyshouldbeconductedin
combinationwithradaricesounding(2-to-3-kmpenetration)andairborne
gravity as is presentlybeing done by the CASERTZ (Corridor
AerogeophysicsSouthEastRossTransectZone)program.
Rock Properties
Rock magnetic studies are commonly conducted independently of the
required mineralogical, geochemical, and petrological background for
linking magnetic property data to interpretation of magnetic anomalies.
No single investigator has--or is likely to acquire--the broad expertise
and wide range of analytical and experimental facilities that are necessary
to produce all the measurements necessary to construct detailed models of
lithospheric magnetization. For the study of the geology and geophysics
of rock magnetism relevant to lithospheric magnetic anomalies, existing
laboratories need realistic support, which includes technical personnel.
New facilities are also required, and, in particular, instruments are
needed to measure magnetic properties at elevated pressures and
temperatures. Ready access is needed to instruments capable of imaging
and analyzing magnetic minerals and associated silicates at micron and
submicron scales, including conventional optical and electron instruments
as well as such new developments as atomic force microscopes.
Furthermore, it is essential that critical magnetic property data measured
on given samples be complemented by analyses of other physical and
chemical properties of the same samples. These studies may include, but
are not limited to, mineralogy, mineral chemistry, geothermobarometry,
geochemistry of major and trace elements, radiochronology, elastic
parameters, thermal and electrical conductivities, and densities. These
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supporting data would enable the magnetic properties to be placed in a
lithospheric context and meaningfully related to magnetic anomalies.
Minimal Survey Requirements
Regional Low-Level Airborne Surveys
Surveys should be flown with high-sensitivity magnetometers and
state-of-the-art survey aircraft compensation. Compensation figure of
merit of the survey aircraft should be less that 3 nanoteslas. The diurnal
variation should be removed using a combination of control lines and base
station magnetometers. Over areas where magnetic rocks are close to the
surface, a basic flight-line spacing of 1 km or less should be utilized with
the control/traverse line ratio being about 1:10. The surveys should be
carried out by qualified parties specializing in the aeromagnetic survey
technique who would adhere to a set of survey specifications. The survey
should be monitored at both the field survey and compilation stages.
Draped, gradient, and vector surveys may require more stringent
standards. It may be appropriate to include other geophysical sensors
(such as very-low-frequency electromagnetic sensors) that would provide
additional geophysical information at little additional cost.
Ship Surveys
The optimum marine survey specification should be to acquire data
along regularly spaced lines. However, it is recognized that survey
standards will often be governed by the primary mission of the vessel and
sponsoring organization. In the case of NOAA vessels, line spacing and
sample density are usually governed by the requirements to acquire high-
quality multibeam sonar soundings. Ideally the direction of survey lines
should be based on the orientation of geological structure and, most
importantly at low latitudes, by the orientation of the magnetic field.
Gradiometer data should be routinely collected to avoid problems with
diurnal corrections and external fields at high and low latitudes. For
9
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consistent compilation, it is necessary to reduce the gradiometer data
using standardized methods. Because there is a wide range of internation-
al groups acquiring data, this could become a major difficulty.
The routine collection of marine magnetic data has not evolved to
provide information compatible with the resolution of swath bathymetry
systems. As such, information on oceanic crustal structure and processes
is lost by the inability to exploit the detailed information contained in the
bathymetry in conjunction with analysis of the magnetic anomaly data.
Although deep-tow magnetometer technology exists, such systems are
expensive and must be towed slowly. A desirable compromise is the
development of a mid-depth-tow magnetometer that can be towed at 7 to
10 knots yet provide higher-resolution measurements. Deep-tow
measurements are still very useful for studying the ridge axis.
Positioning
For all surveys, positioning systems such as the GPS or the USSR
Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS), should provide point
position (three dimensional for land surveys) to the national map accuracy
standard. All map/chart products, whether over land or ocean, should be
in compliance with the National Map Accuracy Standards and should be
referenced to a recognized geodetic system.
Technology Development
Airborne System Improvements
To achieve accuracies of better than 1 nanotesla in high-resolution
aeromagnetic surveys, several issues should be addressed. Aircraft
magnetic compensation methods need improvement to fully utilize new
high-sensitivity magnetometers. Considerable care is also required in the
removal of temporal variations, including secondary fields due to currents
induced in the Earth (for example, along coastlines). A viable approach
to remove temporal variations may be the deployment of several vector
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magnetometerbasestationsto definethetransfertensor. A studyis
requiredto determinetheoptimumspacingandnumberof suchmagne-
tometers.Preciseverticalpositioncontrolusingsomecombinationof
barometric,radar,and/orlaseraltimeterstogetherwithsatellitenavigation
isvital.
Magnetometers
The main direction to be encouraged is the development of vector,
gradiometer, and vector gradiometer systems, because more interpreta-
tional techniques can be applied to the resultant data. For instance, vector
or gradiometer systems make possible the immediate recognition of
three-dimensional anomalies from a single profile. Algorithms have
already been developed to exploit these additional data to interpret the
presence of three-dimensional structure from profile data. Further,
gradient data can be used to improve interpolation from flight lines onto
a regular grid and to relax survey specifications and reduce costs.
Combinations of vector and gradient data have not yet been explored
from either an instrumentation or a computational point of view. Given
that both have individually shown substantial advantages, the use of the
combination should be explored as a long-range development.
Satellite Platforms
Scientific Framework
The need for spacecraft measurements has been defined in the
previous sections. In an effort to support these data requirements that
pertain to diverse scientific interests and applications (civilian, industrial,
and military), the series of present, impending, and planned missions and
missions of opportunity has been considered. The specific scientific
disciplines relate to the following:
* the magnetosphere, ionosphere, and atmosphere;
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• lithospheric magnetic fields;
• electromagnetic studies of the solid Earth and oceans; and
* main field and core processes.
In addition, there has surfaced a widespread concern for the quality
of collected data of any form that are directly affected by the instanta-
neous condition of the magnetosphere. Pragmatic concerns with regard
to communications systems, power grid reliability, navigational ability,
and satellite and general space survivability necessitate the continuous
measurements of magnetic fields not only in the proximity of the Earth,
but also--and perhaps even more importantly-- throughout the
magnetosphere and in the solar wind. The central theme is the monitor-
ing-and ultimately prediction--of the magnetospheric condition through
the modeling and understanding of dynamic processes.
Figure Bl-la is a DE-1 auroral image registering a major magnetic
storm on 13 March 1989 (Allen, J., H. Saner, L. Frank, and P. Reiff,
Effects of the March 1989 solar activity, EOS, Trans. AGU, 70:1479,
1989). Superimposed are magnetic field disturbance data from the field-
aligned current system that accompanies such events. These storms are
not atypical, especially during the downside of solar maximum. The
auroral oval during nonstorm times is commonly around 70" to 75"
magnetic latitude (MLAT). Typical magnetic storms can expand the oval
to 50" to 60 ° MLAT; this has been observed consistently in the Upper
Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) magnetic field data. One example
on October 28, 1991, showed field-aligned current disturbances at 45 °
MLAT (35 ° geographic latitude!).
It is not just the location of these effects that is significant but the size
of the polar cap (the area of open magnetic field lines within the oval),
which reflects the increased magnitude of energy stored in the
magnetosphere, most of which is dissipated in the ionosphere. This very
stressed configuration of the magnetosphere is contained by the entire
current system, and the ionospheric auroral oval region can be considered
as the focus of that system. The storm processes release this energy and
depend not only on solar wind factors (pressure and IMF originating from
flare regions as well as other solar and interplanetary processes) but also
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on the inertia, inductance, stored energy, and general internal
magnetospheric processes and structure.
Figure Bl-lb is an artist's conception of the field-aligned current
(FAC) system: The DE-1/HILAT image establishes the correlation
between the auroral luminosity and location and the FAC intensity and
location. This artist's FAC figure goes further: it sketches the
three-dimensional configuration of the FAC system and also shows the
correlation of the FACs and the horizontal ionospheric electrojet Hall
current. The statistical pattern of low-altitude field-aligned currents is the
"focus" of the entire magnetospheric system and its dynamics.
The accompanying ionospheric currents (electrojet Hall currents)
increase comparably in amplitude and move in concert with the
field-aligned currents and the aurora. The two large-scale Hall electroject
currents flow generally in the longitudinal direction over 6 to 10 hours of
local time and their dynamic motion, for example in latitude, has the
largest inductive effect on the Earth's surface (including conducting
artifacts such as transmission lines and pipelines). This Hall current is
generally perpendicular to the ionospheric electric field and, and except
for motion, time variations, and the end points, is not dissipative. The
horizontal ionospheric Pedersen currents that connect the FACs are
parallel to the local electric field and are the primary dissipation currents
that heat and create the ionosphere in darkness; this energy input is
generally larger (up to a factor Of 10 for intense storms) than the particle
precipitation energy input. The tens of millions of amperes of horizontal
ionospheric currents from this March 13, 1989, event overloaded the
entire power grid of Quebec and a partial section of Scandinavia's grid,
disrupting power for more than 9 hours; similar events disrupt general
communication, particularly via satellite.
Specific Scientific and Societal Issues
The following section presents a discussion of the role of satellite
platforms in addressing specific scientific issues itemized in the working
group reports in this appendix.
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Scientific Issue A1: Magnetosphere, Ionosphere, and Atmosphere
The solar wind couples to the Earth's magnetic field through the
processes of magnetic reconnection and viscous interaction. Energy mass
and momentum extracted from the solar wind through these processes
generates a global convection system that transports magnetic field and
particles from the dayside to create a large cometlike tail on the nightside.
This convection system, however, is unstable. After merging on the front
side, newly opened field lines are transported by the solar wind to the
nightside, and temporarily stored in the tail. About an hour later they
reconnect forming closed field lines. This process allows the tail-like
field lines to collapse earthward accelerating particles into the inner
magnetosphere where either they precipitate into the atmosphere causing
aurora or they are injected into the Van Allen radiation belts enhancing
the ring current. This sequence of events--corresponding to a complete
circuit through this global convection system--is called a magnetospheric
substorm. A magnetic storm is produced when a number of substorms
occur in rapid succession, building up an intense ring current.
Separation of charges in the moving magnetospheric plasma creates
electric fields that are projected onto the ionosphere along highly
conducting field lines. These fields drive electrical currents in the
ionosphere which--in regions of electric field in conductivity gradi-
ents-couple to the magnetosphere through field-aligned currents. Almost
all magnetic activity is caused by variations in the intensity of these
magnetospheric field-aligned and ionospheric currents.
To explain how these electrical currents affect the Earth's outer
magnetic field a quantitative description of the processes that produced
them must be obtained. This is accomplished by simultaneously
measuring the magnetic fields and particles in the various regions.
Upstream monitors in the solar wind provide a description of the solar
wind input to the magnetosphere. Magnetometers at geosynchronous
orbit detect the changes in locations of the boundary of the
magnetosphere, the ring current, and the tail current. Magnetometers on
polar-orbiting spacecraft obtain snapshots of the location and strength of
the field-aligned currents connecting the magnetosphere to the ionosphere.
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Networksof groundstationsmakeit possibletoprovidesynopticmapsof
the ionospherecurrentsthatconnectto thefield-alignedcurrents.
Modelsofsolarwindcoupling,substorms,andstormsarebasedon
datafrom thisbroadcollectionof spacecraftandgroundobservatories.
Thesemodelscanbeusedinmagnetosphericesearchtohelpoperational
platformsmitigatetheadverse ffectsof spaceweatheror to subtract
magnetospheric"noise"fromdatausedin studiesof thesolidEarth.
Sfientific Issue A2: Lithospheric Fields
The first crustal magnetic anomaly maps from Magsat revealed
previously unknown, long-wavelength anomalies (400 to 4,000 km). It
is not known whether the source region of these anomalies extends below
the lower crust to the mantle. The lack of Magsat anomaly resolution has
hindered the interpretation of these features. Data from ARISTOTELES
improves the crustal anomaly field resolution because the satellite will, at
times, be in a low (250 km) circular orbit. In addition, gravity data will
be recorded simultaneously. The gravity data will aid in the magnetic
interpretation by constraining the density of the source rock. One of the
working group recommendations is to promote new satellite magnetic
missions with orbits as low as possible in order to define source regions
in the lithosphere more precisely.
Derivation of a reliable magnetic anomaly map is the most important
tasks. Nonlithospheric "noise" in the map--if unrecognized--may be
attributed to magnetization of the lithosphere and may lead to incorrect
conclusions regarding the magnetic properties of the lithosphere.
Therefore, it is essential to evaluate the noise level at each data-processing
stage. A regional magnetic anomaly is usually derived through the
following processes:
• Measurements. Aside from possible instrument drift and errors,
the uncertainty of the location of measurement, especially in the
sea, could introduce significant errors to the data.
• External field component. The magnetic data are usually
collected during the external field quiet periods, but this is not
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always possible, especially in the polar regions where the
quasi-steady external field is significantly disturbed even during
very quiet periods.
• IGRF removal. The IGRF models used to remove the core field
component may not be accurate on a regional scale, though more
recent models derived from Magsat data are probably reliable.
• Gridding. This is a nontrivial task, since the sample density
along tracks is usually much higher than the track separation.
• Patching neighboring surveys. The regional magnetic anomaly
maps are derived by patching many survey data.
Continental-scale magnetic anomaly maps have been derived by
stitching together smaller-scale surveys recorded over a wide time
interval. While important, these composite maps have suffered from an
insufficiently determined zero field reference level. ARISTOTELES data,
being measured at a constant altitude, would provide a refined core-field
reference surface to which those composite data could be related.
Scientific Issue A3: Electromagnetic Induction
The electrical conductivity of the crust and upper mantle is probed
by the response of these layers to low-frequency electromagnetic waves,
magnetic impulses, and electrical currents in the magnetosphere and
ionosphere. The magnetic signatures observed with arrays of magnetome-
ters on the Earth's surface are a summation of signals generated in the
ionosphere and magnetosphere and of the induced signals generated in the
conducting layers below the Earth's surface.
In order to separate the source signal from the induced signal
unambiguously, the source signal must be specified. By increasing the
accuracy of the source signal specification, the accuracy of the induced
signal will be increased. While models of the ionospheric currents such
as the solar quiet and auroral electrojet currents may be useful, the best
approach is to specify the source signal based on data from satellites that
are in or near the source currents. This requires continuous monitoring
of the magnetic field. For complete monitoring of the sources, there must
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be a geosynchronous satellite on the dayside and another one on the
nightside. In addition, a low-Earth orbit satellite at high latitudes and
another at low latitudes are required. These satellites need to be in
operation continuously--both to measure the very low frequency waves
and magnetic currents in the source region and to be available at all times
that electrical induction measurements might be made.
Scientific Issue A4: Main Field and Core Processes
The Earth's geomagnetic main field, which is produced by dynamo
action in the Earth's core, varies slowly (but erratically) with time in such
a manner that is predictable for only very short time intervals (on the
order of 5 years or less). Based on fundamental physics, dynamo theories
to date are inadequate to make any meaningful predictions. Yet nearly all
geomagnetic disciplines depend on the ability to accurately isolate the
main field from magnetic field observations in order to properly study the
spatial and temporal residual or anomalous magnetic field as well as the
core itself. Therefore, phenomenological models of the Earth's main
magnetic field and its secular variation must be relied upon for this
purpose. As input, this requires data from satellites that continuously
monitor the Earth's magnetic field on a global scale, in the altitude range
of 300 km to 1,000 km. ARISTOTELES in the near term and
DMSP/POGS and the NOAA polar satellites upgraded to Magsat quality
in the long term will provide the necessary observational platforms for
main field and secular field analyses. Other lower-altitude satellites
between 150-km to 300-km altitude are needed to resolve the intermedi-
ate-wavelength crustal anomalies.
Magnetic Field Satellite Requirements
To address the scientific and societal issues described above, five
types of measurements are required.
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Continuous Measurement of the Geomagnetic Field (Magsat-
Quality Instrumentation)
The geomagnetic field should be measured continuously with suffi-
cient sensitivity, attitude knowledge of the vector components, and
knowledge of the noise to record the field and its secular change over two
solar cycles (22 years). This can be accomplished by adding instruments
to, or modifying instruments on, existing satellite series such as DMSP,
POGS, or the NOAA polar weather satellites. Continuous time series
would not only record secular variations but, in addition, the elusive
short-term (1-year) main field changes or "jerks."
Low-Altitude Surveys
There have been numerous attempts to study the lithospheric
magnetic anomaly field with Magsat data (about 500 km altitude). The
wavelength of these anomalies (up to a few thousand kilometers) and their
amplitude (from a few nanoteslas to a few tens of nanoteslas) make them
difficult to identify with precision in Magsat data. Their amplitude will
be increased by several times (depending upon their wavelength) if
measurements are taken at an altitude of only 200 km. These anomalies
are largely static in nature, so a global survey with a single satellite (with
fine spatial resolution), rather than a survey with multiple spacecraft, is
required. Multiple spacecraft, however, would assist in a better under-
standing of the external field transients that would benefit magnetospheric
workers, and, indirectly, solid-Earth workers.
Sun-Earth Lagrangian Point Measurements
The magnetospheric research community, including civilian and
military agencies, has a need for real-time data specifying the state of
incoming solar wind and the state of the interplanetary magnetic field.
This information is used in short-term forecasts of the ionosphere and
magnetosphere. This need is satisfied by a magnetic field spacecraft at the
Sun-Earth first Lagrangian point. The Russian program had included the
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Regatta spacecraft, stabilized by solar sails, to fulfill this need, but
construction was stopped due to financial difficulties.
Geosynchronous Measurements
The geosynchronous orbit is well populated with communication,
weather, and surveillance spacecraft which occupy fixed locations in the
geomagnetic field. If properly equipped with magnetometers, these space-
craft would provide unique opportunities to monitor the effects of the
major current systems that create the outer portions of the Earth's
magnetic field and sources of hydromagnetic waves propagating through
the magnetosphere. It is necessary that there be at least three spacecraft
spaced equally in local time. There are presently two NOAA/GOES
spacecraft that provide two of the three vehicles needed. Appropriate
processing of these data provides important proxies for solar wind
conditions when not directly observed by an upstream monitor.
For maximum effectiveness, the Lagrangian and geosynchronous
monitors require real-time data archiving and distribution.
"Imaging" the Three-dimensional Ionospheric Current Systems
Spacecraft in low-Earth, polar orbits will pass though the major
field-aligned current systems between the magnetosphere and ionosphere
within about 15 minutes per hemisphere. These ionospheric-
magnetospheric current systems are of keen interest to investigators
studying the geospace environment but are "noise" to those trying to
measure the Earth's main field and the contribution from static magnetiza-
tion in the lithosphere. These current systems change rapidly in three
dimensions and are found, with different characteristics, at all latitudes.
Three or more spacecraft equipped with magnetometers, located at
different local time orbits, would show the first-order features of these
currents as the solar wind fluctuates. This in turn would help in
understanding these complex processes and would provide valuable input
to models specifying the state of the magnetosphere and ionosphere (see
Figure BI-1). NOAA and DOD have a series of environmental monitor-
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ing spacecraftin low-Earthpolarorbits. If appropriatemagnetometers
wereplacedon theseplatforms,theywouldcost-effectivelysatisfythis
operationalneed.
Present, Planned, and Suggested Magnetic Field Satellite Missions
The operating and planned satellites relevant to this report are
reviewed below. Readers should be aware that the status of operating and
planned satellites may have changed appreciably between the time of the
workshop and publication of this report.
Presently Operating
POGS Series. Polar Orbiting Geomagnetic Satellite, launched by
the U.S. Navy in April 1990, (polar orbit 89.98 ° inclination, 730 km
altitude) is providing scalar data that will be distributed to the scientific
community through the NOAA/National Geophysical Data Center
(NGDC) World Data Center. The field magnitude is accurate to about 10
nanoteslas. Its lifetime is expected to be 3 years; follow-on missions are
planned. The purpose of the mission is to provide scalar data for the 1995
epoch DOD world magnetic model of the main field and its secular
variation.
UARS. Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite launched by NASA
in September 199i (57 ° inclination, 600 km altitude). The magnetometer
is part of the Particle Environment Monitor that monitors energy input,
particles, and current. It was designed with 2 nanotesla resolution and
tens of nanoteslas absolute accuracy per axis. UARS is a very stable
platform facilitating baseline removal and allowing the remote measure-
ment of ionospheric currents.
NOAA/GOES Series. These spacecraft have operated continuously
from 1974 to present; all carry magnetometers. IMP-J, launched in 1972,
still provides solar wind and outer magnetosphere measurements and
monitors, in elliptical orbits at 35 Re (Earth radii).
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Planned Satellites
The following satellite missions are in various planning and funding
stages, with various possibilities of being realized.
ISTP. At the time this report was written, the NASA International
Solar Terrestrial Program spacecraft were scheduled as followed:
Geotail, launch July 1992, equatorial, 100 Re; Polar, launch scheduled for
1993, polar, 4 Re; Wind, launch also scheduled for 1993, first Lagrangian
point (L-1 point).
DMSP/POGS. NASA, the Air Force Geophysical Laboratory, and
the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office have been studying the possibility
of placing high-resolution magnetometers on the U.S. Air Force's
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program satellites. Two of these
satellites are always kept in orbit for meteorological observations and, if
precision magnetometers for intercalibration were part of the routine
instrumentation package, long-term magnetic field measurements would
be assured. A magnetometer now carried within the body of the satellite
for orientation purposes shows as much as 8,000 nanoteslas of spacecraft-
generated noise. Future satellites of this series are identified by "Blocks"
with the following characteristics:
Block 5: Six satellites in the 1994-2005 time period, vector
magnetometer with some attitude information, 5-m boom.
Block 6: Satellites in the 2005-2015 time period, full vector plus
scalar capability, 8-m boom, attitude transfer to 1 arc minute,
with upgrade to 10 arc seconds possible.
FREJA. A Swedish auroral scientific satellite with fields, plasma,
waves, and imaging data. The platform spins at 10 rpm; it has an orbit
with 600 x 1,700-km altitude, a 63 ° inclination, a 2-year lifetime, and
a planned October 1992 launch. The magnetic field experiment is boom-
mounted and computer-based with 2 nanotesla resolution, attitude to a
fraction of a degree, and high sampling rate with band-passed channels for
wave measurements. The microprocessor, among other duties, will
process the data with fast Fourier transform algorithms, detect storm
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events,andstorefull orbit and burst data in local memory. The goal is
tens of nanotesla absolute accuracy in the vector measurements.
Tethers. NASA and the Italian Space Agency plan to start deploying
magnetometers on long tethers from the Space Shuttle and from Delta
rockets. Most of these instruments will gather data for a few hours or
days but, for one Delta experiment in 1994, a tethered magnetometer will
be deployed 46 km upward from an altitude of 200 km, then the tether
will be cut and the instrument package will assume an orbit at about 500
km altitude. There are expected to be four tethered deployments in the
next 2 years.
ARISTOTELES. This NASA/European Space Agency (ESA)
spacecraft will carry a French gravity gradiometer as well as scalar and
vector magnetometers. It will be launched into an orbit initially at 780
km altitude. After 2 months it will descend to near 200 km and stay there
for 6 months. It will then rise to an altitude of 700 km, where it is
planned to stay for 3 years. The earliest launch date is 1997, but a 1998
launch date is more likely. The scientific community has expressed the
need for a pre-1999 launch to avoid the next solar maximum during 2000
to 2003.
MFE/Magnolia. This was to have been a joint NASA/CNES
mission using two sets of fluxgates and total field instruments, launched
from a French Ariane rocket. Recently NASA decided to give
ARISTOTELES a priority ahead of MFE/Magnolia.
NOAA/TIROS. NOAA operates polar TIROS weather satellites that
might provide high-altitude (800 km) platforms for magnetic field
measurements.
Oersted. Oersted is a satellite mapping mission proposed by
representatives of various agencies in Denmark. It would have a triaxial
vector magnetometer and an Overhauser scalar magnetometer for absolute
total field measurements. It would also have a high-energy particle
detector array and star imagers for accurate attitude determination. It
would operate at 600 to 800 km altitude. Several planning meetings have
been held with international (including NASA) representation. Exact
launch date and orbital configuration are uncertain.
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OtherSuggested Missions
Multiple Magsat-Quality Mission. All fields of investigation would
benefit from having several Magsat-quality magnetometers in orbit at one
time. One approach to this would be to have a Magsat-quality magnetom-
eter and its follow-on overlap by several months.
APAFO. The Advanced Particles and Fields Observatory was
selected by NASA and ESA as a U.S./Earth Observing System (EOS)
investigation to be flown on the second European Polar Platform. It was
a boom-mounted package with vector and scalar magnetometers, collocat-
ed star trackers, and particle instruments. At this time APAFO is
manifested by ESA but not funded by NASA.
PEGASUS. The Pegasus series of satellites consists of those that
can be launched from a high flying B-52 aircraft. Such a procedure may
allow low-cost launches of small geomagnetic field satellites in the future.
Such a possibility is being considered by several groups in the United
States.
Recommendations for Near-Term Missions
1. ARISTOTELES. The Magsat mission ended more than 10 years
ago. There has been no subsequent solid-Earth (core, litho-
sphere, crustal) magnetic satellite mission. Therefore, the
ESA/NASA ARISTOTELES mission is appropriate because, at
various time intervals, this will be a low-altitude (200 km)
circular-orbit satellite. Furthermore, the simultaneous acquisition
of gravity data will allow synergistic potential field interpre-
tations. The high-altitude second phase of the mission, in which
the orbit will progress through all local times every 8 months,
will provide valuable data on the main field, secular variation,
and external fields. The projected lifetime of the high-altitude
phase is 3 years.
2. ISTP, Geosynchronous, L-I monitors. The NASA Interna-
tional Solar Terrestrial Program spacecraft are instrumented with
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magnetometers and are scheduled for launch as follows: Geotail,
July 1992; Polar, Wind, 1993. These will be located up to 250
of Re equatorial, 4 Re polar and L-1, respectively. The geosyn-
chronous satellites must continue to be equipped with magnetome-
ters, and the L-1 monitor efforts should go forward.
U.S. Environmental Platforms; Encourage Interagency
Cooperation. The DMSP and NOAA Polar orbiting satellite
systems provide ideal platforms for continuous measurements of
the low-Earth magnetic fields. Interagency cooperation would
ensure the optimal applications of these operational environmental
satellites to provide routine monitoring of main field and secular-
variation field, in addition to ionospheric fields, during both solar
quiet and disturbed times. These satellite programs should be
upgraded to yield magnetic data of Magsat-quality, or better.
Support International Missions. Encourage the continued U.S.
support and participation in international missions that provide
valuable opportunities to significantly enhance the amount of data
available to support this initiative. Among the proposed experi-
ments in the international community, Oersted, APAFO, and the
European Polar Platform offer particularly exciting missions.
Efforts should be undertaken to identify flight opportunities on
operational platforms throughout the international community.
Recommendations for Long-Term Missions
1. Multiple Magsat-Quality Missions to Accomplish Goals. The
most desirable and beneficial to all fields of investigators interest-
ed in the geomagnetic field and its disturbances would be multiple
spacecraft on the order of Magsat. Different altitudes and
multiple, simultaneous pIatforms would help both modeling
efforts as well as the longevity of the overall mission.
2. Significant Upgrade to DMSP/POGS and NOAA Polar. On
each satellite, Magsat-quality or better is desired for DMSP Block
6 and 7, and NOAA's next-generation polar satellites. It is
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necessary to have both vector and scalar instruments on these
satellites to intercalibrate. Attitude accuracy is necessary.
Magnetospheric Magnetic Field Missions. The mapping of
geomagnetic field lines from the Earth's surface to the outer
regions of the magnetosphere is not adequate to accurately
transfer magnetic disturbance vectors from the magnetosphere to
the ionosphere. To solve this problem, a survey of the magnetic
field between low-Earth orbit and magnetospheric altitudes is
needed. These missions also provide the activity state of the
magnetosphere as well as a measure of external fields.
Conclusions
The tradition of magnetic field measurements from the original
scientific recordings in the 1600s by Sir William Gilbert has continuously
improved and progressed. The progression from solely ground observato-
ry data to combinations with satellite observations culminated in the
NASA Magsat mission of 1979-1980, resulting in the extremely accurate
IGRF-80 magnetic field model. With the termination of the Magsat
mission, this progression is in an apparent hiatus. As a result, the
following goals and recommendations are set forth, giving the measure-
ment of core and crustal fields first priority. This is evidenced in the
goals as well as in the support of the ARISTOTELES mission.
The list of missions given above has been prioritized in two separate
ways that will successfully meet the scientific goals set forth by the
proposed initiative. The first proposed mission has been limited to urgent
needs, presently available missions, and missions of opportunity. The
latter two reflect common interests in magnetic field measurements
bridging the various scientific and pragmatic disciplines and concerns.
Efforts must be made to avoid possible duplication among agency
programs. A synergistic interagency effort is a clear approach, in
particular with regard to the DOD and NOAA operational polar plat-
forms.
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Finally, the long-term recommendations represent the continuance
of high-quality magnetic field measurements satisfying the needs of all of
the disciplines involved and the maintenance of the tradition of these
important data. All considerations for satellite monitoring of the main
field thus far have centered on continuous monitoring with Magsat-quality
data. That means vector data with 10 to 20 arc second, or better than 5-
nanotesla accuracy, together with absolute scalar data with 1- to 2-
nanotesla accuracy. The scalar data are used to calibrate the vector data
in-flight. Such are the ideal measurements. In practice, however, there
are two ways to compromise these measurements and still acquire very
useful data. The first compromise is to monitor the field only at periodic
intervals, say at 10-year intervals, rather than continuously. In order for
such a compromise to provide data for a really adequate study of long-
term core and mantle phenomena, expansion of the surface observatory
network as described in a previous section is required.
A second compromise is to acquire less accurate, hence less
expensive, data. The least expensive route is to acquire data only from
a fluxgate magnetometer. In the case where little or no attitude informa-
tion is acquired, the data will be analyzed as field magnitude data only.
Such are the data from the currently active POGS spacecraft of the U.S.
Navy. In the case where attitude information of a few arc minutes is
available, the vector data are very useful in mapping fields from field-
aligned currents and ionospheric currents, though not for main field
modeling. Such are the data from the DE-2 spacecraft which operated
from late 1991 through 1992, and such are the data planned for the DMSP
Block 5 series. The major difficulty with such data is the lack of absolute
measurement. While low-drift-rate fluxgate instruments are indeed
available, all are subject to some drift. On a spacecraft, such instruments
are subjected to extremes in vibration, radiation, and temperature
changes; it is impossible to know what drifts, if any, have occurred.
Nevertheless, the DE-2 data were successfully used in one of the better
candidate models used in the most recent update of the IGRF. However,
three of those who submitted candidate models chose not to use these
data.
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Anothercompromisewouldbe to fly only an absolutescalar
magnetometerwith noattitudedetermination.This is moreexpensive
than flying only a fluxgate,becausethe instrumentcost is greater.
However,themeasurementsarenotsubjecto drift andhencearebetter
for mainfieldmodeling.A majorshortcomingis thatthemeasurements
canmakeno contributionto thestudyof fieldsfrom field-alignedor
ionosphericurrents.
B2. DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
New Directions and New Needs
Management of data in the future will be a greater challenge for what
have been previously termed "data centers." New developments in
technology and new demands by the scientific community, as expressed
by the working group reports in this document, for improved services will
tax the resources and ingenuity of these organizations. With the advent
of distributed computing systems, data centers will not only be reposito-
ries of archived data physically residing in such centers, but even more
importantly they will become the information and management vehicle
that will enable scientists in all disciplines to locate the data they need
more easily and efficiently. This is especially important for the needed
interdisciplinary studies that will require a relational data base of such
files. Such a data base will require a significantly increased level of
coordination and cooperation among the centers.
The new demands for access will require modern and efficient
approaches to accommodate the increasing volume and complexity of data
acquired. With this new confederacy in information management, the
centers cannot easily mandate standard formats, but they can help guide
the many remote cells in use of data formats and access software
independent of the platforms being used.
Appendix B2 was largely developed by the following workshop group: Joe
Allen and Herbert Meyers (Group Leaders), R. Barnes, J. Cain, W. Campbell,
S. Cande, V. Chandler, D. Chapin, R. Clauer, A. W. Green, D. Herzog, W.
Hinze, J. Joselyn, J. Kappenman, J. MacQueen, L. Newitt, N. Peddie, J.
Phillips, C. Russell, M. Teague, R. Walker.
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Key Issues
Magnetism is a pervasive and fundamental area of science that cuts
across the traditional boundaries of disciplines that often define and divide
groups. Some scientists are concerned with the intense magnetic fields of
sunspots and other solar features. Fortunately, these can be observed
remotely from Earth, and there are fascinating data that suggest that the
maximum magnetic fields of solar active regions have been systematically
and monotonically increasing in intensity over at least the past three solar
cycles. At the same time, the well-known decline in intensity of the
internal dipole moment is reducing the volume and size of the
magnetosphere that shields against (or organizes) the influx of energetic
charged particles from the galaxy and from the Sun. The frequency and
intensity of magnetic storms are also increasing with time. Are these
changes interrelated? If so, what is the prospect for the future?
Some workers will be concerned with the heliospheric magnetic field
that spreads in waving folds through interplanetary space and sweeps
around with the rotating Sun. Others will be mainly interested in changes
of magnetic fields sensed by geostationary satellites just inside the
magnetopause or at lower altitudes by polar-orbiting spacecraft. Many
will be concerned with magnetic field measurements in space at lower
altitudes by more satellites so that spatial patterns of geomagnetic field
variation may be identified as arising from currents in space, from near-
surface sources, or deep in the Earth's interior. Some will be interested
in the long-term global field and its slow, almost geological, time scales
of change; others in the rapid, local variations or globally organized
patterns of external currents that cause rapid change at one or a few sites
or that produce significant changes over large regions of Earth.
Finally, there will be the spacecraft operators and electric power
system operators or makers of sensitive microelectronics for whom large,
rapid changes in the geomagnetic field are a potential source of disaster
because of their effects on sensitive technology. All of these groups will
have a common need for access to high-quality geomagnetic data collected
with accurate instruments at key locations, processed to comparable
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standards over time and space, and reduced to products whose definitions
and assumptions are well known and understood.
Data Bases
Of initial concern is the need to identify the sources of geomagnetic
data. What data are collected, by which groups, and at what sites? Are
data collected in the past adequate in type, quality, and coverage (spatial
and temporal); adequately documented to support the conclusions already
drawn from them; and adequately documented for them to be combined
with newer data to support present and future research? Those same
questions can be asked of geomagnetic data being collected today, and for
data that will be taken in the future either by temporary, limited cam-
paigns or by worldwide monitoring arrays. Also, as technology changes
and costs of maintaining old methods of data collection rise beyond the
ability of sponsoring groups to continue supporting them, how can
priorities be set for what should be continued and what terminated?
Data Archives
The transition in philosophy of data center function--from manage-
ment of all data at data centers to distribution of many of the data--brings
forward many issues. Well-organized and funded projects that make data
available need only keep the centers informed of their directories.
Moreover, as such projects mature, and especially after the data coIlection
period is completed, the centers must take a more active role. In the
implementation of a project, documentation of data is frequently
neglected. Moreover, as a project matures and participants leave, it often
happens that this neglect of documentation is never corrected. How can
data centers maintain an active role throughout such a project, keep
abreast of the activities that generate data, coordinate documentation, and
arrange transfer to an archive? How can centers be made aware that some
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data may be at risk of loss to future research and be encouraged to take
a hand in their preservation?
Not all data collection efforts are well integrated and organized,
especially of internationally produced data. In such instances, the centers
need to maintain their traditional role of negotiating standardization of
formats and assisting, as possible, to achieve adequate archiving capability
of the data produced. Such efforts relate both to primary observations
(such as geomagnetic data collected from fixed stations) and to indices
derived from such observations. With limited resources, a balance of
effort is needed between centralized and distributed components.
Data Access
Data access concepts are of special concern because many data sets
exist that cannot be reached by all who need to use them. Limited
accessibility for a particular data base may not be a result of a deliberately
implemented policy decision, but may result from the fact that plans for
collecting the data did not include data processing and availability as
important goals. Limited accessibility may be a consequence of the
physical characteristics of the media containing the data (for example,
analog magnetograms on paper or strip charts held as rolls stored in a
closet). Film media (35mm microfilm or microfiche) for many years
were a convenient way to capture vast amounts of geomagnetic data and
preserve them compactly at an archive so that they could be retrieved and
inexpensively copied upon request. However, the requirement for digital
data for computer analysis that characterizes research today relegates film
records to a secondary role.
Once geomagnetic data are in digital form, how are they to be stored
and transferred from one site to another? Are tapes with inherent serial
access problems still a viable answer? Has the 8-mm helical scan
videotape cassette with its vast capacity become the new medium of
choice? What are the relative merits and problems with optical media?
What will technology provide next (for example, digital audio tape,
optical tape)? How long-lived are the various choices, how universal are
: ==
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the recording and playback devices, and how robust but inexpensive are
the media? These are key questions. Also, how many users today prefer
on-line data bases for real-time or retrospective access, and what type of
analysis does on-line access support? How can images and data plots be
made accessible on-line together with digital data? The ubiquitous
personal computer has revolutionized the collection, processing,
exchange, and analysis over the past decade. Now, globally interconnect-
ed workstations are clearly the wave of the next decade. As data are
made more accessible through the net or on various media, access,
display, and manipulation software are essential for efficient utilization.
This places a premium on having platform-independent data systems.
Data Products
Much of the driving force that justifies national and international
support for programs to collect geomagnetic data comes from a demand
for derived data products such as maps, models, or magnetic activity
indices. Some models and charts are primarily used for navigation while
others describe the main field. External fields in the magnetosphere and
ionosphere are interesting scientifically but must be removed to study or
to chart the main field. Models of the crustal field and maps of magnetic
anomalies have geological importance but can be contaminated by natural
fluctuations of external fields. When the complication of secular change
is added, it becomes challenging to create accurate models and charts with
data that are less than ideal. In addition, changing user needs require
higher time resolution and data from locations not previously monitored.
Developments in technology have revolutionized the ability to collect and
analyze data. Understanding of the physical processes that couple the
solar wind and the geomagnetic field has progressed to the point that solar
wind data are critical for driving magnetospheric models and making
accurate forecasts of impending activity. These advances have created
opportunities for significant improvements in data products.
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Components of Data Management
Data Bases
Data are the most fundamental and essential component of geophysi-
cal endeavors. However, transfer of data to a data base is frequently a
low-priority concern of scientists once the data have served the intended
purposes for a particular research project or objective. Often a research
project will collect a large amount of data, use only a small portion of it
for the intended purpose, and then disregard or dispose of the entire data
set. Until recently, few research programs have taken the necessary steps
to document their data sets by providing accounts of such factors as the
type of data being collected, technical specifications of the instruments
that were used, the temporal and spatial resolutions of the observations,
or even how the data are being stored, and few research programs have
seen to it that the data are archived at some publicly accessible archival
center. Data base management is an often neglected aspect of many (if
not most) research programs, despite the fact that data constitute the
evidentiary pillar upon which science itself rests.
Furthermore, it seems clear that most scientists are aware of only a
fraction of the data bases that have been, are being, or will be collected,
even within the limited field of geomagnetism. This represents a loss in
at least two ways: first, because data may already exist (or be on the way)
that could serve the needs of other research objectives; and second,
because the mere knowledge of an existing (or developing) data base can
serve the serendipitous function of generating new research ideas and
promote interdisciplinary cooperation between research groups. Because
of the vast proliferation of data sets from land, air, sea, and satellite
programs, it is not (currently) possible for anyone to keep track of all the
data bases being accumulated in the diverse disciplines within geomagne-
tism.
Thus, two operational requirements for geomagnetic data bases are
as follows:
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1. to identify the sources of geomagnetic data from land, air, sea,
and satellite that have been, are being, or will be collected from
ongoing or temporary observational campaigns; and
2. to address the issues relating to the formatting, storing, document-
ing, and archiving of data bases.
The following few acronyms (spelled out in Appendix 3 of this
volume) represent a small sample of the variety of projects that involve
geomagnetic data bases.
EMSLAB
SYNOP
SAMNET
ISTP/GGS
!
POGS OEDIPUS-A ] IEEY
GOES AWAGS ] STEP
MAGIC INTERMAGNET CANOPUS
ULYSSES CRRES WIND
Although many of these acronyms are well known, it is unlikely that
anyone is knowledgeable about all of these programs. It is even less
likely they know the type of magnetic data being recorded, the spatial
resolution, sampling rates, instrument sensitivity, status of the data,
principal investigator, or how to obtain the data. In addition to temporary
campaigns, there are many ongoing geomagnetic data bases that may be
more familiar to the research community, such as the USGS magnetic
observatory network, the NGDC worldwide digital data collection, and
the magnetic models produced by the USGS, U.S. Naval Oceanographic
Office (NAVOCEANO), NASA, and IZMIRAN (Russian Institute
Terrestrial Magnetism).
Clearly, there is a need to identify, catalog, specify (document), and
make known the many diverse projects and programs that involve
geomagnetic data bases. Perhaps an organization such as the American
Geophysical Union (AGU) could provide the forum wherein the (largely)
informational requirement could be fulfilled. Researchers could provide
the relevant details to AGU, which could, in turn, publish this information
periodically in their transactions (EOS). It would be the responsibility of
every research program to notify AGU of its activities related to
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geomagnetic (or other) data bases for the benefit and elucidation of
everyone in the community.
It is not enough, however, that the scientific community be informed
of existing and prospective data bases in geomagnetism. It is also
imperative that these data be transferred to standardized formats, on stable
media such as CD-ROMs or Magneto-Optical (MO) drives, and be made
readily accessible to potential users.
There are almost as many formats for data bases as there are projects
acquiring them. Often the choice of formats is arbitrary and determined
by the existing data-processing software at the organization is gathering
the data. This need not be the case, however, and uniform data formats
could be established that would greatly facilitate the ready compatibility
of data bases to everyone's data-processing capabilities. Formats could
be developed for 1-second, 5-second, 10-second, 1-minute, 1-hour, and
so on, temporal resolutions; the magnetic field values themselves could
be stored in standardized formats for vector or scalar data, in variation
(voltage) or field (magnetic) units, with a variety of degrees of resolution
(1 nanotesla, 0.1 nanotesla, 0.05 nanotesla, and so on). Even much of the
documentation of data bases could be included in the header portion of the
data records, which would ensure that those unfamiliar with the data set
would have the best opportunity to be well informed of the nature of the
data and any issues relating to their quality. This is certainly not an easy
matter to resolve, but the effort needs to be made to standardize the
formats of geomagnetic data as much as possible in order to minimize the
need for multiple data access software programs, minimize the potential
for error in retrieving these data, and maximize the availability and ease
of use.
In addition to formats, there is also a need to standardize data base
storage media and take advantage of advancements in technology that
offer small, high-volume, high-density, low-cost, and easy-to-use data
storage devices that ensure the preservation of data bases for decades to
come. As was recommended in the NAS/NRC report, Geophysical Data:
Policy Issues, the scientific community itself should be aware of the
problems and take steps to ensure the preservation and integrity of
collected data. CD-ROMs and MOs have long lifetimes--too long to be
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accuratelydetermined,but thatapparentlyspandecadesor more. They
aresmall,relativelyinsensitivetoenvironmentalinfluences,andcanstore
massivequantitiesof easilyaccessibledata. EachCD-ROMcurrently
costslessthan$2to produceandholdsapproximately650megabytesof
data. Thereis an investmentcostfor theequipmentandsoftwareto
pre-masteraCD-ROMformanufacture(massproduction),sotherewould
beaneedfor anorganizationto assumetheseresponsibilities,particularly
in caseswherethedataareobtainedbygroupsthatdonothaveorcannot
affordthecostsof suchequipment.Becausethesedevicesarecapableof
holdingsuchlargevolumesof data,criteriawouldhaveto beestablished
to perhapsabstractseveraldifferentdatabasesontothesameCD-ROM
to maximizetheuseof spaceandminimizeproductioncost.
Data Archives
It is not possible to revisit the past and reobserve the magnetic field
as it was in a certain place years ago. Thus, the record of current and
historical observations is critical to ongoing and future research efforts.
If the data are not properly archived, research requiring a long history of
observations could not be conducted without waiting for a new long
history of observations to take place. Moreover, who knows whether
features of the magnetic field, such as magnetic jerks and magnetic
storms, will be the same during the next century as they were in this one?
The most important new scientific understandings of the nature of the
Earth's core processes and their relationship to other phenomena need to
have data available covering as early times as possible. Magnetic
declination data from ship observations date back at least to the fifteenth
century (it should be noted that these data were collected for completely
practical, operational reasons, but today they serve as research tools).
These need to be ferreted out and added to the geomagnetic archive.
Potential contributions from direction and intensity data from
archaeomagnetic studies, and paleomagnetic intensity and direction
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observations (lake sediment and lava flows) can be used to extend our
knowledge of core processes.
Observations that are less time-dependent, such as aeromagnetic and
shipborne survey data, become meaningful only when surveys conducted
over many years by numerous institutions become available in an archive
for syntheses, analyses, and research. Preparation and analysis of these
survey data require access to accurate local, regional, and global magnetic
field models, and to dynamic models that provide a reference for
moment-to-moment change throughout the day.
The collection and processing of magnetic data represent an
investment in resources that becomes more valuable as time passes. Data
are an important national resource that with proper care, will contribute
to the solutions of numerous scientific and human problems now and in
future decades.
Identification of Data To Be Archived
Although it is technically possible to archive all data pertaining to
geomagnetism, this may not be economically feasible or necessary. Data
from observational systems exist in raw, processed, and interpreted
forms. Additionally, the data may exist in several different resolutions.
Collections of data at various organizations should be identified and
evaluated. Not all data are available in machine-readable form. Major
portions of the data need to be digitized, microfilmed, or scanned.
Priorities need to be established and decisions need to be made.
Some archival problems and related issues include the following:
Sensor data are often not available at the full observing resolu-
tion. The data that are available are often sampled, averaged, or
summarized. For example, observatory data are often processed
to obtain 1-minute values, although the digital data collected are
usually at much higher time resolutions. Similar conditions exist
for aeromagnetics, ship-towed magnetics, satellite observations,
and other types of measurements. The higher-resolution observa-
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tionsaregenerallynotnowavailableatnationaldatacentersand
WorldDataCenters.
• Therearemanytypesof nonstandardmeasurementsmadefor
whichthereisno recognizedarchive.
• Manyof theolderdatasuchasmagnetogramsandaeromagnetic
andshipdataareavailableaspaperrecords.In manycasesthe
datahavebeenmanuallydigitizedatsampleintervalsmuchlower
thanpresentpractices.
• Manypaperecordsaredeteriorating.
The types of geomagnetic data that need to be considered for
archiving include those from repeat stations, satellites, paleomagnetism,
archaeomagnetism, observatories, aeromagnetic data, ship-towed data, sea
bottom instruments, land surveys, historical compass readings, anomalous
compass reading reports, electromagnetic data, rock properties, and
perhaps others. For a few of these there are active archiving activities,
but for others there are only passive activities or no archive at all.
Identification of Archive Centers
The existence and the programs of the U.S. national data centers and
the World Data Centers are fairly well known. They operate as archive
centers for U.S. and international programs. Are there, or should there
be, other archive centers? In the case of federal organizations, the U.S.
General Accounting Office (GAO) and the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) have specified certain requirements and
responsibilities that an archive center must meet. These include provi-
sions for backups, environmental controls, periodic sampling, periodic
migration to more modern archival media, and implementation of new
technology. There is a trend toward NASA and NSF support of discipline
centers at universities where researchers will oversee the data processing
and distribution. These are not archive centers, but they offer the
opportunity to contribute to the process of making higher quality data
available for the archives if their design includes eventual or periodic data
transfer.
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Distributed Data Systems
The technology exists to allow a user to obtain data from a distribut-
ed system regardless of where the data are stored or the node of entry.
Problems include the present difficulty of reliably transferring several
gigabytes of data and concerns about long-term security. Recommenda-
tions and relationships need to be developed among the nodes, the
long-term archive centers, and the funding agencies to assure viability and
success of the national archive and data distribution systems. A balance
needs to be established between the desire to have data under the control
of those actively using the data and the need to protect against the risk that
the data will "vanish" when interest and/or support for the data base goes
away. Overall stewardship of the geomagnetic archive needs to reside at
a single center even though there are many remote nodes performing
many of the processing, distribution, and analysis functions.
The National Geophysical Data Center and its collocated World Data
Center-A in Boulder, Colorado, are the archive centers for U.S. national
geomagnetic data and for geomagnetic data relating to national and
international programs, respectively. All data-collecting agencies,
funding agencies, and research programs should coordinate with NGDC
and WDC-A at the beginning stages of new data campaigns and research
programs to assure that adequate provisions and resources will be
available for data management activities.
Data Access
This section considers some of the technical issues involved with
providing scientific access to magnetic field observations. For this
discussion it is assumed that the data are available in digital form. Three
major issues must be considered. First, the data must be of high quality.
Second, they must be available in a timely fashion. Third, they must be
properly archived. Technically, both the data quality issue and the timeli-
ness issue can be addressed most readily through on-line distribution of
data. In this approach, data would be placed on-line as soon as they are
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processed.Userscanaccessthedataovercomputernetworks.Thedata
neednotbe locatedat a centrallocation. Theycanbestoredat any
locationthat is accessibleby network. Systemsfor thedistributionof
on-linedataandfordistributedinventorytrackingarebecomingcommon.
Networkaccessisnowworldwide,andthelowdatarateassociatedwith
magneticfield observations(whetherfrom groundobservatoriesor
spacecraft)makesit practicaltodelivermagneticdataelectronically.As
problemswith the on-linedataarediscovered,they can readilybe
corrected.
Whendataareheldina largecollection--whetherarchiveorworking
database--theymustbereadilyretrievablein ordertobeaccessible.In
practice,thismeansthatdesireddatamustbeeasilyidentifiedandcalled
out of the largermass. Thisraisesto a high levelof importancethe
abilityof asystemof databasestorageandaccesstoprovideauserwith
afast,simplemeansofbrowsing.Thismightbethrougharelationaldata
basemanagementsystemthatprovidesmeansto searchondatacriteria,
for example,by amplitudeor orientation. It mightalsobethrougha
simplevisualizationtechniquethatallowsa userto displayananalog
imageof aselectedlengthorarrayofthedata.Browseandvisualization
techniquesto provideeffectiveaccesstothecontentsof a largedatabase
areessential.
After the datahavematuredand a sufficientquantityhasbeen
accumulated,thedatacanbemovedto permanentarchivalmedia. In
casesinvolvingmanysources,anarchivalsystemwith randomaccessis
desirable.At this writing(February1992),theonly archivalrandom
accessmediaareopticalmedia;of theseonlyone(theCD-ROM)hasboth
hardwareandlogicaldatastandardsinplace.Logicalstandardsconcern
namingconventionsanddirectorystructures.TheymaketheCD-ROM
vendor-independent.Becausethevolumesofmagneticdataarerelatively
small,the limitedcapacityof theCD-ROM(650MB) is not a major
concern.A masterof eachCD-ROMmustbegenerated.A CD-ROM
mastercurrentlycostsabout$800. Thepriceperdisk (copiedfromthe
master)is lessthan$2. CD-ROMreaderscost$300to$500. Recently,
write-onceCDshavebecomeavailable.OnaCD-ROM,magneticfield
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observations can easily be distributed to the wide number of potential
risers.
Derived Products
Indices
Geomagnetic indices encode the level of short-term fluctuation in the
magnetic field above the normal (quiet-day) diurnal variation on both local
and global scales. Indices in common use include the K-index family,
Dst, and AE. The K index has served the geophysics community well for
60 years, but a simple range index defined over 3-hour intervals is no
longer computationally necessary or adequate. New descriptors that
measure the amplitude and rate of change of magnetic fluctuations over
a range of time scales are needed. Modern data collection platforms allow
spectral analysis in near real time. Data sampled at 1-second resolution
could be analyzed in place, and the power in specified frequency bands
indexed and transmitted over satellite links.
The Dst and AE indices are based on separate networks of observato-
ries and meet the need for global activity indices. However, because
some of the stations do not deliver digital data, it takes years to construct
the indices, which are presently issued at 1-minute to 1-hour resolutions.
In addition, deficiencies in the spatial distribution of the observatories
used to derive the Dst and AE indices have been identified. The first
three recommendations are these: (1) a new family of indices based on
magnetic power spectra at local observatories should be developed; (2) the
suite of AE indices should be computed at 1-minute resolution from an
improved spatial distribution of digital stations; and (3) Dst should be
computed at 1-minute resolution from an improved distribution of digital
stations with improved correction for quiet diurnal variations.
For operational use, indices should be available (as nearly as
possible) in real time. Accurate forecasts are possible if solar wind data
from the forward Lagrangian position (L-l) are used. In addition, solar
wind parameters provide the boundary conditions necessary to drive
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magnetosphericandionosphericmodels. Accordingly,thesolarwind
plasma ndmagneticfielddatafromtheL-1positionshouldbeacquired
continuously.
The variationobservedby a singlestationin thepolar capcan
providea measureof theefficiencyof connectionof the interplanetary
field andgeomagneticfieldsandcanserveasa warningof increasing
activity.Thepolarcapindexshouldbecomputedat1-minuteresolution.
Models and Charts
Many kinds of mathematical models, charts, and similar products are
created from magnetic data. They can be discussed conveniently by
considering three categories. The first category includes models and
charts that describe the main field and those whose primary use is for
navigation. Both kinds may be either national or global in coverage. The
second category, models of externally caused fields, includes
magnetospheric and ionospheric models. The third category includes
models of the crustal field, maps of magnetic anomalies, and data sets
consisting of grid values derived from anomaly maps. These three kinds
of products and associated requirements are described below.
• Main Field and Navigation (Global and National). These
products provide the vital information on the variation of the compass that
is so essential for safe navigation of aircraft, ships, and boats. They also
provide information on the strength of the main field needed by explora-
tion geophysicists for enhancing magnetic survey measurements taken in
the search for petroleum and minerals, and information on the change of
declination often needed by land surveyors. Currently, NASA,
NAVOCEANO, and USGS produce global geomagnetic models. These
agencies, along with the British Geological Survey (BGS) and IZMIRAN,
participated in the recent (1991) revision of the IGRF. World charts for
1990, based on NAVOCEANO and BGS models, and aimed at satisfying
DOD requirements, have been issued by the Defense Mapping Agency
(DMA). The USGS will issue world charts for 1990, based on the IGRF
and aimed at satisfying the needs of science and commerce. The USGS
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has produced national models for the United States for 1990 and will issue
associated charts of D and F. The USGS also provides a dial-in service
for obtaining model field elements via terminal and modem.
The main challenge faced by workers in this field is how to create
accurate models and charts with data that are often less than ideal. Other
challenges include improving forecasts of secular variation; providing
better access to models, model information, and associated software; and
coping with reduced funding. Good models and charts require good data.
Needed are frequent global surveys, like the Magsat satellite survey of
1979-1980, and a well-distributed network of magnetic observatories.
Secular-variation forecasts, currently based on empirical analysis, would
improve if a workable theory of main field generation were available.
The increasing need for greater accessibility to models, model values, and
associated software could be met by greater exploitation of modern
technology, including network communications.
• External Field Models. Models of the externally caused part of
the geomagnetic field are useful for correcting ground-based observations
and for basic research on the magnetosphere. More accurate, dynamic
representations of all of the components of the magnetosphere and
ionosphere (including solar quiet, the auroral electrojet, and the
field-aligned currents) are needed. These models should provide realistic
values of the externally caused field at and near the surface of the Earth.
• Crustal Models, Anomaly Maps, and Gridded Data. These
products are especially needed for interpreting the geology of the
lithosphere. It is vital that the original data upon which these products are
based, as well as the digital form of anomaly maps, be saved and made
available. The perennial problem of mismatch between maps of
neighboring areas must be solved by one or more of the following:
regional-scale tie lines, low-altitude satellite surveys, and high-altitude
aerial surveys, which would provide long-line data. Furthermore,
visualization and interpretation techniques, and the associated software,
must be developed and made available.
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Recommendations
Archive centers must be located in federal organizations that have
a long-term commitment to archiving and servicing geomagnetic
data.
Nodes for data processing, quality control, analysis, and distribu-
tion are necessary at institutions performing research. However,
strong support to the national archive centers must be maintained
to provide standard and custom user services and especially to
capture and archive .data that would otherwise be lost.
Organizations providing data to a national data center (or node)
must provide information on quality control and complete
documentation of the data. These should appear as digital records
accompanying the data, wherever possible. The nodes and
national archive centers must perform quality control on the data
in their systems.
Magnetic maps need to be digitized for those cases where the
trackline data are no longer available in a useable form.
On-line directories and inventories need to be made available.
These should describe not only the data held at national centers,
but also those existing elsewhere. Such a system should describe
the existence of digital data, paper records, maps, and special
analyses.
Survey data need to be provided as total field observations as well
as residuals. All corrections applied to the data should be
included as part of the data record or within the documentation.
A rock-properties data base needs to be developed to support
paleomagnetism and interpretation of magnetic surveys.
A task group should be established to investigate the possibility
of making some version of classified and proprietary data
available for the research community. Reviews of the need for
continued restrictions should be made periodically in order to
move data into the public domain.
Data at institutions should not be discarded without first contact-
ing the appropriate national center. The national center, with the
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help of advisory groups, will evaluate the need to archive the data
and will seek funds for data rescue.
• Data distributed by nodes or national data centers should include
access software and be made available in work station formats.
• Funding agencies should support long-term visits of research
scientists to national data centers to perform cooperative analysis
of the data and to provide a strong link between the data centers
and the research community. Representatives of data centers
should periodically visit active research and data collection
organizations to assure that the needs of these organizations are
being met and to arrange for any special assistance that the data
center could offer to support the research and flow of data.
• Institutions must develop an archive policy for those data that are
not sent to a national archive center.
B3. INTERAGENCY COMMUNICATION
AND COORDINATION
Introduction
Many federal agencies are involved in the collection and analysis of
magnetic data. The needs of these agencies vary greatly, from purely
scientific to operational needs, and there is also much overlap among their
needs. Thus, it seems obvious that there should be a great deal of
communication between the various government agencies, first to define
their needs and to discover the areas of overlap, and second to prepare
and carry out joint data collection or analysis programs.
In some cases this communication has occurred and joint programs
have been conducted. In other cases there has been little communication
and the advantage of joint programs has not yet been realized by the
relevant agencies. It is the objective of this report to describe the main
missions of the government agencies in the field of geomagnetism.
Various areas of possible communication and collaboration will be
suggested.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
NASA has taken the primary initiative for satellite programs to
measure the geomagnetic field. The most recent satellite to have done this
was Magsat, 12 years ago. Despite considerable efforts during the
intervening time, no subsequent geomagnetic satellite mission has been
carried out. One current possibility is to collaborate with the European
Space Agency (ESA) to launch ARISTOTELES by mid-1998.
Appendix B3 was largely developed by the workshop participants and was
coordinated by Christopher Harrison (Group Leader).
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ARISTOTELES is a joint magnetic field and gravity mission with a low-
elevation phase to measure the crustal field and a high-elevation phase to
measure the time-varying core field. The availability of gravity data from
this mission would materially help the interpretation of upper-lithosphere
magnetic anomalies. If the necessary collaboration with ESA cannot be
arranged, the next best alternative would be for NASA to collaborate with
the French and Italian space agencies to accomplish a similar mission.
Another possibility is to collaborate with the French space agency to
carry out the high-altitude Magnetic Field Explorer Magnolia mission.
NASA also has a responsibility for scientific aircraft flights, and there is
a possibility of carrying out magnetic field observations for aircraft in the
future, under NASA's auspices. Should there be a negative decision on
ARISTOTELES by ESA, NASA will consider one of these missions, or
an alternative inexpensive magnetic field mission.
The measurement of magnetic fields from satellites is driven by basic
scientific needs; NASA has developed a competent group of scientists
engaged in the study of the magnetic field of the Earth, from core field
modelers to crustal anomaly experts. Major advances have been made in
the ability to analyze noisy satellite data, to produce the most accurate
magnetic field model possible. Spherical harmonic models of the
geomagnetic field produced by NASA are major contributors to the
International Geomagnetic Reference Field.
NASA also supports a very strong program of research in the areas
of magnetospheric and ionospheric physics. Major new science missions
are under development under the International Solar Terrestrial Physics
and the Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Mesosphere Energetics and Dynamics
(TIMED) programs. Smaller missions are also actively under develop-
ment under the aegis of the Small Explorer (SMEX) program. A
vigorous program of rocket and balloon flights directed at upper-
atmosphere and ionospheric phenomena is also maintained. In addition,
NASA supports a broad program of theory, data analysis, and modeling
research in these fields.
Advances have been made in the ability to deal with ionospheric and
magnetospheric fields and to deal with the temporally varying portion of
the core field. The availability of a superior magnetic field model for
m
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1980, mainly generated by Magsat data, has rejuvenated the study of the
magnetic properties of the core and of the core-surface motions thought
to be responsible for the secular variation of the Earth's magnetic field.
Interest in the crustal component of the field has encouraged study of the
rock magnetic properties of candidate rock types thought to be responsible
for the long-wavelength magnetic anomalies recorded at satellite altitude.
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
The USGS is part of the U.S. Department of the Interior. One of the
major tasks of the USGS in the field of geomagnetism is to operate the
geomagnetic observatories within the United States and its territories. At
the moment, there are 13 observatories in operation. The USGS has been
a major force in the creation of INTERMAGNET, an international
program to set up state-of-the-art geomagnetic observatories with the
ability to transmit digital data in real time to the data centers. CD-ROMs
of 1-minute observatory data are available from USGS. Geomagnetic
observatories produce important data sets for the generation of geomag-
netic reference fields, and USGS has a task to produce such models,
which are candidate models for the IGRF. The INTERMAGNET
program will eventually expand to about 70 observatories.
The USGS also produces geomagnetic charts of the United States and
the world every 5 years. There is also a service to provide model values
of the geomagnetic elements by means of an on-line, dial-in service.
Because of the major role that USGS plays in understanding the
crustal geology of the United States, there is considerable emphasis on the
collection and analysis of crustal geomagnetic field anomalies both on land
and over areas of the exclusive economic zone. The USGS conducts
low-altitude aeromagnetic studies for mineral and energy assessment,
earthquake, and volcanic hazard studies, and a variety of other USGS
missions. Paleomagnetic and rock magnetic laboratories conduct
geological and tectonic investigations and participate in the interpretation
of magnetic anomalies. Despite the fact that USGS, NOAA, and the U.S.
Navy have responsibilities for the collection of geomagnetic field anomaly
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data, there is little formal communication among these agencies. There
is, however, much informal communication. Because of the need to
remove the diurnal variation of the magnetic field from surveys to give an
accurate value of the internal field, some effort is spent by USGS to
produce more accurate and predictive models for the Sq variation. USGS
interest in crustal magnetic field anomalies resulted in cosponsorship of
Magsat with NASA. There is still interest in USGS in obtaining a more
detailed crustal anomaly data base by flying a satellite in a lower orbit
than Magsat.
The USGS can support and coordinate multiagency acquisition of
new aeromagnetic data in the United States by use of improved
data-merging techniques and by use of USGS geophysical aircraft. These
aircraft can fly long baselines to tie more localized surveys together and
can also perform low-altitude surveys in areas related to missions of
USGS and other federal agencies.
Funding for the acquisition of a second-generation national magnetic
map by USGS is problematic at this time because of severe budgetary
limitations and because of the broad scope of this type of project. This
effort will require participation from a wide base of the geomagnetic
community, coordinated by USGS, but involving the support, coopera-
tion, and participation of other federal agencies, state governments,
industry, and academia.
The USGS also carries out MT and MV studies for resource
assessment. This work is funded in part by DOE because of the
geothermal resource implications of the research, and by EPA. Some
work is done by USGS to calculate upper- and lower-mantle conductivity
by using observatory data.
The USGS does not fund a great deal of work extramurally in
geomagnetism, partly because of budgetary cutbacks in recent years.
There is considerable informal collaboration with university scientists.
Some forms of collaboration, such as the employment of students, is
sometimes made difficult by bureaucratic problems. This is certainly an
area where practices could be improved, with benefits both to USGS and
to the university community.
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA)
NOAA is part of the U.S. Department of Commerce. It currently
operates two series of environmental satellites in geostationary and low-
polar orbit. One important NOAA mission is to monitor geomagnetic
field activity. Jointly with the Air Force Air Weather Service, NOAA
operates the Space Environment Services Center, which is staffed 24
hours a day. SESC monitors the level of activity of the Earth's magnetic
field and informs other government agencies, educational institutions, and
industrial centers when the amplitude of fluctuations exceeds a preset
threshold. High magnetic activity sometimes causes disruption of
important systems, such as power grids and communication networks.
Some of the data used in this monitoring activity comes from NOAA-
managed magnetometers of the Geostationary Operational Environmental
Satellites (GOES).
NOAA also issues predictions of geomagnetic activity for similar
uses. Because the variations of the magnetic field which are of impor-
tance in these predictions and warnings are often caused by solar activity,
NOAA scientists also conduct research in solar-terrestrial relationships.
NOAA's weather satellites sometimes malfunction due to magnetic
storms; thus, a greater knowledge of these phenomena is important for
this agency.
NOAA also has a responsibility for the production of nautical charts
of coastal areas, and requires magnetic field information to indicate the
magnetic variation (declination) and its change on these charts. The U.S.
Navy (see below) has a similar responsibility for charts of oceanic areas.
Aeronautical charts are also NOAA's responsibility. NOAA still has a
small deep-sea geophysics program and collects towed magnetometer data
on these geophysical cruises.
Because of its fisheries responsibilities, NOAA is interested in the
magnetic field and its relationship to the navigation and stranding of
marine mammals.
NOAA has a major responsibility to maintain data centers related to
geophysics and the environment. These centers are responsible for
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distributing information from numerous data bases. Included in these data
bases are marine magnetic fields recorded by research vessels, informa-
tion about continental magnetic anomalies, information from satellites
such as Magsat and the POGO satellites, aircraft data, and data from
geomagnetic observatories. NOAA is also responsible for distribution of
magnetic field models, such as the coefficients of the International
Geomagnetic Reference Field, and distribution of information about
magnetospheric models. Most magnetic field information that is used to
develop the IGRF models can be found in the NOAA Data Centers. One
problem is that data digitization has not kept pace with data acquisition.
A solution to this problem needs to be developed.
U.S. Department of Defense (DOD)
Defense Mapping Agency (DMA)
The DMA has major responsibilities in geomagnetism, including
management of the DOD Geomagnetic Data Library. This library
contains all data collected by Project Magnet, both classified and
unclassified. In association with the U.S. Navy, DMA produces the DOD
World Magnetic Models, which are candidate models for the IGRF.
These models are developed in collaboration with the British Geological
Survey. Operational requirements from the Service Departments of DOD
require data to be collected for navigation, directional sensors, magnetic
anomaly detection for antisubmarine warfare, magnetic degaussing,
targeting, and mine warfare. Most of these requirements can be satisfied
by directional capabilities with 1° accuracy.
DMA products include a world magnetic field model, compass roses
on maps and charts, world geophysical data charts, and magnetic anomaly
detection charts (classified). DMA also responds to special requests from
DOD users.
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Department of the Navy
The U.S. Navy runs some major geomagnetic programs. Of these,
one of the most important is Project Magnet. This aircraft program
collects magnetic field data worldwide using advanced scalar and vector
magnetometers. These data are used in the DOD World Magnetic Model.
The vector data are especially useful in equatorial areas, where the POGS
data (see below) being only scalar, will lead to large Backus effect
problems in development of geomagnetic models.
The Polar Orbiting Geomagnetic Satellite is another very important
program. This system is currently capable of generating scalar data only,
and may suffer from unknown drifts in the fluxgate magnetometers.
Starting in 1994, the magnetic field instruments will be placed on the
Block 5 DMSP satellites. These are operational meteorological satellites.
Although the satellites are oriented in space, the boom on which the
magnetometer sensors will be placed will have no attitude transfer system;
thus, these satellites will still effectively be only scalar instruments. In
2005, it is planned to mount fully oriented magnetometers on the Block
6 DMSP satellites.
Department of the Air Force
The Air Force mission requires magnetic field measurements as a
component of its effort to monitor "space weather." Thus, the primary
interest is in the magnetic disturbance vector measured on satellites at the
first Lagrangian point (L-I), at geosynchronous orbit, in low-Earth orbit,
and as recorded at ground stations. The Air Force has a secondary
interest in the Earth's main field only as a baseline from which to measure
magnetic disturbances.
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National Science Foundation (NSF)
The National Science Foundation funds many programs in geomag-
netism-mainly through the Divisions of Earth Sciences, Ocean Sciences,
Atmospheric Sciences, and Polar Programs. There is thus support for a
range of studies in ionospheric and magnetospheric physics. Theoretical
work on core dynamo problems and experimental work on paleomagnetic
constraints are major relevant programs. In addition, there is much work
on tectonic problems and, although there is not much support for the
analysis of lithospheric magnetic anomalies except in oceanic areas, the
overall crustal program within NSF provides important constraints for
lithospheric models of magnetic anomalies. There is also some support
for electromagnetic studies, both of deep Earth and crustal conductivity.
Of particular relevance to the geomagnetic initiative is a proposed
new NSF program, Cooperative Studies of the Earth's Deep Interior
(CSEDI), which will support research associated with the international
SEDI program. The NSF Ridge Inter-Disciplinary Global Experiments
(RIDGE) program has considerable involvement from scientists in NOAA
(through the Vents program) and USGS.
Interaction between NSF and other agencies occurs in ad hoc
arrangements, and there seems to be little difficulty in setting up formal
or informal cooperative agreements with other federal agencies, as
needed.
Recommendations
• The current efforts to commence a satellite mission
(ARISTOTELES) with the European Space Agency should
continue. If this mission is not initiated, then other missions
should be pursued--such as MFE-Magnolia.
• The later Block 5 DMSP satellites should be upgraded by the
addition of a scalar magnetometer at the end of the 5-meter boom,
to provide absolute control on the drift of the vector instruments.
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• The Block 6 DMSP satellites should be upgraded to give absolute
vector measurements of the Earth's magnetic field to an accuracy
of 4 nanoteslas per coordinate. The attitude determination should
be accurate to 15 arc seconds.
• Discussions should take place between NOAA and NASA about
the possibility of placing magnetometers on the NOAA polar-
orbiting satellites.
• Educational concerns of geomagnetism should be pursued.
Educational concerns might be pursued in the following
ways. Government agencies are encouraged to seek student
involvement in their projects whenever possible. This could be
accomplished in large part by employment of students during the
summer at government facilities. In certain situations, students
from nearby universities could work at a government facility
during the school year. Appropriate agencies could fund student
stipends and expenses through university grants or contracts.
Since the number of women and minorities entering professional
science careers is still small, special encouragement should be
given to these groups. This can be most effectively done at the
undergraduate level. Some agencies have student programs at
present; they are encouraged to study these programs to ensure
that they are effective and easy to implement. (Some programs
are known to suffer from rules that are too rigid for effective
student involvement.)
Another educational program might entail visits of
government scientists to universities to present scientific talks.
This program should be restarted by the National Science
Foundation. It affords the opportunity to inform and educate
students who are not science majors about interesting government
research. Programs that inform the nonscientist about major
scientific experiments and results are considered extremely
important in generating a satisfactory research climate within the
country.
• Some of the classified data collected by the U.S. Navy from
surface ships would be of great use to the geomagnetic communi-
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ty. A request should be made to the Navy to release as much data
as possible to the NOAA National Geodetic Survey for the
appropriate filtering, binning, or culling under classified proto-
cols.
Information of this type even if culled, averaged, or
otherwise filtered over a spatial scale of 100 km would be
extremely useful to regional and main field modelers. The data
derived in this way could be used to improve the Navy's field
model.
Of greater value would be data averaged over consider-
ably shorter spatial scales (for example, over a few kilometers).
Such data could be used in lithospheric magnetic modeling studies
or in determining the age of the seafloor from seafloor spreading
anomalies. Basic geological knowledge of this sort would be of
great value to the scientific community, especially in areas
sparsely covered by unclassified data. Declassifying its data
would also be of value to the Navy itself, because the knowledge
of the crustal age is of predictive use for the determination of
sediment coverage, an important aspect of the acoustic behavior
of the ocean floor. These filtered data can then be released to the
NGDC with appropriate controls on dissemination, as prescribed
by the Navy.
Steps should be taken to implement a satellite program to monitor
the L-I Lagrangian point, with 24-hour real time transmission of
data to the ground.
The effective warning of geomagnetic storms would have
immense monetary benefits to the country, and the data obtained
would help improve the understanding of the external magnetic
field of Earth and so provide a better internal field model. These
steps should be taken jointly by NASA, NOAA, DOE, and DOD.
ISTP satellites in geostationary orbit should also be used to gather
data to study the solar wind.
Federal agencies (particularly NOAA and NASA) should seek
efficient and inexpensive ways of digitizing analog records from
geomagnetic observatories. This might be done by subcontracting
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to Russian agencies that have the capability of completing this
work on time and at little expense.
• The INTERMAGNET program and others involving the setting
up of geomagnetic observatories should be expanded. Collabora-
tion between USGS and relevant organizations in other countries
should be encouraged. This can be done by providing the
state-of-the-art INTERMAGNET instrumentation to less devel-
oped countries, and setting up training programs to inform
scientists and engineers from these countries how to achieve
optimum performance from their instruments.
In order to save on installation and data transmittal costs,
new geomagnetic observatories should be collocated with other
geophysical observatories, such as the Fiducial Laboratories for
an International Natural (FLINN) network, or the IRIS network.
Coordination of these geophysical observatories should involve
NSF, NOAA, USGS, NASA, DOD, and other relevant federal
agencies. The antarctic geomagnetic observatories financed by
the NSF Division of Polar Programs should be converted into
absolute instruments with help from the USGS.
• A national effort should be implemented to acquire a new
airborne and shipborne magnetic map and digital data base of the
United States and its EEZ. Such an effort would logically be
coordinated by USGS, but it should involve the support, coopera-
tion, and participation of other federal agencies, state govern-
ments, industry, and academia.
• A data coordination arrangement should be set up among those
federal agencles collecting or holding s_gnificant geomagnetic data
sets. The relevant representatives should meet often enough to
ensure effective communication and collaboration.
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Background on Objectives and Format
Objectives
• To refine the scope and focus of the geomagnetic initiative.
• To identify challenges and future directions in geomagnetic
studies and applications, particularly those of an interdisciplin-
ary nature.
• To define unique opportunities in geomagnetic research and
development that could benefit from an increased level of
interagency coordination.
• To consider the need and possible mechanisms for on-going
interagency coordination which are consistent with the mandat-
ed mission of the principal agencies involved.
• To develop a plan of action.
Size of Meeting
• Large enough to represent the breadth and diversity of the
field.
• Small enough to ensure meaningful discussions in a small
group environment.
• Approximately 100 participants from the academic, industry,
and government scientific community.
Selection of Participants
Participants were selected from a pool of applicants and
nominees based on balance of representation among disciplines
and the expected scientific participation of the potential
attendee.
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General Guidelines for Pre-Workshop Activity
• Essential material was distributed to the workshop participants
before they arrived at the meeting.
• A draft document was circulated to all attendees before the
workshop.
• The chairperson of each working subgroup circulated material
to subgroup members.
• If appropriate (that is, if certain material was not already
circulated, discussed, or otherwise brought to the attention of
the meeting participants), attendees were expected to arrive
with position statements in hand, ready to be copied and
circulated to other participants.
Venue for the Workshop
• The Workshop was held at, or adjacent to, the National
Academy of Sciences (NAS) Green Building, 2001 Wisconsin
Avenue, NW, Washington, DC (Georgetown).
• Plenary sessions were held at the Georgetown Holiday Inn
(across the street from the Green Building), a facility that
could accommodate at least 100 people.
• Working Group meetings were held in the NAS Green
Building where 6 to 8 small meeting rooms were available to
accommodate 20 to 40 people each.
• Secretarial support, word processing, and duplication facilities
were available throughout the meeting.
• Lodging was available at the nearby Georgetown Holiday Inn.
The Working Groups and Subgroups
• The charge to each working group was to articulate and imple-
ment the concepts and recommendations of its constituency.
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In general, each attendee was affiliated with at least two
different working groups: a "Topical Research Working
Group" and an "Operational Requirements Working Group."
The Product
It was planned that a document (called the "proceedings")
would be completed by the end of the workshop. This would
form the basis of a report to be issued by the U.S.
Geodynamics Committee. The "proceedings" would consist
of the following elements:
1. An Executive Summary setting forth the most outstanding
opportunities and priorities.
2. A 35- to 50-page report identifying scientific, operation-
al, and policy issues related to the workshop objectives
mentioned above.
3. A set of supporting appendixes. These might consist of
(among other things) those thoughtful statements describ-
ing in detail the scientific or the programmatic basis for
various elements of the initiative.
All Subgroups were accordingly requested to develop a one-
page summary of their concerns, which they were expected to
distribute at the beginning of the meeting.
All Working Groups were expected to use the one-page
Subgroup summaries in arriving at'a one-page synopsis of their
own. These Working Group synopses would be used by the
executive committee (EXCOM) in developing the two-page
Executive Summary.
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Membership of Topical Working Groups
and Subgroups
A1. The Magnetosphere, Ionosphere, and Atmosphere
(Chairperson: James Slavin)
Magnetospheric Ionospheric
Processes Processes Pulsations
R. McPherron A. Richmond M. Engebretson
F. Rich D. Herzog R. Clauer
M. Teague V. Papitashvili J. Olson
R. Walker L. Zanetti V. Patel
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A2. Lithospheric Magnetic Fields
(Chairperson: Richard Blakely)
Anomalies Analysis Rocks
C. Raymond V.J.S. Grauch R. Reynolds
J. Behrendt
S. Cande
V. Chandler
W. Dewhurst
T. Hildenbrand
W. Hinze
P. Hood
P. Taylor
P. Vogt
J. Arkani-Hamed R. Frost
D. Chapin S. Haggerty
R. Hansen G. Smith
J. MacQueen P. Toft
R. Pawlowski P. Wasilewski
J. Phillips
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A3. Electromagnetic Studies of the Solid Earth and Oceans
(Chairperson: John Booker)
Regional &
Global Studies Oceans Materials
P. Wannamaker A. Chave A. Duba
W. Campbell C. Cox
G. Egbert A.W. Green
1. Gough L. Law
J. G. Kappenman B. Narod
B. Narod P. Tarits
L. Hirsch
J. Tyburczy
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A4. Main Field and Core Processes
(Chairperson: David Loper)
Field Models,
Inversion, &
CMB Proc.
Secular Variations
& Reversals
Dynamic Processes
& Core Dynamo
J. Bloxham R. Merrill P. Roberts
S. Braginsky, J. Cain, M. Fuller, C. Harrison, R. Langel,
L. Newitt, N. Peddie, J. Quin, K. Verosub
(Note: Group did not organize as subgroups)
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Membership of Operational Requirements
Working Groups
B1. Operational Platforms (Chairperson: James Heirtzler)
Surface/Seafloor Airborne/Ship Satellites
A. W. Green T. Hildenbrand L. Zanetti
A. Chave J. Behrendt J. Arkani-Hamed
C. Cox W. Dewhurst M. Engebretson
I. Gough B. Donovan R. McPherron
D. Herzog K. Gebhardt P. Mulligan
L. Law W. Hanna J. Quinn
B. Narod R. Hansen C. Raymond
L. Newitt P. Hood F. Rich
P. Tarits V. Labson J. Slavin
P. Wannamaker J. MacQueen P. Taylor
R. Pawlowski
R. Wold
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B2. Data Management Systems
(Chairperson: Joe Allen1; Herbert Meyers)
Derived
Data Bases Data Archives Data Access Products
D. Herzog H. Meyers R. Walker J. Joselyn
V. Chandler J. Cain D. Chapin R. Barnes
D. Chapin S. Cande J. Phillips W. Campbell
R. Clauer V. Chandler M. Teague D. Chapin
A. W. Green R. Clauer
W. Hinze A.W. Green
J. Phillips D. Herzog
C. Russell J. Kappenman
M. Teague J. MacQueen
L. Newitt
N. Peddie
i j. Allen was the original chair of this Working Group, prior to, and on the
first day of, the workshop; he left the workshop on a personal emergency.
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B3. lnteragency Coordination and Communication
(Chairperson: Christopher Harrison)
Workshop participants
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Agenda
Workshop on the National Geomagnetic Initiative
National Academy of Sciences
Washington, DC
16-20 March 1992
Sunday, p.m.
(March 15)
Sunday, p.m.
& Monday, a.m.
Monday
0830-1200 hrs
1300 hrs
Workshop Organizers (EXCOM, Working
Group and Subgroup Chairs arrive. Meeting
of EXCOM in executive session.)
General Participants arrive
Pre-Workshop caucus of Meeting Coordina-
tors (EXCOM, Working Group and Sub-
group Chairs, Invited Speakers, secretaries,
and others)
Workshop begins.
Plenary Session on the Status and
New Opportunities in Geomagnetic Studies
Welcome by K. Burke and W. Hinze on behalf of the NRC and
USGC, respectively. Introduction by J. Hermance, and general
comments on facilities (secretarial support, word processors, copy
machines, small meeting rooms, and so on).
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Invited Speakers
D. Stevenson
R. Langel
Challenges in the Earth Sciences and Their Rela-
tion to Geomagnetic Studies
Overview of the Geomagnetic Field: The Forest
Rather Than the Trees
W. Hinze Opportunities and Challenges in Lithospheric
Investigations
R. Walker
R. McPherron
Modeling the Magnetosphere
Geomagnetic Storms and Things That Go Bump in
the Night
Status of Working Group Reports
J. Slavin
R. Blakely
J. Booker
D. Loper
J. Heirtzler
J. Mien
C. Harrison
Magnetosphere, Ionosphere, and Atmosphere
Lithosphere Magnetic Fields
Electromagnetic Studies of the Solid Earth and
Oceans
Main Field and Core Processes
Operational Platforms
Data Management Systems
Interagency Cooperation and Coordination
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Monday Evening
1930 - 2130 hrs Preliminary meetings of participants in individual
Topical Working Groups (or Subgroups) to present
short talks, informally discuss mutual expectations
and concerns, and guidelines to achieve meeting
objectives. This generated focus to the following
morning's activities.
Tuesday
0830 - 1200 hrs Meetings of attendees in assigned _T_opicalWork-
ing Groups.
Attendees assembled in assigned Working Groups
based on research topic to discuss (through short
talks and informal discussion at the discretion of
the Group Chair) the following in terms of the
Working Group's specific subfield:
• Recent developments in geomagnetic studies
• New opportunities
• New approaches to solving old problems,
which could be implemented through the use
of new technology
• Specific needs (if any) for interagency coordi-
nation
• Specific concerns.
By midmorning, each Topical Working Group Chair had
developed specific guidelines defining the product needed from each
working group. At the discretion of the Working Group Chair, some
groups assembled into Subgroup Panels for more specific, focused
discussion. In most cases, specific writing assignments resulted in
draft text by noon (or by the afternoon plenary session).
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Tuesday
1300 - 1500 hrs Plenary Session.
Each Topical Subgroup reported (through its
Chair) on its progress to the entire assembly,
followed by a short discussion. At the end of
Subgroup reports, a general discussion developed
on common issues and concerns.
Preliminary priorities.
(Tight Schedule: 10 minutes per report; maximum
= 2 hours total)
1530 - 1730 hrs Topical Groups and Subgroups completed
writing and/or editing.
Each Topical Group Chair met with her/his Sub-
group Chairs and developed a final consensus
statement that was typed and distributed to rest of
attendees by midmorning of next day (Wednesday,
a.m.).
Tuesday Evening
1930 - 2130 hrs Meeting of all Topical and Operational Working
Group Chairpersons with Meeting Coordinators
to identify needs and priorities.
Completion of the Topical Working Group Reports
and Summaries.
Wednesday
0830 - 1200 hrs Meetings of Operational Needs Working Groups.
Attendees assembled into assigned Working
Groups based on operational needs.
Each Operational Needs Subgroup discussed the following in terms
of its specific subfield:
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• Operational platforms
• Data management systems
• Interagency coordination and communication
At this point, each chairperson had developed very
specific guidelines defining the product needed
from each Working Group. Specific writing
assignments resulted in final text by noon (or by
afternoon plenary session).
Wednesday
1300 - 1500 hrs Plenary Session.
Each Operational Needs Subgroup reported on its
progress to the entire assembly. Following the
Subgroup reports, a general discussion focused on
common issues and concerns.
Preliminary priorities.
(Tight Schedule: 10 minutes per report; maximum
= 2 hours total)
1500- 1730hrs Operational Groups and Subgroups complete
writing and/or editing. Each Operational Needs
Working Group Chair met with her/his Subgroup
Chairs and developed a final consensus statement
that was typed and distributed to rest of attendees
by midmorning of next day (Thursday a.m.)
Wednesday Evening
1900 - 2130 hrs Meeting of all Topical and Operational Working
Group Chairpersons with Meeting Coordina-
tors.
Reports and Summaries of the Operational Needs
Working Groups were completed.
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Thursday
0830 - 1000 hrs
Thursday
1030 - 1200 hrs
1400 - 1600 hrs
1600 hrs
1630 + hrs
Plenary Session with Agency Technical Manag-
ers.
Each Working Group Chair (7) presented a short
overview of a relevant section of final report.
(10 minutes per report, including discussion;
maximum = 1.5 hour total)
Several agency Technical Managers then discussed
with the audience the pros and cons of various
mechanisms to achieve interagency coordination.
Meeting of Agency Technical Managers with
lnteragency Coordination and Communication
Subgroup.
Completion of pending writing assignments by
general participants and other subgroup chair-
persons.
Plenary Session
The Agency Perspective
Presentations by agency administrators to plenary
session.
Discussion of the proceedings and initiative as a
whole.
Concluding remarks.
Departure of General Participants (not Meeting
Organizers).
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All Working Group Chairs completed writing
assignments (including those of their groups), and
transferred material to typists.
Fridax
0830-1200 hrs
2000 hrs
Wrap-up of writing and related tasks by coordi-
nating personnel.
Meeting Coordinators, Steering Committee, and
Working Subgroup Chairs assemble final document
summarizing proceedings and Executive Summary.
Steering Committee submitted draft of Work-
shop Report to the U.S. Geodynamics Commit-
tee.
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WORKSHOP ON THE NATIONAL
GEOMAGNETIC INITIATIVE
16-20 March 1992
Attendees
Joseph Allen
Allen Anderson
Jafar Arkani-Hamed
P. R. Barnes
John Behrendt
Richard Blakely
Jeremy Bloxham
John Booker
Stanislav Braginsky
Kevin Burke
Joseph Cain
Wallace Campbell
Steven Cande
Val Chandler
David Chapin
Alan Chave
Robert Clauer
Charles Cox
Warren Dewhurst
Hans Dolezalek
Barry Donovan
Alfred Duba
Timothy Eastman
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Association/National Geophysical Data Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
McGill University
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
U.S. Geological Survey
U.S. Geological Survey
Harvard University
University Washington
University of California, Los Angeles
National Academy of Sciences/National
Research Council
Florida State University
U.S. Geological Survey
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
University Minnesota
ARCO Exploration and Production Company
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute
University Michigan
Scripps Institute of Oceanography
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
Office of Naval Research
U.S. Navy
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
National Science Foundation, Atmospheric
Sciences
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GaryEgbert
Mark Engebretson
JosephEngeln
RonaldFrost
MichaelFuller
Kim Gebhardt
IanGough
V. J.S. Grauch
William Green
StephenHaggerty
WilliamHanna
RichardHansen
BruceHanshaw
ChristopherHarrison
PembrokeHart
Eric Hartwig
JamesHeirtzler
JohnHermance
DonaldHerzog
Thomas Hildenbrand
William Hinze
Lee Hirsch
Peter Hood
Leonard Johnson
JoAnn Joselyn
John Kappenman
Victor Labson
Robert Langel
Lawrence Law
Oregon State University
Augsburg College
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
University of Wyoming
University of California, Santa Barbara
Defense Mapping Agency
University of Alberta
U.S. Geological Survey
U.S. Geological Survey
University of Massachusetts
U.S. Geological Survey
Colorado School of Mines
National Academy of Sciences/National
Research Council
University of Miami
National Academy of Sciences/National
Research Council
Office of Naval Research
NASA/GOddard Space Flight Center
Brown University
U.S. Geological Survey
U.S. Geological Survey
Purdue University
Exxon Production Research Company
Geological Survey Canada
National Science Foundation, Earth Sciences
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
Minnesota Power
U.S. Geological Survey
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration/Goddard Space Flight Center
Pacific Geoscience Center, Geological Survey
of Canada
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David Loper
William Luth
John Lynch
Ian MacGregor
Jeffrey MacQueen
Richard Martino
Michael Mayhew
Robert McPherron
Ronald Merrill
Herbert Meyers
Richard Mitterer
Patricia Mulligan
Barry Narod
L. R. Newitt
John Olson
Ned Ostenso
Vladimir Papitashvili
Vithal Patel
Robert Pawlowski
Norman Peddie
Jeffrey Phillips
John Quinn
Carol Raymond
Richard Reynolds
Frederick Rich
Arthur Richmond
Paul Roberts
Christopher Russell
James Slavin
Guy Smith
David Stevenson
Pascal Tarits
University of Florida
U.S. Department of Energy
National Science Foundation, Polar
National Science Foundation, Earth Sciences
LCT Houston, Inc.
Defense Mapping Agency
National Science Foundation, Earth Sciences
University of California, Los Angeles
University of Washington
National Oceanic and Atmospheric A d m i n -
istration/National Geophysical Data Center
U.S. Department of Energy
NOAA/NESDIS
University of British Columbia
Geological Survey Canada
University of Alaska
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
IZMIRAN & STEP Coordination Office
Naval Research Laboratory
Amoco Production Company
U.S. Geological Survey
U.S. Geological Survey
U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
U.S. Geological Survey
PL/GPFG, Hanscom Air Force Base
National Center for Atmospheric Research
University of California, Los Angeles
University of California, Los Angeles
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
St. Louis University
California Institute of Technology
Institute Physics Globe, Paris
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Patrick Taylor
Michael Teague
Paul Toft
Ronald Turner
James Tyburczy
Thomas Usselman
Raymond Walker
Philip Wannamaker
Peter Wasilewski
Richard Wold
Lorraine Wolf
Lawrence Zanetti
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
McGill University
ANSER, Arlington, Virginia
Arizona State University
National Academy of Sciences/National
Research Council
University of California, Los Angeles
University of Utah
National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion/Goddard Space Flight Center
Terrasense
National Academy of Sciences/National
Research Council
Applied Physics Laboratory, The Johns
Hopkins University
APPENDIX D
ACRONYMS, AB BREVIATIONS,
SPECIAL NAMES
AND
AE
AGO
AGU
APAFO
ARISTOTELES
AWAGS
BEMPEX
BGS
CAM
CANOPUS
CASERTZ
CD-ROM
CMB
CNES
CODMAC
COSPAR
CRRES
CSEDI
DCP
DE-2
DIM
auroral electrojet magnetic activity index
Automatic Geophysical Observatories
American Geophysical Union
Advanced Particles and Fields Observatory
Applications and Research Involving Space
Technologies Observing the Earth's Field from
Low Earth Orbiting Satellite
Australia-Wide Array of Geomagnetic Stations
Barotropic Electromagnetic and Pressure
Experiment
British Geological Survey
Consortium on Array Magnetometers
Canadian Auroral Network for the OPEN
Program Unified Study (OPEN program has
been renamed STEP)
Corridor Aerogeophysics South and East Ross
Transect Zone (Antarctica)
Compact Disk--Read-Only Memory
core-mantle boundary
Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (France)
Committee on Data Management and Computing
(NRC)
Scientific Committee on Space Research (ICSU)
Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite
Cooperative Studies of the Earth's Deep Interior
data collection platform
Dynamics Explorer
declination inclination magnetometer
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DMA
DMSP
DOD
DOE
Dst
EEZ
EM
EMF
EMSLAB
EOS
EOS
EPA
ESA
FAC
FLINN
FREJA
GAMES
GAO
GDS
GEM
GGS
GIN
GIS
GLONASS
GMS
GOES
GPS
HILAT
IAGA
Defense Mapping Agency
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
U.S. Department of Defense
U.S. Department of Energy
disturbance storm time equatorial magnetospheric
activity index (ring current index)
Exclusive Economic Zone
electromagnetic method
electromotive force
Electromagnetic Studies of the Lithosphere and
Mantle Beneath (the Juan de Fuca Plate)
Earth Observing System
Transactions of the AGU
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
European Space Agency
field-aligned current
Fiducial Laboratories for an International Natural
Science Network
Swedish satellite program
Gravity and Magnetic Earth Surveyor
U.S. General Accounting Office
geomagnetic deep sounding
Global Environmental Monitoring
Global Geospace Science
Geomagnetic Information Node
geographic information systems
USSR Global Navigation Satellite System
Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (Japan)
Geostationary Operational Environmental
Satellite
Global Positioning System
High-Latitude Satellite
International Association of Geomagnetism and
Aeronomy (IUGG
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ICL
ICSU
IEEY
IGRF
IGY
ILP
IMF
IMP
INTERMAGNET
IRIS
IRM
ISEE
ISTP
IUGG
IUGS
IZMIRAN
K (index)
Kp
L-1
LITHOPROBE
MAGIC
Magsat
MARGINS
METEOSAT
Inter-Union Commission on the Lithosphere
(established under the auspices of ICSU)
International Council of Scientific Unions
International Equatorial Electrojet Year
(September 1991 to March 1993; designated by
IAGA)
International Geomagnetic Reference Field
International Geophysical Year (1957-1959)
International Lithosphere Program
interplanetary magnetic field
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform
International Real-Time Geomagnetic
Observatory Network
Incorporated Research Institutions for
Seismology
Institute for Rock Magnetism
International Sun-Earth Explorer
International Solar-Terrestrial Physics
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics
International Union of Geological Sciences
Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism (Russia)
pseudologarithmic magnetic disturbance index
for 3-hour intervals (one station)
planetary K-index, based on global set of stations
first Lagrangian point
Canadian program to explore the lithosphere
using geophysics, geology, geochemistry, and
geodesy
Magnetometer Array on the Greenland Ice Cap
Earth's magnetic field satellite (1979-1980)
Margins: A Research Initiative for Interdisci-
plinary Studies of Processes Attending
Lithospheric Extension and Conversion
Meteorological Satellite (ESA)
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MFE
MHD
MLAT
MO
MT
MV
NARA
NASA
NAS/NRC
NAVOCEANO
NERC
NGDC
NOAA
NOST
NRC
NSF
ODP
OEDIPUS
Oersted
OSSA
PACEM
Pc, Pi
POGO
Magnetic Field Explorer
magnetohydrodynamics
magnetic latitude
magneto-optical
magnetotelluric
magnetic variation
National Archives and Records Administration
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Academy of Sciences/National Research
Council
U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office
Natural Environmental Research Council (UK)
National Geophysical Data Center (NOAA)
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
National Office of Standards and Technology
(NASA/OSSA)
National Research Council
National Science Foundation
Ocean Drilling Program
Observations of Electric-Field Distributions in
the Ionospheric Plasma--a Unique Strategy
Danish national satellite program
Office of Space Science and Applications
(NASA)
Physics and Chemistry of Earth Materials
Rapid fluctuations of the geomagnetic field
having periods from a fraction of a second to
tens of minutes, lasting from minutes to hours.
Divided into two main patterns: Pc (continuous,
almost sinusoidal, pattern); Pi (irregular pattern).
PEGASUS space launch vehicle carried to high
altitude by B-52 aircraft
Polar Orbiting Geomagnetic Observatory
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POGS
Re
RIDGE
SAMNET
SCOSTEP
SEDI
SELDADS
SESC
SLR
SMEX
SMS
Sq
STEP
STP
SYNOP
TIMED
TIROS
UARS
ULF
ULYSSES
UNOLS
USAF
USGC
USGS
Vents
Polar Orbiting Geomagnetic Satellite (Navy)
Earth radius
Ridge Inter-Disciplinary Global Experiments
Sub-Auroral Magnetometer Network (UK)
Scientific Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Physics
Research (ICSU)
Studies of the Earth's Deep Interior
Space Environment Laboratory Data Acquisition
and Display System (NOAA)
Space Environmental Services Center (NOAA)
Satellite Laser Ranging
Small Explorer (program)
Synchronous Meteorological Satellite
solar quiet (pattern of electric currents on quiet
days)
Solar-Terrestrial Energy Program (7-year
program begun in 1990)
solar-terrestrial physics
Synoptic Ocean Prediction
Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Mesosphere
Energetics and Dynamics
Television Infrared Observation Satellite
Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite
ultra-low frequency
NASA/ESA spacecraft to investigate heliospheric
phenomena out of the ecliptic plane
University-National Oceanographic Laboratory
System
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Geodynamics Committee
U.S. Geological Survey
Joint NOAA-university study of thermal venting
from the seafloor (East Pacific Rise--Juan de
Fuca Plate)
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VLBI
VLF
WDC
Wind
very-long-baseline interferometry
very low frequency
World Data Center
solar-wind monitoring satellite (NASA)
fir

